
From: Bill Lueders
To: GOV Public Records; Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: Records request
Date: Tuesday, March 14, 2017 2:53:40 PM

This is to request, under the state's open records law (19.31-19.39), records of all
communications received by your office regarding the proposal in the 2017-19
executive budget to cease publication of Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine,
from February 10, 2017, to present. Also requested are records of any
communications regarding this decision between your office and the state
Department of Natural Resources from July 1, 2016, to present.

To save time and labor and reduce or eliminate cost, I am asking for records that 
exist in electronic form to be provided in electronic form. If significant amount of 
records exist only as printed letters or other documents, I would like to review these 
records in person and request copies as needed, again to save time, labor and cost.

Please be aware that the Open Records Law “shall be construed in every instance 
with the presumption of complete public access consistent with the conduct of 
governmental business. The denial of access generally is contrary to the public 
interest and only in exceptional cases can access be denied.” If you deny my request, 
the law requires you to do so in writing and state what part of the law you believe 
entitles you to deny my request. Wis. Stat. § 19.35(4)(a). 

The Open Records law states that you may charge for "the actual, necessary and 
direct cost" of locating records, if this exceeds $50, and for photocopies. Please 
advise me before processing this request if the total cost will exceed $100. 

As you know, the law requires you to respond to this request “as soon as practicable 
and without delay.” 

Please let me know if I can clarify or refine this request.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

-- 
Bill Lueders
blueders@gmail.com
608-669-4712
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GOOD MORNING
Media Briefing – Monday, March 13, 2017

Office of Governor Scott Walker
TODAY’S FRONT PAGES
AP WIRE - WISCONSIN

Governor Walker
Editorial: Moving people from addiction to productivity
Racine Journal Times
Rapid action by both Gov. Scott Walker’s opioid task force and the state Legislature – in an era of
sharp divisions in the Capitol, 11 opioid-related bills are moving swiftly through the Legislature with
bipartisan support – is a reflection of the seriousness of the situation and a desire to help addicts
immediately.
Gov. Scott Walker's promise to create 250,000 jobs in Wisconsin remains elusive
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
More than six years ago as a candidate for governor, Republican Scott Walker promised that if he was
elected, the state would add 250,000 private-sector jobs in four years. That goal continues to be
elusive.
“Debuting new ads:” Milwaukee hosts Wisconsin Governor’s Conference on Tourism
FOX6 Milwaukee
Nearly 1,000 representatives from the tourism industry from across the state gathered at Potawatomi
Hotel & Casino to celebrate achievements in 2016 and discuss upcoming campaigns.
Tax changes hit unemployed homeowners, benefit parents with 1 child
Lee Newspapers
Newlywed parents with a single child in school, university students and low-income families would reap
new tax and fee benefits under Gov. Scott Walker’s budget proposal.
Gov. Walker names Wade Newell new Chippewa Falls District Attorney
WQOW-TV Eau Claire
Wade Newell was appointed by Governor Scott Walker in an announcement made Friday. Newell has
worked as an Assistant District Attorney in Chippewa County for the past 16 years. Previously, he
worked as a special prosecutor in La Crosse County and Jefferson County.
Municipalities to Receive Lead Pipe Replacement Dollars
WSAU Radio Wausau
Governor Scott Walker announced Friday that the DNR reached agreements with Clintonville, Florence,
and Racine. The three will receive a combined total north of $1,000,000 in state subsidies through its
lead pipe replacement program.
Wisconsin's slowest, fastest state agencies
USA Today Network
Wisconsin's largest state agencies filled almost 8,000 public records requests last year, but many
people waited months for information despite an initiative from Gov. Scott Walker to speed up the
process.
State agencies responding more quickly to records requests since last year
Wisconsin State Journal
Wisconsin state agencies are responding more quickly to public records requests since Gov. Scott



Walker ordered improvements a year ago, according to a Wisconsin State Journal review of agency
record request logs.
Wisconsin
Paul Ryan says health premiums will decrease under his replacement plan
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
House Speaker Paul Ryan said on CBS's "Face the Nation" that he expects health insurance
premiums to eventually decrease after a Republican replacement for Obamacare is put in place.
Tammy Baldwin: "‘TrumpCare’ would allow insurance execs to personally make millions off your health
care."
Politifact Wisconsin
Mostly False.
Bice: Sen. Tammy Baldwin says Sheriff David Clarke is being 'groomed' for Senate bid
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin and her political team have been largely silent about the possibility of a
challenge by Milwaukee County Sheriff David A. Clarke Jr.
Sen. Tammy Baldwin opposes GOP health care plan at friendly town hall in Milwaukee
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
"No family should have to worry that they are one illness or one injury away from bankruptcy," Baldwin
told a crowd of over 100 gathered at Milwaukee Area Technical College's downtown campus.
'Something for almost everyone to hate': Wisconsinites weigh in on ACA replacement
Capital Times
If nothing unites people like a common enemy, "Trumpcare" may be an effective tool for bi-partisan
bonding.
In era of change, Jay Risch becomes Wisconsin's top financial regulator
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Like many industries, banking is changing quickly, thanks to technology.
Sunshine Week: Secretive software doing more state of Wisconsin work
USA Today Network
MADISON - When state corrections software looked at Evan Goyke's history, the program saw a man
with "probable" criminal contacts and a "tendency toward an antisocial personality."
Bill would ban coverage of elective abortions for state workers
Wisconsin State Journal
The state couldn’t pay for elective abortions for state workers, whether or not the state keeps paying
premiums to HMOs or adopts self-insurance, under a bill introduced this month.
Wisconsin Republican lawmakers clash on fetal tissue approach
Associated Press
MADISON - Republican Wisconsin lawmakers who for years have sought to ban the use of aborted
fetal tissue in the state are now bickering among themselves over what to do.
Here's how Wisconsin can address student debt
Editorial – Appleton Post Crescent
Higher education in America lends itself to Dickensian descriptions as living in the best of times as well
as the worst.
New subscriptions flood DNR magazine as Wisconsin officials pull plug
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
A funny thing happened after the Walker administration decided it wanted to stop publishing the
Department of Natural Resources’ magazine.
Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel aide gets 17.5% pay bump
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
MADISON – Attorney General Brad Schimel gave his official spokesman a 17.5% raise in February, six
months after his campaign stopped paying him.
--
Tom Evenson | Deputy Communications Director
Office of Governor Scott Walker



From: Moroney, Matt S - GOV
To: Mark LaBarbera
Subject: RE: DNR pub option
Date: Monday, March 13, 2017 8:53:00 AM

Mark,

Hope all is well!   I would suggest that you reach out to Cathy or Kurt to discuss the magazine.  

Best,

Matt

-----Original Message-----
From: Mark LaBarbera @peoplepc.com]
Sent: Friday, March 10, 2017 5:50 PM
To: Moroney, Matt S - GOV
Subject: DNR pub option

Hi Matt,
If you want to discuss outsourcing DNR magazine as an alternative to ceasing print publication, I'm
interested in exploring it.  Mark

Mark LaBarbera
mobile:



From: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
To: Skenandore  Rachel - GOV
Subject: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Northern Highland-American Legion State Forest Update
Date: Wednesday, March 08, 2017 2:57:05 PM

You are subscribed to Northern Highland-American Legion State Forest updates from Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources.

A JOB WITH A CAMPSITE AND A VIEW

Spend your summer in the beautiful Northwoods of Wisconsin as a resident manager at one of the rustic campgrounds in the
Northern Highland American Legion State Forest. Duties include managing camper self-registration and campground
maintenance. Candidates must have strong customer service skills, be friendly, energetic, self-motivated, able to handle
money accurately, and have basic cleaning and maintenance skills. Two paid positions are available from May 22 - October
10 at 40 hours per week through Labor Day, 20 hours per week after. A campsite is provided free of charge. A small
generator is provided. Applications due March 13.

Application details here: http://dnr.wi.gov/x87201/employment/lte/q207lted.asp….

https://www.facebook.com/WIDNR/photos/a.243241979073344.65773.234938886570320/1475722472491949/?type=3

There are also openings for two volunteer campground host positions for the this summer at Cunard Lake Campground from
June 22-August 4 and Plum Lake Campground from June 22-July 27. Neither of these host sites have electricity, but
generator use is allowed between the hours of 10 a.m.-5 p.m. daily. Duties include providing information, answering
questions, and assisting campers, picking up litter, daily cleaning of vault toilets, advising campers of campground/state
forest rules, reporting maintenance or law enforcement problems as needed, and working assigned shifts at visitor station
firewood sheds one to two evenings per week (4-7:30 p.m.). Positions are a minimum 20 hours of work per week.

Contact Joe Fieweger (715-385-3355 ext 119 or joseph.fieweger@wi.gov) for more information.

Subscribe now and receive the December issue of Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine.

Frolic with foxes, outsmart urban critters, eat safe fish, and more!

Only $8.97 for one year, six colorful issues. Makes a great gift, too!

Call toll-free at 1-800-678-9472, go online at wnrmag.com or write to us at P.O. Box 7921, Madison, WI 53707.

New or Featured DNR Subscriptions

WARDEN WIRE: Get the latest news from your conservation law enforcement team.

Outdoor Report: Current fishing activities, wildlife observations, and state park events updated every Thursday.

Manage Your DNR Subscriptions: 
Add new subscriptions, delete subscriptions, and manage your profile.

If you have questions or problems with the subscription service, please visit subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com.

Other inquiries can be directed to the DNR.

This email was sent to rachel.skenandore@wisconsin.gov using GovDelivery, on behalf of: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  101 S. Webster Street  Madison,
WI 53707-7921  608-266-2621



From: Sereno, Jennifer A - DNR
To: Dick, James F - DNR; DNR DL AD DLT; DNR DL OC ALL; DNR DL DW COMMUNICATORS
Subject: Informational: Media Contact Summary for March 7, 2017
Date: Tuesday, March 07, 2017 6:56:32 PM

Media Contact Summary for March 7, 2017
Natural Resources Magazine. Patrick Durkin, Outdoors writer. Records Coordinators
handled. Pat asked for the current number of magazine subscriptions on the books. How many
new and how many renewed. Records turned around same day.
Ice safety, fishing and lakes. Erika Nelson, Lynxx 24, Tomah. Matthew Modjeski and other
Law Enforcement staff handled. With the help of others, Matthew worked to provide a concise
list of advice, recommendations, etc… on treating ice from a safety and fishing standpoint.
CDAC meetings. Michael Klish, WFAF 940 Radio, Fort Atkinson. Pearl Worden handled.
Meeting and council information was discussed.
Public hunting and pressure. Dave Zeug, Delta Waterfowl. Taylor Finger handled. He asked
for some comments regarding how much public land Wisconsin has and how it is available to
waterfowl hunters. Also, he asked if we had any information on the benefits of scouting for
waterfowl (we did from our waterfowl hunter survey). Taylor followed up and answered all
questions.
Nuisance bear issues, Grantsburg. Steve Briggs, Burnett County Sentinel. Steven Hoffman
handled. Nuisance hunt for this area is planned again for this fall using basically the same format
as last year. Steve said we would be monitoring complaints in the village this year again. He asked
when people should be taking their bird feeders down? Steve’s answer was “very soon if the
weather continues as it is.”
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.

Jennifer Sereno
Strategic Communications Manager
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
101 S. Webster St.
Madison, WI 53703 
Phone: (608) 770-8084
Jennifer.Sereno@wisconsin.gov

 dnr.wi.gov

    



From: Michels, Steven - DOA
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Date: Tuesday, March 07, 2017 1:01:23 PM

http://host.madison.com/wsj/opinion/mailbag/government-shouldn-t-control-
the-news-media---/article_c31329a8-7e87-523c-a62b-d25cf64fcf47.html
Government shouldn't control the news media -- Jane Noffke
Here in Wisconsin, Gov. Scott Walker has proposed in his budget that the Wisconsin Natural
Resources magazine be discontinued after 100 years of publication.
If this WSJ reader doesn’t want the government to control the media, then wouldn’t she support
our effort to cancel a state run magazine?
Steve Michels
Communications Director
Department of Administration
Ph: 608-267-7874
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GOOD MORNING
Media Briefing – Monday, March 6, 2017

Office of Governor Scott Walker
TODAY’S FRONT PAGES
AP WIRE - WISCONSIN

Governor Walker
Walker speaks at Larson funeral
Chippewa Herald
Tributes at his funeral service at the Bloomer Baptist Church came from state Rep. Kathy Bernier, state
Sen. Terry Moulton., and others. State Rep. Warren Petryk, a professional singer, was a soloist.
Families, experts wary of Gov. Scott Walker’s plan to abolish Parole Commission
Capital Times
Her husband, Baron Walker, has been imprisoned for nearly 22 years on a 60-year sentence for two
armed bank robberies. Since 2011, he has been eligible for parole under Wisconsin’s old sentencing
scheme, which allowed inmates to petition for release after serving one-fourth of their time.
Gov. Scott Walker thanks Trump for calling to check in on his mother at the hospital
Washington Examiner
Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker thanked President Trump on Saturday for calling in to check in on his
mother, who he said is in the hospital.
Against Protests, Republicans Must Stand Strong
New York Times
MADISON, Wis. — Over the last few weeks, angry voters have greeted Republican congressmen in
districts around the country. As someone who has confronted similar crowds before — and lived to tell
about it — I have a simple message for those lawmakers: It’s put-up or shut-up time.
When Statehouse Politics Embarrass the Nation
New York Times
Before his unsuccessful run for president, Gov. Scott Walker of Wisconsin cut his teeth as a tough-on-
crime Republican lawmaker who demanded that prison inmates serve their full terms. Mr. Walker is
taking this passion to a new low in a budget plan to cut the state’s parole agency from eight employees
to just one.
Knight Life: Walker's state budget could mean demise of DNR magazine
Eau Claire Leader-Telegram
I’ll hang on to the February issue of Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine. It may become a
collector’s item. Besides, it contains that chowder recipe.
Wisconsin
Barrett: Milwaukee is not a drain on the state
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
It is time for Wisconsin to stop thinking of Milwaukee as a drain on state resources and to understand
that the city contributes more to the state's coffers than it receives, Mayor Tom Barrett said Sunday.
Badger Meter acquires new steam technology
Milwaukee Biz Times
Brown Deer-based Badger Meter Inc. has acquired a new technology from Precision Flow
Measurement Inc. for $2 million.



Wisconsin's DNR tentatively OKs sand plant tied to wetlands loss
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
The Department of Natural Resources has given tentative approval to construct an industrial sand plant
in western Wisconsin — a project that would cause the biggest loss of wetlands by a single sand
development in almost a decade.
Public criticized DNR, Scott Walker over climate change scrub
Lee Newspapers
Hundreds of phone calls and emails voicing shock, outrage and ridicule flooded state Department of
Natural Resources offices in December after top managers deleted language from the DNR website
that had described the urgency of addressing human activity that has accelerated climate change.
Secretary Anderson: Ending child care cliff helps families, rewards work
Wisconsin State Farmer
During his budget address, Gov. Scott Walker offered a new, exciting vision for how Wisconsin can
once again lead the nation in reforming our public assistance programs. Building off of the reforms
former Gov. Tommy Thompson started in 1996, Walker has proposed a series of initiatives that reward
work and help people move from government dependence to true independence.
Are kids in rural Wisconsin crossing 'condemned' bridges to catch their school bus?
Politifact Wisconsin
Half True.
Editorial: More bad news on the state of our roads
Wisconsin State Journal
On Monday, U.S. News & World Report ranked Wisconsin 49th out of 50 states for the quality of our
roads. About 42 percent of Wisconsin’s roads are in poor or mediocre condition, according to the
national magazine, compared to just 19 percent in neighboring Illinois.
Editorial: Keep court oversight free of bias, conflict
Racine Journal Times
Independent oversight of Wisconsin’s judges and court commissioners is at risk in Gov. Scott Walker’s
proposed new state budget.
Keep public notices in newspapers | Editorial
Sheboygan Press
Citizens and news organizations can't follow every school, village, city and county government meeting
from roll call to adjournment.
TE
--
Tom Evenson | Deputy Communications Director
Office of Governor Scott Walker
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Walker speaks at Larson funeral
Chippewa Herald
Tributes at his funeral service at the Bloomer Baptist Church came from state Rep. Kathy Bernier, state
Sen. Terry Moulton., and others. State Rep. Warren Petryk, a professional singer, was a soloist.
Families, experts wary of Gov. Scott Walker’s plan to abolish Parole Commission
Capital Times
Her husband, Baron Walker, has been imprisoned for nearly 22 years on a 60-year sentence for two
armed bank robberies. Since 2011, he has been eligible for parole under Wisconsin’s old sentencing
scheme, which allowed inmates to petition for release after serving one-fourth of their time.
Gov. Scott Walker thanks Trump for calling to check in on his mother at the hospital
Washington Examiner
Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker thanked President Trump on Saturday for calling in to check in on his
mother, who he said is in the hospital.
Against Protests, Republicans Must Stand Strong
New York Times
MADISON, Wis. — Over the last few weeks, angry voters have greeted Republican congressmen in
districts around the country. As someone who has confronted similar crowds before — and lived to tell
about it — I have a simple message for those lawmakers: It’s put-up or shut-up time.
When Statehouse Politics Embarrass the Nation
New York Times
Before his unsuccessful run for president, Gov. Scott Walker of Wisconsin cut his teeth as a tough-on-
crime Republican lawmaker who demanded that prison inmates serve their full terms. Mr. Walker is
taking this passion to a new low in a budget plan to cut the state’s parole agency from eight employees
to just one.



Knight Life: Walker's state budget could mean demise of DNR magazine
Eau Claire Leader-Telegram
I’ll hang on to the February issue of Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine. It may become a
collector’s item. Besides, it contains that chowder recipe.
Wisconsin
Barrett: Milwaukee is not a drain on the state
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
It is time for Wisconsin to stop thinking of Milwaukee as a drain on state resources and to understand
that the city contributes more to the state's coffers than it receives, Mayor Tom Barrett said Sunday.
Badger Meter acquires new steam technology
Milwaukee Biz Times
Brown Deer-based Badger Meter Inc. has acquired a new technology from Precision Flow
Measurement Inc. for $2 million.
Wisconsin's DNR tentatively OKs sand plant tied to wetlands loss
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
The Department of Natural Resources has given tentative approval to construct an industrial sand plant
in western Wisconsin — a project that would cause the biggest loss of wetlands by a single sand
development in almost a decade.
Public criticized DNR, Scott Walker over climate change scrub
Lee Newspapers
Hundreds of phone calls and emails voicing shock, outrage and ridicule flooded state Department of
Natural Resources offices in December after top managers deleted language from the DNR website
that had described the urgency of addressing human activity that has accelerated climate change.
Secretary Anderson: Ending child care cliff helps families, rewards work
Wisconsin State Farmer
During his budget address, Gov. Scott Walker offered a new, exciting vision for how Wisconsin can
once again lead the nation in reforming our public assistance programs. Building off of the reforms
former Gov. Tommy Thompson started in 1996, Walker has proposed a series of initiatives that reward
work and help people move from government dependence to true independence.
Are kids in rural Wisconsin crossing 'condemned' bridges to catch their school bus?
Politifact Wisconsin
Half True.
Editorial: More bad news on the state of our roads
Wisconsin State Journal
On Monday, U.S. News & World Report ranked Wisconsin 49th out of 50 states for the quality of our
roads. About 42 percent of Wisconsin’s roads are in poor or mediocre condition, according to the
national magazine, compared to just 19 percent in neighboring Illinois.
Editorial: Keep court oversight free of bias, conflict
Racine Journal Times
Independent oversight of Wisconsin’s judges and court commissioners is at risk in Gov. Scott Walker’s
proposed new state budget.
Keep public notices in newspapers | Editorial
Sheboygan Press
Citizens and news organizations can't follow every school, village, city and county government meeting
from roll call to adjournment.
TE
--
Tom Evenson | Deputy Communications Director
Office of Governor Scott Walker
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former Gov. Tommy Thompson started in 1996, Walker has proposed a series of initiatives that reward
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Editorial: More bad news on the state of our roads
Wisconsin State Journal
On Monday, U.S. News & World Report ranked Wisconsin 49th out of 50 states for the quality of our
roads. About 42 percent of Wisconsin’s roads are in poor or mediocre condition, according to the
national magazine, compared to just 19 percent in neighboring Illinois.
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proposed new state budget.
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Tom Evenson | Deputy Communications Director
Office of Governor Scott Walker



From: Sen.Shilling
To: Neitzel  William E - GOV
Subject: Sen. Jennifer Shilling E-Update - March 2, 2017
Date: Thursday, March 02, 2017 6:33:57 PM

March 2, 2017

Dear Friends and Neighbors,
With the recent rain and snow storms March has come in like a lion and will hopefully go out like a lamb. This update
highlights the upcoming Aldo Leopold celebration, Wisconsin's history, news across the state, National School
Breakfast Week and the weekly Senate Democratic radio address.
I hope you find this information helpful, and don't forget to get out and enjoy all of the fun upcoming events in
western Wisconsin!
Sincerely,

Jennifer K. Shilling
State Senator | 32nd District

  

2017 National History Day

The 2017 National History Day Western Regional contest sponsored by the Wisconsin Historical Society will be held on
Tuesday, March 28, on the University of Wisconsin – La Crosse campus.

National History Day in Wisconsin is an academic enrichment program
for students in grades 6-12. In this project-based contest, students are
taking their learning beyond the textbook to demonstrate their historical
research skills through one of five categories: documentary, exhibit,
paper, performance and website. Guided by an annual theme, students are
encouraged to choose a topic that matches their personal interests. The
2017 theme is “Taking a Stand in History”. Students enter their projects
in local level contests, with the top entries advancing to regional,
state/affiliate, and national levels.

Each year over 10,000 students around Wisconsin present their ideas to
judges and along the way, students compete for honors, awards, and
thousands of dollars in scholarships. This year-long academic adventure
fosters students’ enthusiasm for learning and their love for history.

Judges and volunteers are a key to the success of the National History
Day in Wisconsin Program. Each regional site is currently seeking
volunteers to help support the event. Volunteering at a National History
Day in Wisconsin event is a rewarding experience. Volunteers help

students learn history and actively support the competition by serving as judges who give individual feedback about the
projects. Volunteer sign-up can be found online.

Winners at the regional level will move on to the state competition which will be taking place on Saturday, April 22,
2017 in Madison at the UW-Madison campus. For more information, click here.

Aldo Leopold Celebration
The Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife and Fish Refuge will honor the life and work of conservationist and
naturalist Aldo Leopold on Saturday, March 4, at the visitor center in Brice Prairie through a variety of fun and free
activities.



10:00am -12:00pm – Hey Kids! Tell your parents environmental educators from WisCorps will be leading activities
and crafts in the visitor center, so stop on by!

10:00am -11:00am – Take a Walk Through the Prairie! Students from the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
(UWL) environmental literature classes will be guiding a walk through the prairie and stopping along the way to share
readings from "A Sand County Almanac" as well as their own writings about experiencing nature. 

11:00am and 1:00pm – Get Inspired: There will be two public showings of “Green Fire,” an inspirational film about
Leopold's life and legacy. The first showing will start at 11:00 a.m. and the second showing will begin at 1:00 p.m.
Snacks and refreshments will be provided by the Friends of the Refuge-Mississippi River Pools 7 & 8.

We hope to see you on Saturday to learn more about Aldo Leopold and why he has had such an impact on
conservation work today.

For more information, contact the La Crosse National Fish and Wildlife District Office at (608) 779-2399 or click here.

Celebrate Wisconsin's History
This year marks the 100th Anniversary of the Wisconsin State Capitol! In honor of this historic event, I will be
highlighting a piece of Wisconsin history in every update.
This week we highlight Old Abe, the War Eagle.
Old Abe the War Eagle was the mascot of the 8th Wisconsin Infantry. He
was carried on a special perch throughout the entire war and became a
symbol of Wisconsin's Civil War history.
After training at Camp Randall in Madison, Abe accompanied the
regiment as it headed south. Old Abe witnessed 37 battles and skirmishes,
including some of the bloodiest fighting at Vicksburg and Corinth,
Mississippi. He became an inspirational symbol to the troops like the
ceremonial flag carried by each regiment.
At the end of the war, Old Abe was presented to the State of Wisconsin.
For 15 years, he lived in the "Eagle Department" in the basement of the
Capitol, attracting thousands of visitors. During this period, Old Abe also
served as the star attraction at many fundraising events, earning
thousands of dollars for charities. Old Abe's long life ended March 26,
1881, when he died from smoke inhalation during a fire in the Capitol.
His remains were stuffed and mounted, and for the next 20 years his body
remained on display in the rotunda of the Capitol building.
After construction of the new State Historical Society in 1901, Old Abe was
briefly housed at that facility before being moved back to the Capitol in
1903. His remains were destroyed a few months later when the Capitol
building burned down on February 26, 1904.
Today, a replica of Old Abe can be found in the Assembly Chamber.

Action in the District



Left Photo: I had the privilege of speaking to the juniors at Cashton High School during their US Government
classes. We had a great discussion about the role of a Senator and the importance of state and local government. It is
always inspiring to see the next generation engaging with issues that will affect their lives and the future of our state. 

Thank you to Mr. Mosely and Mr. Moreno for inviting me to speak to your classes.

Right Photo: I recently held listening sessions in Westby and Hillsboro and heard from several people about the
issues that are important to them. Attendees shared their thoughts on school funding, government transparency,

environmental protections and a long term transportation funding solution. 
Stay tuned for more listening sessions in March! 

National School Breakfast Week!
National School Breakfast Week (NSBW) is March 6-10, 2017 and is a week long celebration of the school breakfast
program. The 2017 NSBW theme, "Take the School Breakfast Challenge" encourages students, staff and school officials

to increase their participation in school breakfast.

This week highlights how eating a nutritious breakfast helps
students fuel up for success in the classroom and beyond. School
nutrition programs play a critical role in ensuring all students
receive a healthful breakfast. 

Children who eat school breakfast are more likely to:
- Reach higher levels of achievement in reading and math
- Have better concentration
- Be more alert
- Retain more of what they learn
- Participate in class
- Maintain a healthy weight 
- Drink more milk and eat more fruit daily 

Learn how you can take action here!

Experience Wisconsin

If you are looking for something to awaken your artistic side, let Travel Wisconsin's
Official 2017 Art and Craft Fairs guide be your muse!

This month to month guide details the nearly 200 art and craft fairs held
throughout Wisconsin. It includes descriptions, contact information, number of
exhibitors, attendance figures and hours. This guide also highlights ideas for places
to experiences art in Wisconsin; from art studio tours to public art displays.

From handcrafted pottery to fine arts paintings, this directory celebrates the
thousands of talented artists across Wisconsin and encourages you to experience our
state's vibrant arts scene.



You can reply to this email or call my office at 608-266-5490 to request the official
2017 Art and Craft Fair guide.

News Across the State
Cap Times: Pink hat revolution: As Republicans move to target Planned Parenthood’s federal funding,
women’s health activists push back
The Planned Parenthood clinic in Johnson Creek shut its doors in 2013. It was one of four Wisconsin clinics to
permanently close that year, following a loss of $1 million in state funding delivered in Gov. Scott Walker’s first budget
as governor. - Read Full Article

Wisconsin Public Radio: State Democrats planning legislation to alleviate high cost of child care
Wisconsin Democrats hope to introduce legislation to make quality child care more affordable for working families by
offering them an annual income tax credit. Senate Minority Leader Jennifer Shilling, D-La Crosse, said the bill will
likely mirror the federal law that offers a tax break for up to 35 percent of qualifying care expenses. That would
include up to around $3,000 for one child and up to roughly $6,000 for two or more children. – Read Full Article 

WKOW: Veterans oppose repeal of state prevailing wage law
A Wisconsin law that pays laborers more than the market rate for state construction projects is on the chopping block
in Governor Scott Walker's 2017-19 budget proposal, but veteran's groups are lobbying against the change - saying it
will disproportionately hurt their members. – Read Full Article

WiscTV: Veterans warn eliminating prevailing wage will cost jobs
The American Legion is warning Republicans that eliminating the prevailing wage on state projects could cost
hundreds of veterans their jobs in the construction industry. - Read Full Article

Wisconsin State Journal: State budget bucks national trend, cuts farm-to-school coordinator
Gov. Scott Walker’s budget cuts funding for a program that brings locally grown food into public schools, reversing a
trend the state helped pioneer eight years ago. In 2009 Wisconsin was one of the first to create a statewide farm-to-
school program coordinator, said Helen Dombalis, programs director for the National Farm to School Network. –Read
Full Article 

The Journal Times Editorial: Let the DNR’s magazine continue
The Department of Natural Resources has published Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine for nearly 100 years. Gov.
Scott Walker’s budget calls for the magazine’s elimination; the reasons his administration gives for shutting the
publication don’t stand up to scrutiny. – Read Full Article

Weekly Democratic Radio Address:
"Walker's Rough Roads Getting Worse"

Recently, Senator Mark Miller (D-Monona) offered the weekly Democratic radio address to discuss Wisconsin's
worsening road conditions.

“Wisconsin roads are currently ranked 4th worst in the nation, causing increased expenses
for drivers. Unsafe roads cost drivers in unexpected car repairs, delayed commute times and
cause traffic accidents. Legislative Republicans need to start working towards actual
solutions and stop kicking the can down the road. Wisconsin cannot afford another failed
budget full of tax breaks for the wealthy while our roads fall into disrepair. We all deserve
better.”

The audio file of this address can be found here:



http://media2.legis.wisconsin.gov/multimedia/Sen16/millerradio022317.mp3

Wisconsin DNR Updates
News from the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources: 

March public meetings provide opportunity to share information regarding beaver and trout
management
Department of Natural Resources staff will hold public meetings in March to improve understanding of the benefits
free-flowing cold-water systems provide trout, create awareness of the positive and negative impacts of beaver, and
discuss efforts to achieve balance in beaver management. -Read Full Article

Input sought on draft management plans for 13 State Natural Areas
Draft management plans for 13 State Natural Areas located in south-central Wisconsin and the Door County Peninsula
are available for public comment through March 10, 2017. -Read Full Article

Spring snowmelt and rain can contaminate wells
Warming temperatures, snow melt, residual frozen ground and rain can create conditions that may affect private wells
and drinking water. -Read Full Article

Anglers urged to pull ice fishing shelters before deadlines - or ice gives way!
Winter's recent string of spring temperatures and thinning ice has state recreational safety specialists encouraging
anglers to remove their ice fishing shelters prior to the official deadlines. -Read Full Article

Recently Introduced Legislation
If you are interested in legislation that is being introduced, the Wisconsin Legislative website posts bills as they are

being introduced in the Senate and Assembly. Check it out and stay informed! 

Calendar of Events

Date Event Location

3/3 Greater La Crosse Golf Show La Crosse

3/3 Polar Plunge La Crosse

3/4 Bald Eagle Days Ferryville

3/4 Climate Action Festival La Crosse

3/4 Beginning Beekeeping Classes Viroqua

3/6 Viroqua Chamber Power Hour Viroqua

3/6-3/-10 National Breakfast School Week Nationwide

3/8 International Women's Day Panel La Crosse

3/9 3rd Annual International Women's Day Celebration La Crosse

3/11 Washburn Garden Expo 2017 La Crosse



3/11 St. Patrick Parade La Crosse

3/11 Backyard Poultry Seminar Viroqua

3/11 Annual St. Patrick's Day Parade Prairie du Chien

3/11 Shamrock Shuffle Prairie du Chien

3/12 Daylight Savings Time Nationwide

3/18-3/19 Weaving Weekend: Pack Basket TBD

3/18 Chaseburg Sole Burner Chili Cook-off Chaseburg

3/31 The Other Door's Recovery Jam Viroqua

4/14-4/15 Mid West Music Fest La Crosse

4/20 2017 Wisconsin Health Education Network Annual Meeting Middleton

I apologize if any upcoming events in the area were left off. If you would like me to include an event in future e-
updates, please email me the date, location and a website with details.

Senator Jennifer Shilling
P.O. Box 7882 - Madison, WI 53707

phone: 608.266.5490
email: sen.shilling@legis.wi.gov

 "like" me on Facebook  "follow" me on Twitter  visit my website
If you wish to stop receiving these emails, please reply to this email 

with the word "Unsubscribe" in the subject line.



From: Grinde, Kirsten - DOA
To: Bradtke, Evan S - GOV; Dombrowski, Cynthia A - DOA; Frederick, Caitlin - DOA; Halverson, Vicky - DOA;

Himebauch, Casey - GOV; Hochkammer, Debbie - DOA; Hurlburt, Waylon R - DOA; Hynek, Sara - DOA;
Jablonski, Jack - GOV; Kraus, Jennifer - DOA; Moore, Dorothy J - GOV; Moroney, Matt S - GOV; Neitzel, Scott -
DOA; Skenandore, Rachel - GOV; Smith, Heather K - GOV; Suhr, Daniel R - LTGOV; Young, Monica - GOV;
Zeuske, Cate - DOA; Ziegler, Paul - DOA; Zipperer, Rich - GOV

Subject: Management Summaries for Next Week
Date: Thursday, March 02, 2017 4:59:33 PM
Attachments: DOT Dashboard March 2017.docx

DNR - March 2017.docx
WEDC - 2017 March.docx
WHEDA update- March 2017.doc

Please find attached management summaries for next week's meetings with the following agencies:
· DOT
· DNR
· WEDC
· WHEDA

Please let us know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Kirsten
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Department of Natural Resources Update – March 2017 
 

 
Vacancies:  Pay period 3 
• Current vacancy rate:  15.6% 

o Compared to one year ago:  16.4% 
• Current vacancy rate by fund source: 

o GPR 15.6% 
o FED 14.9% 
o PR  16.3% 
o SEG 15.9% 

 
 
2017 Legislation: 

1. AB 61 - This bill limits the time during which the feeding of deer may be prohibited following a positive 
test for certain diseases. 

2. AB 63 - This bill exempts from wetland permitting requirements a discharge of material into a wetland 
that is incidental to installation or maintenance of utility infrastructure in a highway right-of-way if the 
affected portion of the wetland will be restored to the condition that existed immediately before the 
discharge was commenced. 

3. AB 82 – This bill requires the Department of Natural Resources to issue wild turkey hunting licenses 
and tags to resident disabled veterans and to recipients of the Purple Heart medal without using the 
cumulative preference system required under current law. 

4. SB 76 – This bill defines high capacity wells activities exempted from permitting and identifies a 
groundwater study area.  

 
 
Department Reorg 
 
• Department proposes to move from 7 divisions to 5: 

o Fish, Wildlife and Parks 
o Forestry 
o Environmental Management 
o Business Support/External Services 
o External Services 
o Internal Services 

 
• Released to the public on November 30 
 
 
Governor’s Budget Summary 
 
Fish and Wildlife 

• Parks Equipment—Master Lease - Funding for years three and four of a 4-year master lease to 
purchase 37 mobile computers used by parks system staff.  Cost: $47,400 SEG in each fiscal year. 
 

• Pheasant stocking at the Bong Recreation Area in Kenosha County.  Cost: $100,000 SEG in each 
fiscal year. 

 
Forestry 

• Replacement for forestry fire fighter radio repeater towers. 
• Replacement of fire shelters used by division of forestry firefighters.  In addition, replace firefighter drip 

torches. 
• Supplemental funding for additional aerial forest fire detection. 
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• Funding to support the third and fourth payments of a 4-year master lease for the purchase of 
165 mobile computers for forestry field staff.  Cost:  $76,900 in each year 

• Funding to support the third and fourth payments of a 4-year master lease for the purchase of 
27 forestry law enforcement computers.  Cost:  $30,000 in each year. 

• Requirement that Chief Forester locate north of Highway 29. 
• Requirement that DNR increase fees for high demand parks and campsites 
• Eliminate DNR magazine. 
• Expand use of EIF funds and provide additional resources for CAFO. 
• Eliminate the forestry mill tax; replace revenue with transfer from GPR. 

 



From: Dick, James F - DNR
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: FYI
Date: Thursday, March 02, 2017 3:33:45 PM
Attachments: Mag Talking Points 030117.docx

FYI-attached
Jim Dick
Communications Director
Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources (DNR)
James.dick@wisconsin.gov
608-267-2773
608-575-6821-cell



WCC Talking Points 

DNR’s Mission: To protect and enhance our natural resources: our air, land and water; 
our wildlife, fish and forests and the ecosystems that sustain all life. To provide a healthy, sustainable 
environment and a full range of outdoor opportunities. To ensure the right of all people to use and 
enjoy these resources in their work and leisure. To work with people to understand each other's views 
and to carry out the public will. 
And in this partnership consider the future and generations to follow. 
 

Magazine 

• The magazine has had a great run since it was first published as the Wisconsin 
Conservationist nearly a hundred years ago.  

• The printing, mailing and editing of the magazine is supported by subscriptions and still 
has a loyal following. However the staff time put into writing and developing content most 
often was not.  

o Approximately 88,000 subscribers- 40,000 thru Patron License. 48,000 non-patron 
subscribers. 

• After completing our core work analysis during the alignment process, it became clear that 
we at the Wisconsin DNR are not magazine publishers. 

• Our time and resources can be better utilized by focusing on communication tools that are 
more immediate in this digital age and have the potential of spreading the word of DNR’s 
mission and work to a larger audience. 

o Continue to grow our social media reach that currently includes 82,160 Facebook 
followers and 17,665 Twitter followers. 

o Increase our reach through videos. As of 2016, our YouTube channel has a total 
913,717 views. That’s a 19% increase over 2015. The number of viewers who “like” 
the channel is up 27% and the number of actual subscribers is up 99% over 2015. 

o We electronically distribute public information on numerous DNR topics to 903,000 
GovDelivery subscribers. 

• Even the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel recently announced substantial changes in its print 
edition because technology is changing the way people consume news and information-
through smartphones, tablets and the internet. 

• It takes a good deal of behind-the-scenes work to publish and distribute the six Natural 
Resources magazine every year. In order to fill the magazine pages, staff members often 
researched and wrote stories. They can now focus their time on their core work in their 
own programs and divisions. 

• Free lancers offered stories that would fill the story supply gap. While these were good 
stories about the outdoors, the authors were not involved in DNR work and had no active 
knowledge of our programs and services to help inform readers of what we do to carry out 
our mission. 



• The budget process is far from over. The legislature still has its say before a final budget bill 
reaches the Governor’s desk, usually sometime in June. If the recommendation stays intact, 
the final edition would be February 2018. 

 

 



From: Results@TVEyes-Alerts.com
To: Craft, Nathan - GOV
Subject: New MMS Alert - Scott Walker
Date: Wednesday, March 01, 2017 8:00:40 AM

Media Alert From TVEyes Media Monitoring Suite
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Scott Walker on KOGO-AM (Radio) - San Diego, CA
02/28/2017 06:03:20
... there could next couple hours and Wildcat Canyon still flooded closed at the casino Scott
Walker goes next real-time updated 6 10 San Diego's updated weather am this San Diego
river will remain flooded most of the day cool today with building sunshine ...

(click
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to play)

Scott Walker on KOGO-AM (Radio) - San Diego, CA
02/28/2017 06:34:10
... delays down from Fallbrook to go for Kenny on the 15 South report brought by T.J. Martella
Foundation Scott Walker cover those extra time updated 6 4 San Diego's updated other the
San Diego River remains flooded today we're trying out today with increasing sunshine but still
cool ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on KMPH-FRES (FOX) - Fresno, CA
02/28/2017 07:18:52
Great Day on FOX26 (News)
... but that is not the fair thing to do for the people. i wind chills scott
walker said that will be a disruption. >> if we do nothing and as was
noted politically, for republicans, maybe it would be ...
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Scott Walker on KOGO-AM (Radio) - San Diego, CA
02/28/2017 07:23:09
... in Oceanside traffic work continues on the 76 the North Coast Highway westbound is
blocked Douglas Scott Walker this special time Update 7 30 mostly sunny with a high near 60
downtown today clear with lows in the upper 40s tonight men Sunni going into ...
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Scott Walker on KOGO-AM (Radio) - San Diego, CA
02/28/2017 07:34:06
... split down traffic busy is always down through Carter performed clears out traffic this
morning is brought by staple Scott Walker called a special time updated 7 40 San Diego's
updated weather this San Diego river will remain flooded most of the day cool today with
buildings sunshine human ...
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Scott Walker on Milwaukee Public Radio - Milwaukee, WI
02/28/2017 08:19:16
... wisconsin schools could soon see money added to their budgets governor scott walker has
proposed boosting the amount of funding sent to public schools and many district leaders are
celebrating the idea yeah and they're trying to decide how ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WEAU (NBC) - La Crosse, WI
02/28/2017 08:28:21
Today (News)
... be in the country legally. a key republican legislator says governor
walker's plan to cut uw tuition could hurt taxpayers. representative dale
kooyenga, a member of the legislature's powerful budget ...
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Scott Walker on KOGO-AM (Radio) - San Diego, CA
02/28/2017 08:34:19
... with a teacher brought by a foundation for a better life Scott Walker for those extra time
Update 8 Ford San Diego's updated weather the San Diego river will remain flooded most of
the day it will be ...



(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on KQDS (FOX) - Duluth, MN
02/28/2017 08:35:03
Fox 21 Local News At 8 (News)
... administration. a key republican legislator says wisconsin gov. scott
walker's plan to cut university of wisconsin system tuition... could hurt
taxpayers and lawmakers... ...
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Governor Walker on Milwaukee Public Radio - Milwaukee, WI
02/28/2017 08:42:01
... that money nets the pleasant query facing wisconsin school district took his time as
governor walker has for posed increasing state aid to schools so you you wm education
reporter rachel morale low visited one local district ...
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Governor Walker on Milwaukee Public Radio - Milwaukee, WI
02/28/2017 08:45:03
... they might have to convince their teachers to pay more of their insurance costs governor
walker said schools would only get money for their students if the employees paid 12 % of the
cost of health care plans bridge marella 87 w you wm ...
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Scott Walker on KOGO-AM (Radio) - San Diego, CA
02/28/2017 09:06:56
... us all build a better world they wanted by own dime lower Scott Walker called search for a
time up to a 50 hour Rush Limbaugh has brought your updated forecast today Moseley 600
it's sunny with highs near 60 downtown tonight mostly clear with lows in ...
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Governor Walker on WIBX-AM (Radio) - Utica, NY
02/28/2017 09:13:07
... got we got republican governors accept the medicaid expansion we did do was fascinating
governor walker have integrity say no we don't want the fed to govern telling us how to run
health care in the skies in accepted lot of dead so now ...
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Governor Walker on WOKV-AM (Radio) - Jacksonville, FL
02/28/2017 09:13:44
... entitlement programs so there's probably got we got rid of governors to accept the Medicaid
expansion we do assassinate governor Walker had intended to say no we don't want the Fed
to have to tell us how to run healthcare instead accepted lot of dead so other did down ...

(click
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to play)

Governor Walker on WHIO-AM - Dayton, OH
02/28/2017 09:13:57
... so there's probably got we got republican governors accept the medicaid expansion we did
do was passing governor walker have integrity say no we don't want the fed to govern telling
us how to run healthcare in an excepted lot of dead so now they're ticked down ...

(click
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to play)

Governor Walker on WDBO-FM (Radio) - Orlando, FL
02/28/2017 09:14:12
... got we've got Republican governors to accept the Medicaid expansion we did do was
fascinating governor Walker had intended to say no we don't want the the Fed about telling us
how to run healthcare in an excepted alive than ...

(click
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to play)

Governor Walker on WIBX-AM (Radio) - Utica, NY
02/28/2017 09:16:59
... good team sport here in kobe party you know his cousin chi about demonstrating that i'm
happy to tell the governor walker had he found anything in your town halls have had them
yeah we we we certainly had said mosque and had obviously 9.7 people at ...
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Governor Walker on WOKV-AM (Radio) - Jacksonville, FL
02/28/2017 09:17:17
... teams for here than it was that is not shy about demonstrating that I am happy to tell the
governor Walker have lived you found anything in your town halls have had him Yeah we've



we've certainly had I was at a mosque and had obviously 95 ...
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to play)

Governor Walker on WHIO-AM - Dayton, OH
02/28/2017 09:17:44
... the party you know wisconsin not shy about demonstrating that happy have to tell the
governor walker have you found anything in your town halls have had him yeah we've we've
certainly had housed at a mosque and had obviously ninetyfive_. said ...

(click
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to play)

Governor Walker on WDBO-FM (Radio) - Orlando, FL
02/28/2017 09:18:04
... then hopefully good teams for the bird you know his cousin chi about demonstrating that
happy enough to tell the governor Walker have you found anything in your town falls have had
him Yeah we've we've certainly had I was ...
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Governor Walker on WTAQ-AM (Radio) - Green Bay, WI 
02/28/2017 10:22:18
... and they will say privately behind closed doors but they have problems disagree with
governor walker publicly the governor walker onesta through additional money ap not again i
don't want to indict all public schools because the one i wouldn't do that ...
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Governor Walker on News Radio 1330 - Green Bay, WI 
02/28/2017 10:23:00
... and they will say privately behind closed doors but they have problems disagree with
governor walker publicly the governor walker wants to throw additional money ap again i don't
want to die all public schools because one i wouldn't do that ...

(click
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to play)

Scott Walker on WTAQ-AM (Radio) - Green Bay, WI 
02/28/2017 10:30:22
... get to the newspapers in wisconsin and self-serving hypocrisy when it comes to imposing
scott walker budget recommendation i do want to talk about what the president may talk
about tonight hollis said and will he handle and how well will he handle the ...
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Scott Walker on News Radio 1330 - Green Bay, WI 
02/28/2017 10:31:08
... the newspapers most said and self serving hypocrisy when it comes to imposing scott
walker budget recommendation and i do want to talk about what the president may talk about
tonight hollis says and will he handle an holwell will he handle the with rule ...

(click
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to play)

Governor Scott Walker on WTAQ-AM (Radio) - Green Bay, WI 
02/28/2017 10:41:39
... will put it back on the list not this governor scott walker's state budget proposes shaking
up how government agencies across wisconsin must inform the public of their activities that
...

(click
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to play)

Scott Walker on News Radio 1330 - Green Bay, WI 
02/28/2017 10:43:09
... i will explain unless on this super ok that's funny but governor scott walker said budget
proposes shake up how government agencies across wisconsin must inform the public of their
activities that makes said som the secrecy closed door herself ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on WDSU-NO (NBC) - New Orleans, LA
02/28/2017 11:20:05
Maury (Other)
... adrianna: that it so cool to get a big shot coconut. scott: scott walker
here adrianna hopkins here on fat tuesday. big shot is rolling. adrianna:
big shot looks hot. ...

Scott Walker on WDSU-NO (NBC) - New Orleans, LA



(click thumbnail to play) 02/28/2017 11:40:53
Maury (Other)
... us. i'm here with margaret orr and scott walker. scott: we know it's fat
tuesday when -- margaret: i'm elsa from frozen. can't you tell? ...
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Scott Walker on WTMJ-AM (Radio) - Milwaukee, WI
02/28/2017 11:54:38
... how that is a recipe for electoral failure you've got 40 some % population doesn't like Scott
Walker let's not enough to defeat Scott Walker so what you have is the organizers were trying
to figure out a way to keep the momentum going to try to keep this ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Scott Walker on WFRV (CBS) - Green Bay, WI 
02/28/2017 12:03:38
Local 5 News at Noon (News)
... nation s governors, including wisconsin governor scott walker. walker
said the governors had a productive meeting ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Scott Walker on WREX (NBC) - Rockford, IL
02/28/2017 12:04:01
13 News at Noon (News)
... new at noon -- not all wisconsin lawmakers are fans of governor scott
walker's plan to cut u-w tuition. some feel it could hurt taxpayers and
lawmakers should instead consider letting the system ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Scott Walker on WISC (CBS) - Madison, WI
02/28/2017 12:05:24
News 3 at Noon (News)
... the affordable care act. governor scott walker and a number of the
nation's governors met ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on Fox Business Network - U.S. Cable
02/28/2017 12:19:38
Cavuto: Coast to Coast (News)
... updated on grim view of the world of david stockman. scott walker
disagrees, that this president sends powerful and uplifting message they
take with taking our spending priorities back. ...
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watch in effect through 10 o'clock tonight those showers were stuck to tail off tomorrow ...
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... one hour trip to the South Bay immediate fire from the 54 lawyer Scott Walker with cul-de-
sacs storm watch update at 9 o'clock 3 throughout the day today heavy at times taper off a bit
overnight chance of snow in the higher elevations our ...
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... close lack not only private lunch at the white house joining president trump with governor
scott wisconsin governor scott walker with ahead florida is now serving under is vice-chair the
republican governors association health care reform the focus of the talks between the 3 which
the president has will ...
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... gaining coverage under the affordable care act that we hear from he was elected governor
in the past we agent along with governor walker both to tackle the health care issue trying to
get a good idea that taxes are willing or any talk about ...
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... 13 31.5 wh be staff follow word jews school board really need to meet every month the
governor walker apparently doesn't think so and it was god goes to work with ireland over
bother 9 29 race farm president of the ...
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... in the next half hour jews school or really need to meet every month governor walker
family doesn't think so and wisconsin goes to war with ireland over butter 9 28 farm president
over american not always so northern wisconsin top official remove all riffing 5 ...
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... came out organizers believe seal prisons in below the wrong information governor scott
walker believes wisconsin's health insurance program is a model for the rest the country
speaking yesterday on fox news sunday with chris wallace locker said the state has the
highest ...
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... if you have done a fantastic job event holiday closed launching between trump governor
scott and scott walker of wisconsin to discuss health care overhaul's which on tuesday night
president trump will highlight in his first address to a joint session of congress ...
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instruction for school district its i was and nobody noticed that one yes so it took me days
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... so here's the first one governor walker's budget would eliminate minimum hours the
instruction for school districts i was and nobody noticed that one yeah so it took me days but
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... in this i can decide which was believed into separate stories governor walker's 2017 19
budget eliminates the requirement that school boards meet every month watchers spokesman
tom evans told media trackers that the changes among several requirements walker wants to
eliminate ...
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... likely decide which was believed started to separate stories governor walker's 2017 19
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tom evans told media trackers that the changes among several apartments walker ...
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... jerry bader show 9 52 tripoli 4.5 13 16 governor scott walker's proposed budget includes
eliminating the requirement that school boards meet at least once a month not i kind of
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... vader's show 9 52 triple late 4.5 13 16 governor scott walker's proposed budget includes
eliminating the requirement that school boards meet at least once a month not i kind of
figured this was going to be me ...
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... the president not only private lunch at the white house joining president trump with
governor scott wisconsin governor scott walker with ahead florida is now serving under by
share the republican governors association health care reform the focus of the talks between
the 3 which the president has will ...
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... job done in the 30s tonight on fox news sunday wisconsin republican governor scott walker
and virginia democratic governor terry mcauliffe sitting with host chris wallace walker says
executive order banning travel from 7 majority muslim nation that was blocked by the 9th
circuit court and ...
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... more final thought on the school board requirement scott walker proposing monthly
meeting the requirement for school boards be eliminated a school board member from the
school district in wisconsin i think that unido could these purposes ...
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... in state budgets. now, wisconsin governor scott walker has been one of
the leading governors on this issue having a working lunch with president
trump over the weekend to discuss the path forward on ...
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... successor Indiana governor Eric Holcomb rights previous sat next to Wisconsin governor
Scott Walker the president's daughter her was seated between Compaq Governor Matt Bevin
and Massachusetts governor but Holly make I wonder ...
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... stand up, tom. and i spent a lot of time with governor walker and
governor rick scott the other day. we were talking about it. they're very
expert on the subject and i want to thank ...
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... [applause] and i spent a lot of time with governor walker and governor
rick scott the other day and we were talking about it. they are very expert
on the subject. ...
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... stand up, tom. and i spent a lot of time with governor walker and
governor rick scott the other day talking about it. they are really very
expert on the subject and i want to thank ...
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... stand up, tom. and i spent a lot of time with governor walker and
governor rick scott the other day, we're talking about it, they're very
expert on the subject. i want to thank them. ...
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... [ applause ] and i spent a lot of time with governor walker and
governor rick scott, talking to them about it, they're expert on the subject.
i want to thank them, they spent ...
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... stand up, tom. and i spent a lot of time with governor walker and
governor rick scott the other day talking abt. they're really very expert on
the subject and i want to thank ...
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... stand up, tom. >> and i spent a lotltidor-cespedes lot of time with
governor walker and governor scott. i want to thank them, they spent a
lot of time with me. governor christie is here. ...
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... saying his and I spent a lot of time with Scott Walker's and governor Rick Scott the day
we're talking about it they really very expert on the subject and I want to thank them this



and a lot of time ...
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... the president and a house that i hope will be receptive. >>> governor
walker who you just saw there speaking had lunch with president trump at
the white house to discuss those plans this past weekend. ...
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... christopher, with apologies, i want to listen to governor scott walker in
wisconsin right now. he has been meeting with the president along with
other governors. we were listening for just a ...
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... white house. you're looking at wisconsin governor scott walker speaking
in front of the white house. let's listen here. >> the quality of affordable
health care. ...
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... threaten everyone to take you to the White House outside the White House governors Scott
Walker a Republican governor from was kind incident is speaking following the governor's
meeting with President Donald Trump ministrations ...
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... we want to take you to the White House outside the White House governor Scott Walker
Republican governor from Wisconsin is speaking following the governor's meeting with
President Donald Trump administration about and I don't know if and when John Gregory
Polanco one address ...
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... there is asa hutchinson of arkansas, obviously, scott walker of
wisconsin talking about the governors' meeting with the president and the
vice president, who said this morning that the trump administration ...
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... ObamaCare though it's a very complicated process spent a lot of time with Scott Walker
and governor Rick Scott the other day we're talking about it they're really very expert on the
subject and I want to thank them They spent a lot of ...
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... i want to bring in some new information. a scott walker and kentucky,
just moments ago talking about that meeting with the president. let's this
thing is a mass, and we know from the questions that we ...
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... order to maximize those dollars. yesterday, wisconsin governor scott
walker had lunch with president trump at the white house to discuss those
plans - and said the president was very ...
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... order to maximize those dollars. governor scott walker / (r) wisconsin /
fox news sunday says: "governors are more affective, they're more
efficient, they're more ...
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... >> in the next hour, let me tell you what is coming up, scott walker,
our guest. he just met with president trump. they talk the future of
obamacare. ...
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... going ahead at full speed quick wall on the weekend when he got scott walker and can
never let the governor and from west virginia and i think every time that the conservatives
tried to imply that trump making fun of the ...
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... milk marketing board. america's dairyland is my land. (governor
walker) wisconsin is full of unique destinations, festivals and fun.
(secretary klett) ...
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... confirmed, sitting here. i spent a lot of time with governor walker and
governor rick scott the other day. we were talking about it. they are very
expert on the subject, and i want to thank ...
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... administration to get things done for people we represent. neil:
governor walker, good to see you again. >> good to see you as you
always. neil: we're eking out a lead in ...
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... emplaced by this fall melissa barclay wta q news thank you not listen governor walker
believes that wisconsin's health insurance program is a model for the rest of the country
speaking yesterday on fox news sunday with chris wallace ...
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... about things we already he now what's going to happen with infrastructure when over the
weekend that governor Walker had lunch with the President on standard line just left here a
few minutes ago Health he had a meeting with the president ...
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... descent and a third person who tried to intervene right Pro ABC News a key Republican
legislators as governor Walker's plan to cut University of Wisconsin tuition could hurt
taxpayers and lawmakers should instead consider letting the system raise tuition according to
inflation or income increases represented ...
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Live at Four (News)
... to congress tomorrow night. plus, governor walker met with the
president today to discuss the future of ...
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... medicaid could states. governor walker talked to the press outside the
white house this morning... ...
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... that understands and respects that." governor walker says we can
expect to see some of the details they've been working in regards ...
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FOX 6 Wake Up News at 4 (News)
... look for it in our post -- on the home page. governor scott walker joins
the push to repeal and replace obamacare.. meeting with president donald
trump today. ...
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... on the corporate front the roman governor disease hodgson the
markets are obviously scott walker of wisconsin like about the governor's
really with the president the vice president who said this morning that the
trough administration would be the best friendly ever referred ...
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Your World With Neil Cavuto (News)
... in it and it won't be easy to get out of it. governor walker is right as
usual, by the way. i live in chicago. governor walker has been kicking the
tar out of illinois when it ...
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27 News @ 5 (News)
... out." )) during this morning's meeting, governor walker was seen
sitting at the same table as vice president mike pence. ((ad-lib)) refer to
the screen for current weather information. ...
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... department of defense. governor scott walker did meet with president
trump this morning... talking ...
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... that trump mentioned today. >> you spent a lot of time with governor
walker and governor scott. they're experts on the subject. and they spent
a lot of time with me. ...
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... rating. audio outcue: i'm washington. governor walker says that people
should have the choice to decide what they want, not what the
government wants when it comes to health care. he ...
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... his meeting in the white house tonight on "live at ten." governor scott
walker and other governors met earlier today with the president in the
white house. afterward governor walker said he's ...
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... look for it in our post -- on the home page. wisconsin governor scott
walker among a group of governors visiting the white house today to meet
with president donald trump. the ...
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... specific replacement measure, however. wisconsin's governor walker
was on hand today -- to lend his support to trump's plan. ""we know how
to make things work better in our states than ...
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... speed and alcohol are factors in the crash. joyce: governor walker is
the chairman of the governor's association. in milwaukee democrat is the
new democratic committee secretary. ...
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... out and why it's going to make a difference in people's lives. "
governor walker continues his push to replace so-called obamacare.. he
and several other governors were at the white house today ...
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... more powers to the states and governors. the governor says details of
what they've been working on will emerge later this week. meantime, a
wisconsin republican lawmaker says ...
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... under this administration. governor walker so aid.. he's encouraged
about replacing the affordable care ...
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... here are some pictures from governor walker and mrs. walker's event.
visit to that they enjoyed ...
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... here are some pictures from governor walker and mrs. walker's event.
visit to that they enjoyed ...
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... leo hindery. i know there are more questions. i saw governor walker.
he will be here. there will be -- the speech will we have two more
speakers be online as well. ...
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... center. good evening. i'm scott walker. adrianna: and i'm adrianna
hopkins. despite concerns over rain, this lundi gras was dry. ...
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... police shooting. less than four months earlier, governor scott walker
signed a bill making wisconsin the first state to require outside
investigations for ...
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... the government wants when it /wk#comes to healthcare." wisconsin
governor scott walker among a group of governors visiting the white house
today to meet with president donald trump. ...
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... late-breaking. this is wdsu news at 10:00 with scott walker, adrianna
hopkins, chief meteorologist margaret orr and sports with fletcher mackel.
scott: happening right now, krewe of cork the us still ...
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... people." wisconsin republican governor scott walker said that would be
a disruption.walker says: "we know from the questions we heard today
that if we do nothing -- and as was noted ...
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... successor Indiana governor Eric Holcomb rights previous sat next to Wisconsin governor
Scott Walker the president's daughter error was seeded between Kentucky governor Matt
Bevin and Massachusetts governor but Holly makeup I wonder ...
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... chance high: 51 governor scott walker says the states know how to
make some things work better than the federal government. he made the
comment following ...
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... look for it in our post -- on the home page. wisconsin governor scott
walker among a group of governors visiting the white house today to meet
with president donald trump. ...
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... people." wisconsin republican governor scott walker said that would be
a disruption. walker says: "we know from the questions we heard today
that if we do ...
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... do for the people. >> wisconsin republican governor scott walker that
would be a disruption. >> if we do nothing and as was noted politically,
for republicans, may be a would be ...
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... government resources for campaign work. governor walker says the
states know how to make some things work better than the federal
government. he made the comment following ...
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... for it. ben: plus, governor scott walker visits the white house. the plan
he's working on with president trump and what walker had to say after
the white house ...
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... evers, is calling for an investigation. while governor scott walker is
proposing tuition cuts at u-w schools, one of his fellow republicans wants
to raise it instead.represenative dale ...
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... in any new proposal gov. scott walker, wisconsin: "if nothing happens,
problems happen for people in this country ...
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... republican governor scott walker belives the white house will get the
cooperation it needs. "xxxxx" during ...
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... outside of capitol hill ramping up the tension. melinda: governor scott
walker spent yesterday at the white house discussing how to repeal and
replace the affordable care act. ...
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... republican governor scott walker said that would be a disruption.
walker says: "we know from the questions we ...
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... a key republican state lawmaker now says governor walker's plan to
cut tuition at the u-w system could hurt taxpayers. ...
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... including wisconsin governor scott walker. walker said the governors
had a productive meeting with mister trump ...
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... demonstrate inclusion, equality and diversity. governor walker says
people should have the choice to decide what they want when it comes to
health care.he made those comments after president ...
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... in developing news.. a wisconsin republican lawmaker says governor
walker's plan to cut uw-system tuition could hurt taxpayers.
representative dale kooyenga suggests lawmakers ...
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... ((sean)) governor scott walker says he had a productive president
donald meeting with trump monday. ...
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... response to the president's address. governor scott walker was one of
several governors to meet with president trump at the white house. ...
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... and credits last year. while governor walker is proposing cutting tuition
at u-w schools, one of his fellow ...
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Scott Walker because Metro time update 5 20 mostly sunny today Hunter said Steve downtown
tonight mostly clear Lows in the upper 40s Tomorrow Sunny with highs ...
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... in milwaukee 5 18 now armor age allowance wisconsin schools could soon see money added
to their budgets governor scott walker has proposed boosting the amount of funding sent to
public schools and many district leaders are celebrating the idea and ...
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... another budget promise from governor walker is being criticized by a
key republican colleague at the ...
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... ready for his first address to congress tonight... governor walker hopes
talk of replacing obamacare focuses on more state control... and...fighting
fraud...the ...
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... like medicaid ((nate)) governor walker meets with the president to talk
about healthcare reform. ...
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... ernie i do not take these threats and macquarie governor walker says he's directed the
state police department of homeland security to look into all 3 incidents the york jewish
community center received a bomb threat monday morning and evacuated between ...
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... to handle medicaid reform in any new proposal. gov. scott walker, (r)
wisconsin: "if nothing happens, problems happen for people in this country
and in our states." <><> president trump / no font: ...
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... for republicans in the nation's capital looking to repeal and replace obamacare governor
scott walker says wisconsin as one of the highest numbers of people with insurance in the
country and did it without expanding medicaid and adding more pressure ...
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... including wisconsin governor scott walker. walker said the governors
had a productive meeting with mister trump ...
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... during a meeting late yesterday. governor scott walker says the
president knows things work better if rolled out at the state level. gov.
scott walker/(r) ...
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... instead of lowering tuition as governor walker is proposing, kooyenga
wrote on the "right ...
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... proposal gov. scott walker, (r) wisconsin: "if nothing happens, problems
...
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... government resources for campaign work. governor walker says the
states know how to make some things work better than the federal
government. he made the comment following ...
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... a key republican representative says gov. scott walker's plan to cut
university of wisconsin system tuition could hurt taxpayers. instead -- he
wants ...
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... be in the country legally. a key republican legislator says governor
walker's plan to cut uw tuition could hurt taxpayers and lawmakers should
instead consider letting the system raise tuition according ...
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... to handle reform in any gov. scott walker, wisconsin: happens,
problems "if nothing happen for people ...
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... refunds and credits last year. gov. scott walker says protecting
taxpayers is a top priority and he will continue to work with the
department to remain ...
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... for it. ben: plus, governor scott walker visits the white house. the plan
he's working on with president trump and what walker had to say after
the white house ...
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... how to think about spending that money that's the question facing wisconsin school districts
right now governor walker has posed increasing state aid to schools this year so w you wm
education reporter rachel relevant visited one local school district ...
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... they might have to convince their teachers to pay more of their insurance costs governor
walker said schools would only get money for their students if the employees paid 12 % of the
cost of health care plans rachel morale low 80 embrace 7 w you ...
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... a republican lawmaker says governor walker's plan to cut tuition at the
u-w system could hurt taxpayers. ...
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... up the tension ahead of the prime time address. melinda: governor
scott walker spent yesterday at the white house discussing how to repeal
and replace the affordable care act. ...
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... plus... we'll share governor walker's thoughts about working with the
white house on health ...
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... demonstrate inclusion, equality and diversity. governor walker says
people should have the choice to decide what they want when it comes to
health care.he made those comments after president ...
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... including wisconsin governor scott walker. walker said the governors
had a productive meeting with mister trump ...
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... brother-in-law. governor scott walker and a number of the nation's
governors met with the president ...
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... president's address. governor scott walker was one of several
governors president trump at the white house. walker spoke with ...
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... in developing news.. a wisconsin republican lawmaker says governor
walker's plan to cut uw-system tuition could hurt taxpayers.



representative dale kooyenga suggests lawmakers ...
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... schools should have to file act tend to receive more state aid republican governor scott
walker's budget package includes an extra 200 dollars for student aid to the next two years
but schools have to follow the terms of his 2011 union law that makes employees ...
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... a key republican state lawmaker now says governor walker's plan to
cut tuition at the u-w system could hurt taxpayers. ...
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... leo hindery. i know there are more questions. i saw governor walker.
he will be here. there will be -- the speech will be online as well. we have
two more speakers ...
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... 'll are the latest concerns over governor walker's budget and how it will
be funded... plus the day's top ...
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... like medicaid ((nate)) governor walker meets with the president to talk
about healthcare reform. ...
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had a productive meeting with mister trump ...
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... instead of lowering tuition as governor walker is proposing, kooyenga
wrote wisconsin" website ...
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... government resources for campaign work. governor walker says the
states work better than the federal know how to make some things he
made the comment following government. ...
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... wisconsin schools could soon seem money added to their budgets governor scott walker
has proposed boosting the amount of funding cents to public schools many district leaders are
celebrating the idea and they're trying to decide just how to spend that extra money ...
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... ((sean)) lawmaker says governor walker's plan to cut tuition at the u-w
system could hurt representative dale ...
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... subscriptions for was johnson's a dnr magazine are up following news governor walker
wanted to eliminate the publication wisconsin state journal reporting state received only 14
100 orders between february 13th and last wednesday no more than a ...
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... administration. a key republican legislator says wisconsin gov. scott
walker's plan to cut university of wisconsin system tuition... could hurt
taxpayers and lawmakers... ...
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... people." wisconsin republican governor scott walker said that would be
a disruption. walker says: "we know from the questions we heard today
that if we do nothing -- and as was ...
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... do you spend that money well that's the quandary facing wisconsin school districts now
governor walker has proposed increasing state aid to schools this year so w you wm education
reporter rachel rell visited one local district to ask the staff and students there what they ...
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... they might have to convince their teachers to pay more of their insurance costs governor
walker said schools would only get money for their students if the employees pay 12 % of the
cost of health care plans bridge morale 87 w you wm ...
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... be in the country legally. a key republican legislator says governor
walker's plan to cut uw tuition could hurt taxpayers and lawmakers should
instead consider letting the system raise tuition according ...
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... milk marketing board. america's dairyland is my land. (governor
walker) wisconsin is full of unique destinations, festivals and fun.
(secretary klett) ...
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... i'm coming to you out of, as you know, wisconsin. when scott walker
enacted act 10 which stirred up the left, they even interrupted and
disrupted a special olympics fundraiser that scott walker ...
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... what i would also add to what rachel just said, protests against scott
walker, guess what, they didn't work. scott walker was not removed from
office and a very popular governor. ...
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... facebook his videos he did with the washington examiner he talked scott walker the
governor was asked and he talked to senator ted cruz of texas and larry was kind of neat all
around us keep that kind of guy ...
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... 3 judges showed they have doubts about lower court rulings that struck down voting rules
set by Governor Scott Walker and fellow Republican lawmakers the state's Republican attorney
general is challenging last year's ruling by U.S. District judge struck down restrictions on early
voting ...
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... oh think you can I'm sure you covered by looking back then our Republican governor
governor Walker pass the bill that the beard leave women that you have the right to
collective ...
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... i'm sorry i'm from releasing wisconsin be replaced the public unions early afternoon public
employees we've seen that the work governor walker said legislation there's 20 by making
time join hands with time and make things better and better on their own side tracked by law
all these have ...
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... that's Monday at 3 on the my report make those with consonants Scott Walker's something
and fake polls the the protests in Madison which Israeli University of Wisconsin is a perfect
example uses fake it was trying to make and the trend this ...
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... they can only tell you I'm sure you're covered if I wasn't looking back then our Republican
governor governor Walker pass the bill less severely limited You have the right to we were all
over I am I imagine he will but ...
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... think over time i'm sure you cover the by looking back then our republican governor
governor walker pass the bill left severely limited you have the right to collective we were all
over i i imagine he will ...
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... 3 judges showed they had doubts about lower court rulings that struck down voting rules
set by Governor Scott Walker and fellow Republican lawmakers walking Journal Sentinel says
the state's Republican attorney general is challenging last year's ruling your sister judge ...
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... we were all over is in fact in the early days the republican primary i was played in the
governor walker as v one guy who's demonstrating emails fight back against the radical left
and when i met and he's tough and he didn't shrink ...
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... W TVs there was so much fake news and Wisconsin Gov Scott Walker's something and fake
polls that the protests in Madison ridges where the University of Wisconsin is perfect examples
of the use of fake news trying to make did really dread ...
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... radio friday 94.9 fm wta g was so much fake news and wisconsin gov scott walker's
thought they had fake poll the protests in madison ridges where the university of wisconsin is
perfect eggs samples the use fake news trying to make and it's really a friend this ...
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... 4 players was so much like those in wisconsin gov scott walker's something and i think
polls that the protests in madison bridges where the university of wisconsin is a perfect
example uses fake news trying to make war and women the trend is ...
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... Cartes won several politicians with Wisconsin ties to appear at the conference this weekend
governor Scott Walker presidential chief of staff ranks previous also addressed the crowd with
speeches of their own after two rounds of voting more than 400 Democrats pick former labor
Secretary Tom ...
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... wisconsinites spoke at the event , including governor scott walker and
white house chief of staff reince priebus. and as we mentioned earlier, the
democratic national committee has a new leader. ...
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4 News at 5PM (News)
... and when we lead together. >>> reporter: president trump had lunch
with scott walker at the white house following his speech friday to the
conservative political action conference. ...
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... scott and wisconsin governor lunch with florida governor rick scott
walker at the white house following his speech friday to action conference.
sot: the conservative political fake news ...
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... >> reporter: president trump had lunch with rick scott and scott walker
at the white house following his speech friday. >> a few days ago, i called
the fake news, the enemy of the ...
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... governor rick scott and wisconsin governor scott walker at the white
house following his speech friday to the conservative political action ...
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... wisconsin governor scott walker at the white house following his speech
friday to the ...
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... governor ritt and wisconsin governor scott walker at tte hous following
speech friday to thconservative political action conference. "a few days
ago i called the fake news the ...
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... with florida governor rick scott in wisconsin governor scott walker at the
white house following his his speech friday to the conservative political
action conference. >> a few days ago i called the ...
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... lunch with florida governor rick scott and wisconsin governor scott
walker at the white house following his speech friday to the conservative
political action conference.sot: "a few days ...
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... concerns." sheldon: for the second time in a month, governor scott
walker met with president trump. abc news is reporting the governor had
lunch with the president and florida governor ...
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... >> president trump had lunch with rick scott and wisconsin governor
scott walker at the white house following his speech friday with the
conservative political action conference. ...
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... lunch with florida governor rick scott and wisconsin governor scott
walker at the white house following his speech friday to the conservative
political action conference.sot: "a few days ...
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... working lunch with governor rick scott and wisconsin governor scott
walker today. they discussed solutions to the problems of the affordable
care act... with a special emphasis on the states' role in ...
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... with a focus on the affordable care act, governor scott and scott walker
met the president today, and talk about problems with obama care and
the role of states in healthcare, republicans say they are ...
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scott walker at the white house following his speech friday with the
conservative political action conference. ...
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>>> a truck surfacing charges ...
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... milk marketing board. america's dairyland is my land. (governor
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... florida governor rick scott and wisconsin governor scott walker at the
white house following his speech friday to the conservative political action
conference. sot: ...
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Scott Walker on Fox 46 Carolinas - Charlotte, NC
02/26/2017 08:10:34
Good Day Charlotte Sunday (News)
... wisconsin governor and one time candidate for president scott walker.
also joined by virginia governor and one time chair of the democratic
national committee, terry mcauliffe. ...
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Scott Walker on WLKY-LOU (CBS) - Louisville, KY
02/26/2017 08:14:46
WLKY News at 8:00AM (News)
... >> president trump had lunch, with, rick scott, and, scott walker, on
friday. >> a few days ago, i called the people. fake news the enemy of
the >> the white house later blocked ...
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02/26/2017 08:30:15
Channel 3 News Sunday Morning (News)
... florida governor rick scott and wisconsin governor scott walker at the
white house following his speech friday to the conservative political action
conference.sot: (president trump- yesterday) ...
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Scott Walker on WPRI-PVD (CBS) - Providence, RI
02/26/2017 08:33:05
Eyewitness News at 8AM (News)
... with florida governor rick scott and wisconsin governor scott walker at
the white house following his speech friday to the conservative political
action conference. ...
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Scott Walker on WCTV (CBS) - Tallahassee, FL
02/26/2017 08:33:39
Good Morning Show Weekend Edition (News)
... and wisconsin governor scott walker at the white house following his
speech friday to the conservative political action conference. ...
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Scott Walker on WTVT-TB (FOX) - Tampa Bay, FL
02/26/2017 08:34:13
Good Day Tampa Bay @ 8AM (News)
... the national governors association and republican scott walker, who is
the chair of the republican governors association. real quickly, our power
player of the week is somebody you ...
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Scott Walker on WTTG-DC (FOX) - Washington, D.C.
02/26/2017 08:48:57
Fox 5 Morning News Sunday (News)
... manager corey lewandowski. then ask two leading governors, mcauliffe
and scott walker how the jump agenda will affect people. then how the
new democratic party chair will affect the ...
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Subject: Exciting DNR Jobs!
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Exciting DNR Jobs!

  

Jobs-6_large

The DNR employs a large, diverse workforce throughout our state. If you are creative, service-oriented and like to work on teams, you're in the right
place! We seek employees with a strong customer service philosophy and an attitude of helpfulness. We typically fill jobs in the areas of Natural
Resources, Environmental Sciences, Engineering, Law Enforcement, Business, Information Technology, and Administrative Support.

Current Permanent (FTE) Openings

Job Title/
Job Announcement Code

Location Application
Deadline

Visitor Services Associate - Limited Term
Employment (LTE) 
1700328

*Statewide 2/27/2017

Facilities Repair Worker - Limited Term
Employment (LTE) 
1700336

*Statewide 2/27/2017

Engineer Advanced - Waste Management Plan
Review Expert 
1700219

Brown, Dane, Eau Claire, ... 2/27/2017

Wastewater Permit Drafter 
1700382

Brown, Dane, Eau Claire, ... 2/28/2017

Air Management Grant and Budget Coordinator 
1700402

Dane 2/28/2017

Human Resources Specialist - Staffing,
Classification & Compensation 
1700419

Dane 3/2/2017

Property Manager 
1700381

*Statewide 3/6/2017

Program Director, Waste & Materials Management 
1700358

Dane 3/6/2017

Nonpoint Source Coordinator 
1700414

Brown, Dane, La Crosse, ... 3/12/2017

Seasonal - Limited Term Employment (LTE) 
1700369

*Statewide 6/30/2017

Current Temporary (LTE) Openings

ID Title Location Deadline
10853 LTE - FORESTRY SPECIALIST Madison 02/24/2017
10881 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN-ADV Madison 02/24/2017
10884 LTE - MICROBIOLOGIST Madison 02/24/2017
10904 LTE - FORESTRY SPECIALIST Madison 02/24/2017
10920 LTE - FISHERIES BIOLOGIST Madison 02/24/2017
10922 LTE - FISHERIES BIOLOGIST Madison 02/24/2017
10967 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Woodruff 02/26/2017
10969 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Spooner 02/26/2017
10970 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Hayward 02/26/2017
10988 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Milwaukee 02/26/2017
10852 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/27/2017
10865 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/27/2017
10906 LTE - LABORER Necedah 02/27/2017
10907 LTE - LABORER Friendship 02/27/2017
10908 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Necedah 02/27/2017
10909 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Necedah 02/27/2017
10915 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Crivitz 02/27/2017



10939 LTE - PARKS AND RECREATION SPEC Waupaca 02/27/2017
10943 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/27/2017
10944 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Lake Geneva 02/27/2017
10947 LTE - LABORER Lake Geneva 02/27/2017
10950 LTE - LABORER Ontario 02/27/2017
10953 LTE - LABORER Baraboo 02/27/2017
10960 LTE - AIRCRAFT PILOT Madison 02/27/2017
10961 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Mishicot 02/27/2017
10962 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Mishicot 02/27/2017
10993 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Hayward 02/27/2017
10968 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Merrill 02/28/2017
10981 LTE - LABORER Wausau 02/28/2017
10982 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Wausau 02/28/2017
10990 LTE - LABORER Merrill 02/28/2017
11008 LTE - WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST Eau Claire 02/28/2017
11009 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Eau Claire 02/28/2017
11010 LTE - WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST Menomonie 02/28/2017
11011 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Menomonie 02/28/2017
10886 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Belgium 03/01/2017
10887 LTE - LABORER Belgium 03/01/2017
10888 LTE - LABORER Belgium 03/01/2017
10889 LTE - LABORER Sheboygan 03/01/2017
10890 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Sheboygan 03/01/2017
10940 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Ontario 03/01/2017
10942 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Camp Douglas 03/01/2017
11006 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Plymouth 03/01/2017
10895 LTE - LABORER Mellen 03/02/2017
10896 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Mellen 03/02/2017
10897 LTE - LABORER LaPointe 03/02/2017
10898 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE LaPointe 03/02/2017
10929 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER LaPointe 03/02/2017
10945 LTE - LABORER Kansasville 03/02/2017
10946 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Kansasville 03/02/2017
10948 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Kansasville 03/02/2017
10955 LTE - FORESTER Winter 03/02/2017
10956 LTE - RANGER Winter 03/02/2017
11002 LTE - LABORER Spring Green 03/02/2017
10846 LTE - FINANCIAL SPECIALIST SENIOR Madison 03/03/2017
10913 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Boulder Junction 03/03/2017
10917 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Boulder Junction 03/03/2017
10923 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER-ADVANCED Boulder Junction 03/03/2017
10924 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Boulder Junction 03/03/2017
10965 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Eau Claire 03/05/2017
10971 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Woodruff 03/06/2017
10972 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Spooner 03/06/2017
10973 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Hayward 03/06/2017
10974 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Superior 03/06/2017
10975 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Fish Creek 03/06/2017
10976 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Fish Creek 03/06/2017
10977 LTE - LABORER Fish Creek 03/06/2017
10979 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Fish Creek 03/06/2017
10996 LTE - PARKS AND RECREATION SPEC Fish Creek 03/06/2017
11000 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Fitchburg 03/06/2017
11001 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Superior 03/06/2017
11003 LTE - PARKS AND RECREATION SPEC Fitchburg 03/06/2017
11004 LTE - LABORER Superior 03/06/2017
11005 LTE - PARKS AND RECREATION SPEC Delafield 03/06/2017
10013 LTE - LABORER Crivitz 03/07/2017
10938 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE St Croix Falls 03/07/2017
10941 LTE - LABORER St Croix Falls 03/07/2017
10980 LTE - LABORER Crivitz 03/07/2017
10985 LTE - FISHERIES BIOLOGIST Superior 03/08/2017
10986 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Kansasville 03/08/2017



11038 LTE - AIR MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST Superior 03/08/2017
11049 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Wisconsin Rapids 03/09/2017
10902 LTE - LABORER Campbellsport 03/10/2017
10995 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Sturgeon Bay 03/10/2017
10997 LTE - PARKS AND RECREATION SPEC Sturgeon Bay 03/10/2017
10998 LTE - LABORER Sturgeon Bay 03/10/2017
11046 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Antigo 03/10/2017
11050 LTE - WATER RESOURCES MGT SPEC Spooner 03/10/2017
10892 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Hudson 03/11/2017
10893 LTE - LABORER Hudson 03/11/2017
10894 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE River Falls 03/11/2017
10804 LTE - WASTEWATER SPECIALIST Madison 03/12/2017
10845 LTE - LABORER Baraboo 03/13/2017
10999 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Mellen 03/13/2017
11007 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Sturgeon Bay 03/13/2017
10978 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Sturgeon Bay 03/15/2017
10987 LTE - LABORER Sturgeon Bay 03/15/2017
10994 LTE - PARKS AND RECREATION SPEC Sturgeon Bay 03/15/2017
10954 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Two Rivers 03/16/2017
10964 LTE - PARKS AND RECREATION SPEC Two Rivers 03/16/2017
10949 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Sherwood 03/17/2017
10951 LTE - LABORER Sherwood 03/17/2017
11033 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Hartford 03/17/2017
11034 LTE - LABORER Hartford 03/17/2017
11035 LTE - WATER RESOURCES MGT SPEC-SENIOR Madison 03/17/2017
11036 LTE - WATER RESOURCES MGT SPEC Madison 03/17/2017
11037 LTE - WATER RESOURCES MGT SPEC Madison 03/17/2017
10963 LTE - LABORER Boscobel 03/20/2017
10926 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Eagle 03/31/2017
10927 LTE - LABORER Eagle 03/31/2017
10928 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Eagle 03/31/2017
10989 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Eagle 03/31/2017

Please stop by dnr.wi.gov/employment to learn more about these positions and others.

Subscribe now for only $8.97.

Featured DNR Subscriptions

Outdoor Report: Current fishing activities, wildlife observations, and state park events updated every Thursday.

Manage Your DNR Subscriptions: 
Add new subscriptions, delete subscriptions, and manage your profile. If you have questions or problems with the subscription service, please contact support@govdelivery.com.

Other inquiries can be directed to the DNR.

This email was sent to rachel.skenandore@wisconsin.gov using GovDelivery, on behalf of: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  101 S. Webster Street  Madison,
WI 53707-7921  608-266-2621



From: Lamers, Holly J - DNR
To: Moore, Dorothy J - GOV; Hochkammer, Debbie - DOA
Cc: Stepp, Cathy L - DNR; Thiede, Kurt A - DNR; Eberle, Ed - DNR; Aquino, Mark D - DNR; Dick, James F - DNR
Subject: DNR Agency Weekly Report
Date: Friday, February 24, 2017 10:50:09 AM
Attachments: Agency DNR Weekly Report 02-24-17.doc

Good morning Dorothy and Debbie,
Please find attached DNR’s Report for this past week.
Thank you,
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.

Holly Lamers
Office of the Secretary
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
101 S Webster Street, Madison, WI 53703
Phone: 608-267-7556
Cell Phone: 608-219-0048
Fax: 608-266-6983
holly.lamers@wi.gov

 dnr.wi.gov
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Meetings 
Kurt, Pat, and Tim met with Senator Tiffany, Legislative Council, and staff for 
Representatives Stafsholt and Felzkowski regarding aquaculture. 
 
Monday February 20, 2017 
Senator Marklein’s staff (Katy) contacted Tim seeking information regarding EPA 
phosphorous variance approval. Tim is handling. 
Representative Mursau’s staff (Cory) contacted Tim seeking DNR review of a bill exempting 
existing dog trialing facility fences from MFL “improvement” definition. Tim is handling. 
Representative Swearingen’s staff (Matt) contacted Tim seeking DNR review of a bill 
changing residency requirements for town sanitary districts. Tim is handling. 
Representative Murphy’s staff (David) and Senator Roth’s staff (Dan) contacted Erin seeking 
information regarding turkey season dates. Erin handled. 
Representative Nerison’s staff (Sandra) and Senator Testin’s staff (Matt) contacted Tim 
seeking information regarding if/how DNR could define the central sands region. Tim is 
handling. 
 
Meetings 
Kurt and Fred are meeting with Senator Tiffany regarding the location of the Chief State 
Forester’s office. (2/20) 
 
Tuesday February 21, 2017 
Senator Cowles’ staff (Toni) contacted Erin seeking information regarding round gobies on the 
Fox River. Erin is handling. 
Senator Feyen’s staff (Tim) contacted Tim seeking information regarding shoreland zoning in 
towns v. cities. Erin handled. 
Representative Knodl’s staff (Trevor) contacted Tim seeking information regarding current law 
for public notifications of lead in water exceedances. Tim is handling. 
Representative Loudenbeck’s staff (Mike) contacted Tim seeking an update on DNR 
regulation of pier curtains. Tim is handling. 
Representative Robert Brooks’ staff (Christopher) contacted Tim seeking information 
regarding County Forest Acreage Share Payments to towns. Tim handled. 
Representative Kuglitsch’s staff (Garrett) contacted Tim seeking a meeting to discuss a 
potential hearing by his committee regarding AB 63 about utility wetland permit exemptions. 
Tim is handling. 
Representative Allen’s staff (Dan) contacted Erin seeking information regarding DNR’s 
authority to seek new Milwaukee DNR office space. Erin is handling. 
Representative Tittl’s staff (Steve) contacted Erin seeking information regarding required life 
jackets in situations of boogie boards versus paddle boards. Erin handled. 
Senator Petrowski’s staff (Tim) contacted Erin seeking a meeting with Secretary Stepp to meet 
regarding a Marathon County economic development proposal impacting wetlands. Erin 
handled. 
Senator Testin’s staff (Natalie) contacted Tim seeking information regarding dam operations 
and property flooding in Portage County. Erin is handling. 
 
Meetings 
Secretary Stepp, Kurt, Mark, Pat, and Tim met with Senator Tiffany and stakeholders regarding 
aquaculture. (2/21) 
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Wednesday, February 22, 2017 
Senator Petrowski’s staff (Tim) contacted Tim seeking a meeting to discuss current law as it 
affect aquaculture. Tim is handling. 
Representative Kitchens’ staff (Stamena) contacted Erin seeking information regarding ATV 
road signage laws. Erin handled. 
Representative Mursau’s staff (Cory) contacted Tim seeking all committee information 
distributions from DNR be provided in electronic format if possible. Tim handled. 
Senator Cowles’ staff (Toni) contacted DNR staff seeking updated information regarding 
groundwater statistics and DNR powerpoint slides. Tim is handling. 
Senator Harsdorf contacted Dan Baumann seeking information regarding zoning in the St. 
Croix Riverway. Dan handled. 
Senator Harsdorf contacted Dan Baumann seeking information regarding stream flow 
measurements in the Willow River near Willow River State Park. Dan is handling. 
Legislative Council staff (Rachel) contacted Tim seeking information regarding how NRB and 
DNR close hunting and trapping on State Park property per 2011 Act 168. Tim handled. 
Senator Darling contacted Secretary Stepp seeking DNR updates on issues regarding 
hazardous materials at three sites in Milwaukee County. Secretary Stepp handled. 
Representative Weatherston’s staff (Keith) and Representative Kuglistch’s staff (Garrett) 
contacted Tim seeking DNR input on a bill exempting utilities from wetland permitting. Tim is 
handling. 
 
Thursday February 23, 2017 
Here are the contacts for Thursday February 23, 2017 using the new template provided this 
week: 
 
Policy 
ISSUE OFFICE NOTES STAFF STATUS OUTCOME 
State Park 
Funding 

Rep 
Macco 
(Nick)  

Background 
information 
regarding how 
State Parks are 
funded 

Tim Gary Closed Tim provided 
information regarding 
statutes, reports, and 
recent revenue. 

Aquaculture Sen 
Tiffany 
(Tyler) 

Review LRB 
questions 
regarding latest 
aquaculture 
drafting 
instructions from 
Sen Tiffany based 
on 2/22 
discussions with 
DNR 

Tim Gary 
Kurt 
Thiede 
Mark 
Aquino 
Pat 
Stevens 
Quinn 
Williams 

Open Pending 

   
CONTINUED 
ON NEXT PAGE 
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Lead in 
water 

Rep 
Knodl 
(Trevor) 

Information 
regarding current 
law requirements 
for lead water 
testing and 
notifications by 
public drinking 
water systems and 
landlords 

Erin 
Ruby 
Steve 
Elmore 

Closed Erin supplied 
information about 
public system and 
landlord legal 
notification 
responsibilities 

Ordinary 
High Water 
Mark 

Rep 
Kitchens 

Seeking 
information 
regarding if, when, 
how DNR could 
review and 
establish the 
OHWM in 
Sturgeon Bay at a 
site subject to 
litigation the Rep 
is trying to 
mediate 

Tim Gary 
Quinn 
Williams 

Open Pending 

 
Constituent 
ISSUE OFFICE NOTES STAFF STATUS OUTCOME 
Wetlands Rep 

Kerkman 
(Eric)  

What does 
constituent need 
to do to have a 
complete 
wetland filling 
application? 

Erin 
Ruby 
Elaine 
Johnson 

Closed Provided copy of 
DNR letter to 
constituent specifying 
missing component 
permit application, 
cited contact 
information for DNR 
staff handling 
application in the 
letter to the 
constituent. 

Senior 
recreation 
discounts 

Sen 
Fitzgerald 
(Cindy) 

Senior citizen 
and disabled flat 
fee rec card 
law/info from 
1980s? 

Erin 
Ruby 

Closed Created in 1977, 
repealed in 1991  

Phosphorous 
numeric 
limitation 
variance 

Sen 
Moulton 
(Mikayla) 

Community of 
Augusta eligible 
for MDV? 

Erin 
Ruby 
Amanda 
Minks 
Adrian 
Stocks 

Open Pending 
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GOOD MORNING
Media Briefing – Thursday, February 23, 2017

Office of Governor Scott Walker
TODAY’S FRONT PAGES
AP WIRE - WISCONSIN

Governor Walker
Governor Walker tells conservatives ‘go big, go bold’ during speech at CPAC
Associated Press
Walker recounts his battles with liberal activists and labor unions, comparing his experience in
Wisconsin with what President Donald Trump and his Cabinet are experiencing now. He tells the
activists, “Been there, done that.”
Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker urges nation's conservatives to stand strong against protests
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
MADISON – Gov. Scott Walker drew on his experience battling protesters six years ago to hearten
conservatives Thursday as they face fierce criticism over President Donald Trump and his policies.
Walker's proposed welfare reforms are an exciting example for the rest of the country
Washington Examiner
In 2011, Gov. Scott Walker, R-Wis., delivered his first inaugural address. He laid out an agenda
focused on returning to "frugality in government" and building an economic climate that would create
new private-sector jobs. Walker assured everyone that, despite the tough challenges facing the Badger
State, Wisconsin was up to the task and would serve as a model for the rest of the nation to follow.
Governor Walker visits Beloit, gets sneak peek at CareerTek and YMCA
Beloit Daily News
BELOIT — As the Hendricks CareerTek youth workforce training facility opened its doors to the public
for the first time Wednesday, officials welcomed Gov. Scott Walker on an early morning tour of the
center, set to bring Beloit businesses closer with middle school and high school students.
Hanson: EITC expansion will help Wisconsin’s low- and middle-income workers
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Gov. Scott Walker recently proposed expanding Wisconsin’s Earned Income Tax Credit, or EITC. To
the casual observer, this may not sound like exciting news, but for more than 100,000 Wisconsin
families, expanding the EITC will mean more job opportunities, higher take-home pay and a less-
resistant path to prosperity.
Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker criticizes Sen. Tammy Baldwin over Supreme Court nomination
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
“Unfortunately, Senator Baldwin said on the first day the nomination was announced that she was
going to meet with him before she made her decision and within 48 hours something happened in
Washington that led her to believe she needed to announce her decision before she met,” Walker said
at a Capitol news conference.
Walker seeks to move public notices to online
Appleton Post-Crescent – USA Today Network
MADISON - Gov. Scott Walker's state budget proposes shaking up how government agencies across
Wisconsin must inform the public of their activities.
New dorm, new fieldhouse at UW-L included in Gov. Walker's $800 million capital budget



WIZM Radio La Crosse
The University of Wisconsin-La Crosse looks like a big winner after the release of the governor's
capital budget.
Gov. Scott Walker's budget will cost Wisconsin jobs, veterans say
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
“This is about fairness for veterans who have served our country nobly,” said David Kurtz, adjutant of
the Wisconsin American Legion. “The loss of 2,000 jobs...won’t go unnoticed.”
Editorial: Let the DNR's magazine continue
Racine Journal Times
The Department of Natural Resources has published Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine for nearly
100 years. Gov. Scott Walker’s budget calls for the magazine’s elimination; the reasons his
administration gives for shutting the publication don’t stand up to scrutiny.
Bice: Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker's 'once-in-a-lifetime' Alaska cruise canceled
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
You may have to settle for the Dells this year.
Searching for the “Reform Dividend”
Column by Sen. Kathleen Vinehout
“Overall, our common-sense reforms brought us here – to the point we have a significantly better
budget outlook.” Governor Walker said in his recent Budget Address. “We call this the Reform
Dividend. And wow, as the fiscal bureau pointed out, that’s a whole lot of money.”
--
Tom Evenson | Deputy Communications Director
Office of Governor Scott Walker
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Walker recounts his battles with liberal activists and labor unions, comparing his experience in
Wisconsin with what President Donald Trump and his Cabinet are experiencing now. He tells the
activists, “Been there, done that.”
Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker urges nation's conservatives to stand strong against protests
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
MADISON – Gov. Scott Walker drew on his experience battling protesters six years ago to hearten
conservatives Thursday as they face fierce criticism over President Donald Trump and his policies.
Walker's proposed welfare reforms are an exciting example for the rest of the country
Washington Examiner
In 2011, Gov. Scott Walker, R-Wis., delivered his first inaugural address. He laid out an agenda
focused on returning to "frugality in government" and building an economic climate that would create
new private-sector jobs. Walker assured everyone that, despite the tough challenges facing the Badger
State, Wisconsin was up to the task and would serve as a model for the rest of the nation to follow.
Governor Walker visits Beloit, gets sneak peek at CareerTek and YMCA
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BELOIT — As the Hendricks CareerTek youth workforce training facility opened its doors to the public
for the first time Wednesday, officials welcomed Gov. Scott Walker on an early morning tour of the
center, set to bring Beloit businesses closer with middle school and high school students.
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Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Gov. Scott Walker recently proposed expanding Wisconsin’s Earned Income Tax Credit, or EITC. To
the casual observer, this may not sound like exciting news, but for more than 100,000 Wisconsin



families, expanding the EITC will mean more job opportunities, higher take-home pay and a less-
resistant path to prosperity.
Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker criticizes Sen. Tammy Baldwin over Supreme Court nomination
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
“Unfortunately, Senator Baldwin said on the first day the nomination was announced that she was
going to meet with him before she made her decision and within 48 hours something happened in
Washington that led her to believe she needed to announce her decision before she met,” Walker said
at a Capitol news conference.
Walker seeks to move public notices to online
Appleton Post-Crescent – USA Today Network
MADISON - Gov. Scott Walker's state budget proposes shaking up how government agencies across
Wisconsin must inform the public of their activities.
New dorm, new fieldhouse at UW-L included in Gov. Walker's $800 million capital budget
WIZM Radio La Crosse
The University of Wisconsin-La Crosse looks like a big winner after the release of the governor's
capital budget.
Gov. Scott Walker's budget will cost Wisconsin jobs, veterans say
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
“This is about fairness for veterans who have served our country nobly,” said David Kurtz, adjutant of
the Wisconsin American Legion. “The loss of 2,000 jobs...won’t go unnoticed.”
Editorial: Let the DNR's magazine continue
Racine Journal Times
The Department of Natural Resources has published Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine for nearly
100 years. Gov. Scott Walker’s budget calls for the magazine’s elimination; the reasons his
administration gives for shutting the publication don’t stand up to scrutiny.
Bice: Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker's 'once-in-a-lifetime' Alaska cruise canceled
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
You may have to settle for the Dells this year.
Searching for the “Reform Dividend”
Column by Sen. Kathleen Vinehout
“Overall, our common-sense reforms brought us here – to the point we have a significantly better
budget outlook.” Governor Walker said in his recent Budget Address. “We call this the Reform
Dividend. And wow, as the fiscal bureau pointed out, that’s a whole lot of money.”
--
Tom Evenson | Deputy Communications Director
Office of Governor Scott Walker
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GOOD MORNING
Media Briefing – Thursday, February 23, 2017

Office of Governor Scott Walker
TODAY’S FRONT PAGES
AP WIRE - WISCONSIN

Governor Walker
Governor Walker tells conservatives ‘go big, go bold’ during speech at CPAC
Associated Press
Walker recounts his battles with liberal activists and labor unions, comparing his experience in
Wisconsin with what President Donald Trump and his Cabinet are experiencing now. He tells the
activists, “Been there, done that.”
Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker urges nation's conservatives to stand strong against protests
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
MADISON – Gov. Scott Walker drew on his experience battling protesters six years ago to hearten
conservatives Thursday as they face fierce criticism over President Donald Trump and his policies.
Walker's proposed welfare reforms are an exciting example for the rest of the country
Washington Examiner
In 2011, Gov. Scott Walker, R-Wis., delivered his first inaugural address. He laid out an agenda
focused on returning to "frugality in government" and building an economic climate that would create
new private-sector jobs. Walker assured everyone that, despite the tough challenges facing the Badger
State, Wisconsin was up to the task and would serve as a model for the rest of the nation to follow.
Governor Walker visits Beloit, gets sneak peek at CareerTek and YMCA
Beloit Daily News
BELOIT — As the Hendricks CareerTek youth workforce training facility opened its doors to the public
for the first time Wednesday, officials welcomed Gov. Scott Walker on an early morning tour of the
center, set to bring Beloit businesses closer with middle school and high school students.
Hanson: EITC expansion will help Wisconsin’s low- and middle-income workers
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Gov. Scott Walker recently proposed expanding Wisconsin’s Earned Income Tax Credit, or EITC. To
the casual observer, this may not sound like exciting news, but for more than 100,000 Wisconsin



families, expanding the EITC will mean more job opportunities, higher take-home pay and a less-
resistant path to prosperity.
Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker criticizes Sen. Tammy Baldwin over Supreme Court nomination
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
“Unfortunately, Senator Baldwin said on the first day the nomination was announced that she was
going to meet with him before she made her decision and within 48 hours something happened in
Washington that led her to believe she needed to announce her decision before she met,” Walker said
at a Capitol news conference.
Walker seeks to move public notices to online
Appleton Post-Crescent – USA Today Network
MADISON - Gov. Scott Walker's state budget proposes shaking up how government agencies across
Wisconsin must inform the public of their activities.
New dorm, new fieldhouse at UW-L included in Gov. Walker's $800 million capital budget
WIZM Radio La Crosse
The University of Wisconsin-La Crosse looks like a big winner after the release of the governor's
capital budget.
Gov. Scott Walker's budget will cost Wisconsin jobs, veterans say
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
“This is about fairness for veterans who have served our country nobly,” said David Kurtz, adjutant of
the Wisconsin American Legion. “The loss of 2,000 jobs...won’t go unnoticed.”
Editorial: Let the DNR's magazine continue
Racine Journal Times
The Department of Natural Resources has published Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine for nearly
100 years. Gov. Scott Walker’s budget calls for the magazine’s elimination; the reasons his
administration gives for shutting the publication don’t stand up to scrutiny.
Bice: Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker's 'once-in-a-lifetime' Alaska cruise canceled
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
You may have to settle for the Dells this year.
Searching for the “Reform Dividend”
Column by Sen. Kathleen Vinehout
“Overall, our common-sense reforms brought us here – to the point we have a significantly better
budget outlook.” Governor Walker said in his recent Budget Address. “We call this the Reform
Dividend. And wow, as the fiscal bureau pointed out, that’s a whole lot of money.”
--
Tom Evenson | Deputy Communications Director
Office of Governor Scott Walker



From: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
To: Skenandore  Rachel - GOV
Subject: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Brule River State Forest Update
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You are subscribed to Brule River State Forest updates from Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.

Public meeting set for Brule River State Forest 15-year master plan review

The public will have a second opportunity to comment on proposals to a 15-year review of the Brule River State Forest
Master Plan. The majority of proposals are minor recreation enhancements addressing users’ desires and use patterns. A
summary of public comments and response, including the proposals are posted on the department’s web site by searching
the DNR website dnr.wi.gov for keywords "master planning,” and then clicking on the link for "Brule River State Forest."

All of the planning documents and associated maps, will available at a public open house to be held in Brule Wisconsin,
Thursday, Feb. 23, 6-8 p.m., at Brule Town Hall, 5814 S. Maple St. There will be an informational presentation at 7:00 p.m.
In addition to submitting comments at the open house, people can fill out online surveys or submit comments by email
through the property’s web page.
The public comment period runs through March 20, 2017.

Subscribe now and receive the December issue of Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine.

Frolic with foxes, outsmart urban critters, eat safe fish, and more!

Only $8.97 for one year, six colorful issues. Makes a great gift, too!

Call toll-free at 1-800-678-9472, go online at wnrmag.com or write to us at P.O. Box 7921, Madison, WI 53707.

New or Featured DNR Subscriptions

WARDEN WIRE: Get the latest news from your conservation law enforcement team.

Outdoor Report: Current fishing activities, wildlife observations, and state park events updated every Thursday.

Manage Your DNR Subscriptions: 
Add new subscriptions, delete subscriptions, and manage your profile.

If you have questions or problems with the subscription service, please visit subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com.

Other inquiries can be directed to the DNR.

This email was sent to rachel.skenandore@wisconsin.gov using GovDelivery, on behalf of: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  101 S. Webster Street  Madison,
WI 53707-7921  608-266-2621





The End of Winter
Sunday, February 26
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
UW Arboretum Visitor Center
1207 Seminole Hwy.
We can look for signs winter is ending
even if it is still cold—plants are
budding, birds and mammals are
preparing for spring. Free, no
registration required. Meet at the
Visitor Center.

West Madison Senior Coalition Free
Lunches
Tuesday, February 28
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
Meadowridge Library
5726 Raymond Rd.
Nutritious meals are offered to those
60 and older. The meal is served at
noon and participants must arrive on
time. The suggested minimum
donation is $4.00 but participants are
encouraged to pay what they can
afford. Transportation to the meal is
available with an additional $1.00
donation. Meal and bus reservations
or cancellations should be made by
noon the preceding day by calling
238-0196.

VITA Free Tax Filing Assistance
Central Library, Meeting Room 301
9:00 am - 1:00 pm
February 25, March 11, March
25, April 8
Call 266-6350 to make an
appointment.
Sequoya Library
9:00 am - 3:30 pm
February 28, March 7, March 14,
March 21, March 28, April 11
12:00pm -5:00pm
March 1, March 8, March 15,
March 22, March 29, April 5,
April 12
Call 266-6385 to make an
appointment.

Visiting the Capitol
Whether you are planning a visit to
the state Capitol as part of a large
group, small gathering, or just by
yourself, our office can assist you in
scheduling a free guided tour of the
Capitol building during normal
business hours.
Free tours are offered daily, year
round. Tours depart from the ground
floor Information Desk Monday
through Saturday at 9:00, 10:00,
11:00 am and 1:00, 2:00, 3:00 pm;
and Sundays at 1:00, 2:00, 3:00 pm.
A 4:00 pm tour is offered Memorial
Day through Labor Day. The sixth
floor museum and observation deck
are also open during the summer
months.

We have all heard the old adage that if something
looks too good to be true, it probably is. That adage
holds true when it comes to Republican tax
gimmicks in the state budget. The Governor and
Republicans in the legislature insist that family
supporting jobs are created by giving tax breaks to
Wisconsin’s wealthiest individuals. Unfortunately,
this too-good-to-be-true fallacy is costing us all.
Take, for example, the Manufacturing and
Agriculture Tax Credit, passed in a previous budget
by the Republican majority. Sounds good, right?
When the Wisconsin economy did well, we were among the leaders in family supporting
manufacturing jobs. The problem with this particular tax break is that there is absolutely no job
creation requirement needed to actually claim the credit. Worse yet, 11 people making over $30
million claimed a full $22 million in giveaways under this credit, and not a single new job needed to
be documented.
Even something that sounds good, like increasing the School Levy Tax Credit by $87 million in the
second year of the budget is problematic. There is no income ceiling to the credit and, rather than
limiting the credit to taxpayers with their primary residence in Wisconsin, the credit can be claimed
on commercial and vacation properties that aren’t even owned by Wisconsin residents. These
giveaways to wealthy out-of-state residents are particularly alarming given that the second year of
the Governor’s budget is projected to end with a $738 million structural deficit.

Feeling Climate Change
While the Walker Administration has taken steps to
scrub the Department of Natural Resources website of
references to climate change and is seeking to
eliminate the subscriber supported publication of the
Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine – fortunately
he does not control the news media.
Since Saturday, weather forecasters have reported on
high temperature records being broken – every day.

Records are expected to fall this entire week. Having record high temperatures recorded for two or
three days in a row in a single given year has occurred in the past. Not only are we seeing year-
after-year in which the average high temperature for the year is the highest on record, but if the
forecasts hold true for this week, we will see an inordinate number of record setting days in a row.
We have to recognize that climate change is real and scientifically proven and take steps to reduce
our impact on the environment. Governor Walker’s insistence on sticking his head in the sand and
denying the reality of climate change will have disastrous consequences for the people, wild life and
future of Wisconsin.

2017-2018 Official State Highway Maps
My office has received the new 2017-2018 official state highway maps. If you would
like one, please feel free to stop by my office, call, or email your request. If you can’t
get to our office to pick yours up, we are happy to mail maps to you.

Fun Wisconsin Fact
In honor of Black History Month, all of February’s fun facts
will be about African American contributions to Wisconsin’s
history.
Louis Bennett Butler, Jr. was the first – and currently the only –
African American Justice on the Wisconsin Supreme Court.
Butler was appointed to the Supreme Court by Governor Jim
Doyle in August 2004 and served until his term expired on July
31, 2008.
Butler served as an assistant state public defender from 1979 to
1992, and was then appointed to the Municipal Court in
Milwaukee. He served as a municipal judge until 2002, when
he was elected to the Milwaukee County Circuit Court. Butler
also served as an adjunct professor at Marquette University
Law School.

President Barack Obama nominated Butler to serve as United States District Court for the Western
District of Wisconsin, but was never confirmed.

Click here to unsubscribe



From: Barbara Krause
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: FW: Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine
Date: Tuesday, February 21, 2017 2:18:50 PM

Dear Mr. Evenson,

I am forwarding an email I sent to Kathryn Kahler last week after hearing about the possibility of shuttering 
Wisconsin Natural Resources. We are definitely interesting in taking over the magazine’s operations if that 
is an option the state would consider.

Sincerely,

Barb Krause
Publisher
Nei-Turner Media Group, Inc.
400 Broad Street, Unit D
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
262-729-4471, ext. 103
bak@ntmediagroup.com

From: Barbara Krause <bak@ntmediagroup.com>
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 at 11:44 AM
To: <kathryn.kahler@wisconsin.gov>
Subject: Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine

Dear Kathryn,

We have submitted a bid to publish your magazine in the past, and I recently learned that the state may 
discontinue it. Could we throw our hat in to possible acquire the magazine and continue its mission?

We have offices in Verona and Lake Geneva, publishing a number of regional guides and magazines. In 
Madison, we publish BRAVA magazine and Lakeshore Living Madison. We are contracted to produce the 
Greater Madison CVB’s Visitor Guide and Map, the Madison Area Builders Association’s Parade of Home 
Plan Book and Membership Directory, and the Tavern League of Wisconsin’s On Premise magazine 
(6x/year).

Thank you,

Barb Krause
Publisher
Nei-Turner Media Group, Inc.
400 Broad Street, Unit D
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
262-729-4471, ext. 103
bak@ntmediagroup.com





From: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
To: Skenandore  Rachel - GOV
Subject: Upcoming Air Management Study Group Meeting
Date: Tuesday, February 21, 2017 7 54:50 AM

Dear Air Management Study Group subscribers,

The next study group meeting is on Thursday, February 23 from 9:00 am – 12:00 pm at the following location:

State Natural Resources Building (GEF 2)
Room G09
101 S. Webster St.
Madison, WI

The agenda and meeting materials have been posted to the study group webpage.

If you have any ques ions, please contact Karen Walsh at karen.walsh@wisconsin gov or 608-267-7547.

Subscribe now for only $8.97.

Featured DNR Subscriptions

Outdoor Report : Current fishing activities, wildlife observations, and state park events updated every Thursday.

Manage Your DNR Subscriptions: 
Add new subscriptions, delete subscriptions, and manage your profile.  If you have questions or problems with the subscription service, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com.

Other inquiries can be directed to the DNR.

This email was sent to rachel.skenandore@wisconsin.gov using GovDelivery, on behalf of: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  101 S. Webster Street  Madison,
WI 53707-7921  608-266-2621



From: Roskam, Kyle - GOV
To: Fox, Sally - GOV
Subject: FW: Alert: 29 News - Scott Walker
Date: Monday, February 20, 2017 1:00:44 PM

From: Bloomberg Government
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2017 2:00:25 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)
To: Roskam, Kyle - GOV
Subject: Alert: 29 News - Scott Walker

WeedBlog: Governor Walker Still Thinks Marijuana is a
Gateway Drug
February 20, 2017 01:37PM ET | Blog Web Content
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker tells reporters that he would support a CBD oil bill with his signature, but
remains opposed to any measure that would bring cannabis into his state. Governor Walker still thinks marijuana
is a gateway drug. He was ...

NY Daily News: Milo Yiannopoulos disinvited from CPAC after
recording resurfaces of him discussing pedophilia
February 20, 2017 01:37PM ET | NY Daily News
Thanks, but no thanks. The group that organizes the Conservative Political Action Conference has disinvited Milo
Yiannopoulos from speaking at the annual gathering, after a tape emerged of the alt-right provocateur appearing
to defend pedophilia. "Due ...

NY Daily News: President Trump to speak at CPAC amid Milo
Yiannopoulos tape controversy
February 20, 2017 01:13PM ET | NY Daily News
President Trump will speak at the Conservative Political Action Conference Friday, the group announced, amid
fallout from the melee surrounding another controversial scheduled speaker, Milo Yiannopoulos. "We are honored
that @POTUS will return to ...

MoneyNews.com: Walker Budget: Wisconsin Students Could
Nix Paying for Liberal Programs
February 20, 2017 01:05PM ET | MoneyNews.com
Conservative college students at the University of Wisconsin could opt out of paying for liberal campus programs
under Gov. Scott Walker's proposed state budget. The budget proposes making "allocable segregated fees" used
for some school activities ...

The Hill: Trump to speak at CPAC
February 20, 2017 12:56PM ET | The Hill
President Trump is set to speak at the Conservative Political Action Conference on Friday. Trump has become a
regular attendee of the high-profile conference in recent years. Ted CruzTrump to speak at CPAC Trump to
interview four candidates for ...



Christian Post: Christian Conservatives Outraged by CPAC
Speaker Invite to Gay Breitbart Editor Milo Yiannopoulos
February 20, 2017 12:35PM ET | Christian Post
Prominent Christian conservatives, many of whom were "NeverTrumpers," are now voicing outrage over a
controversial speaker invite made by the Conservative Political Action Conference to gay Breitbart Tech editor
Milo Yiannopoulos as video surfaced over ...

Capital Times: Plain Talk: Send a message to Scott Walker by
subscribing to threatened DNR magazine
February 20, 2017 12:17PM ET | Capital Times
James Rowen, the former newsman and longtime adviser to some of the state's most progressive leaders, has
devoted the past 10 years to fighting for Wisconsin's environmental heritage and keeping a close eye on the
politicians who would defile it. So ...

Excerpts From Recent Wisconsin Editorials
February 20, 2017 12:00PM ET | Associated Press
The Janesville Gazette, Feb. 16 Legislators preying on transparency Winding its way through the Legislature is a
bill that would undermine this state's commitment to transparent government. It must ...

OutdoorNews: Wisconsin budget proposal would move DNR
forestry division up north
February 20, 2017 11:40AM ET | OutdoorNews
MADISON, Wis. — A Wisconsin lawmaker says he believes Gov. Scott Walker’s plan to move the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources‘ forestry division up north will help with recruitment. Wisconsin Public Radio
reports the governor’s ...

WKOW TV: DPI Superintendent candidate defends
controversial job proposal on Capital City Sunday
February 20, 2017 11:33AM ET | WKOW TV
MADISON (WKOW) -- Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction Superintendent Candidate Lowell Holtz
discussed his candidacy, as well a dispute with fellow candidate John Humphries over a controversial job
proposal on this week's edition of Capital City ...

Progressive Mag: The Will to Resist
February 20, 2017 11:25AM ET | Progressive Mag
Sitting around the kitchen table with a bunch of female family members in pink knit hats after the Women’s March
on Washington, D.C., my cousin, a human-rights attorney, began talking about her work in other countries where
people are suffering under ...

Politico: Court fight follows Democrats home
February 20, 2017 11:19AM ET | Politico
Conservatives are aggressively ramping up their campaign to confirm Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court this
week, using a rare congressional recess to needle vulnerable Senate Democrats into supporting President
Donald Trump’s high court nominee. A ...



PR Watch: Paul Ryan Is Fundraising Off Healthcare While
Working to Kill It For Millions
February 20, 2017 11:09AM ET | PR Watch
House Speaker Paul Ryan has a reputation for policy wonkishness, which he doesn’t deserve. He also has a
reputation for raising boatloads of cash, which he does deserve. Care to guess which one’s driving his healthcare
priorities? For bonus points, ...

Politico: Trump to speak at CPAC as Yiannopoulos tape
controversy roils event
February 20, 2017 10:33AM ET | Politico
President Donald Trump will speak at the Conservative Political Action Conference on Friday, returning to the
annual confab that has become embroiled in controversy this year after a tape surfaced of its scheduled keynote
speaker, right wing ...

La Crosse Trbune: Three seek seat in Trempealeau County
circuit court
February 20, 2017 10:27AM ET | La Crosse Trbune
WHITEHALL — Trempealeau County will be one of a handful of Wisconsin counties whose voters will narrow of
field a circuit judge candidates in Tuesday’s spring primary election. Judge Charles Feltes, appointed by Gov.
Scott Walker to replace Judge ...

KEYC Television: Minnesota School Districts Respond To Iowa
Collective Bargaining Law
February 20, 2017 09:45AM ET | KEYC Television
With Iowa's collective bargaining law now in place, Minnesota school districts near the Iowa border are hoping for
big gains in the teaching workforce. While the law was under heavy debate in Iowa last week, Fairmont's School
superintendent released a ...

Daily Cardinal: State Debate: Bruce Murphy reports Scott
Walker 'exports' union busting; JS columnist says tuition cut
helps
February 20, 2017 09:32AM ET | Daily Cardinal
Urban Milwaukee's Bruce Murphy takes note of Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker's "export" of union busting. Murphy
notes that Walker's been coaching Iowa lawmakers on how to do an "Act 10" of their own and has counseled
Vice President Mike Pence on how to do ...

RiverTowns.net: Wisconsin roundup: Capitol streaker may
have been drunk; one-quarter of Milwaukee's 911 calls not
emergencies;
February 20, 2017 09:04AM ET | RiverTowns.net
MADISON — Charges of lewd and lascivious behavior have been filed against a 22-year-old man accused of
running completely naked in the Capitol Rotunda a little over two weeks ago. Capitol police have looked at video
evidence of the Feb. 4 incident. ...



Daily Kos: Morning Digest: Another political abyss beckons to
Mark Sanford, and he doesn't seem to care
February 20, 2017 09:01AM ET | Blog Web Content
South Carolina GOP Rep. and ex-Gov. Mark Sanford Add to Blog RSS Update Edit Administration Un-Rescue
Rescue REBLOGGED BY TAGS AL-Gov AL-Sen BarbaraComstock BobMichel BrianFitzpatrick CA-21 CA-25
CA-34 CA-49 CarlyFiorina DarrellIssa Deaths ...

Capital Times: Under Scott Walker proposal, fewer public
notices in newspapers
February 20, 2017 08:51AM ET | Capital Times
If you’re the kind of person who likes to get government information from the public notice section of your local
newspaper, your reading menu could soon become rather thin. That’s because Gov. Scott Walker’s budget
proposal contains a provision ...

Daily Cardinal: Holtz tells his side of the story in state
superintendent controversy
February 20, 2017 08:32AM ET | Daily Cardinal
The primary for state superintendent has been surprisingly contentious, with candidates calling each other liars
and Wisconsin Scott Walker calling the whole incident “bizarre.” One of the candidates in question sought to
clear his name before ...

La Crosse Trbune: Three challenge Tony Evers for the state's
top schools post
February 20, 2017 08:25AM ET | La Crosse Trbune
The state's highest-ranking educator is seeking to keep his post for another four years but on Tuesday will face
three longtime educators who say the state's schools would be better off without him. And voters will go to the
polls just days after the ...

Wisconsin Jrnl: Personal care rate hike will help but won't
solve worker shortage, advocates say
February 20, 2017 07:03AM ET | Wisconsin Jrnl
Sarah Rosenthal, a UW-Madison student and personal care worker, helps Karen Foxgrover eat, drink and take
medication, along with bathing, toileting and other daily activities. Foxgrover said a 4 percent increase in the
Medicaid reimbursement rate for ...

Wis Business.com: Mary Burke heads nonprofit aiming to
connect women through online community
February 20, 2017 01:03AM ET | Wis Business.com
Building Brave, a nonprofit company headed by former gubernatorial candidate Mary Burke, is creating an app-
based online community that aims to connect women from a variety of industries while supporting other
nonprofits and charities. “My vision is ...

Digital Journal: Only 10.7 percent of US workers belong to a
union



February 19, 2017 10:56PM ET | Digital Journal
Increasing numbers of states with "right-to-work" laws means that in such states workers are not required to join
a union in companies with unions and are not required to pay fees to a union. The so-called "closed shop" is
banned. Unions are faced with ...

Daily Cardinal: U.S. Rep. Mark Pocan holds Madison town hall
to discuss Trump administration
February 19, 2017 09:46PM ET | Daily Cardinal
U.S. Rep. Mark Pocan held a town hall style meeting with constituents Saturday to discuss criticisms and
concerns of President Donald Trump’s administration and what Democrats are proposing in response to Trump’s
policies. Democratic U.S. Rep. Mark ...

KBJR: American Birkebeiner Prepares for Kickoff
February 19, 2017 09:35PM ET | KBJR
Wisconsin Governor, Scott Walker has approved a proclamation to officially declare this week, "Birkie Week" in
the state, just as the city of Hayward is preparing for The 44th Annual American Birkebeiner Ski Race. North
America's largest cross country ...

Milwaukee Jrn: Chowdhury: Walker’s prevailing wage repeal
hurts vets
February 19, 2017 07:46PM ET | Milwaukee Jrn
In his budget speech, Gov. Scott Walker proposed a repeal of Wisconsin’s long-standing prevailing wage laws.
These laws require that construction workers on state construction projects be paid the wages and benefits
prevailing for similar work in or ...

Daily Signal: Decline of Unions Under Right-to-Work Laws
Levels Playing Field for Trump
February 19, 2017 03:22PM ET | Blog Web Content
Donald Trump prevailed where other Republican presidential candidates failed in Midwestern states in part
because of new right-to-work laws that have diminished the power and influence of the teachers’ unions,
according to labor policy analysts. ...
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From: Bloomberg Government
To: Roskam, Kyle - GOV
Subject: Alert: 29 News - Scott Walker
Date: Monday, February 20, 2017 1:00:44 PM

WeedBlog: Governor Walker Still Thinks Marijuana is a
Gateway Drug
February 20, 2017 01:37PM ET | Blog Web Content
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker tells reporters that he would support a CBD oil bill with his signature, but
remains opposed to any measure that would bring cannabis into his state. Governor Walker still thinks marijuana
is a gateway drug. He was ...

NY Daily News: Milo Yiannopoulos disinvited from CPAC after
recording resurfaces of him discussing pedophilia
February 20, 2017 01:37PM ET | NY Daily News
Thanks, but no thanks. The group that organizes the Conservative Political Action Conference has disinvited Milo
Yiannopoulos from speaking at the annual gathering, after a tape emerged of the alt-right provocateur appearing
to defend pedophilia. "Due ...

NY Daily News: President Trump to speak at CPAC amid Milo
Yiannopoulos tape controversy
February 20, 2017 01:13PM ET | NY Daily News
President Trump will speak at the Conservative Political Action Conference Friday, the group announced, amid
fallout from the melee surrounding another controversial scheduled speaker, Milo Yiannopoulos. "We are honored
that @POTUS will return to ...

MoneyNews.com: Walker Budget: Wisconsin Students Could
Nix Paying for Liberal Programs
February 20, 2017 01:05PM ET | MoneyNews.com
Conservative college students at the University of Wisconsin could opt out of paying for liberal campus programs
under Gov. Scott Walker's proposed state budget. The budget proposes making "allocable segregated fees" used
for some school activities ...

The Hill: Trump to speak at CPAC
February 20, 2017 12:56PM ET | The Hill
President Trump is set to speak at the Conservative Political Action Conference on Friday. Trump has become a
regular attendee of the high-profile conference in recent years. Ted CruzTrump to speak at CPAC Trump to
interview four candidates for ...

Christian Post: Christian Conservatives Outraged by CPAC
Speaker Invite to Gay Breitbart Editor Milo Yiannopoulos
February 20, 2017 12:35PM ET | Christian Post
Prominent Christian conservatives, many of whom were "NeverTrumpers," are now voicing outrage over a



controversial speaker invite made by the Conservative Political Action Conference to gay Breitbart Tech editor
Milo Yiannopoulos as video surfaced over ...

Capital Times: Plain Talk: Send a message to Scott Walker by
subscribing to threatened DNR magazine
February 20, 2017 12:17PM ET | Capital Times
James Rowen, the former newsman and longtime adviser to some of the state's most progressive leaders, has
devoted the past 10 years to fighting for Wisconsin's environmental heritage and keeping a close eye on the
politicians who would defile it. So ...

Excerpts From Recent Wisconsin Editorials
February 20, 2017 12:00PM ET | Associated Press
The Janesville Gazette, Feb. 16 Legislators preying on transparency Winding its way through the Legislature is a
bill that would undermine this state's commitment to transparent government. It must ...

OutdoorNews: Wisconsin budget proposal would move DNR
forestry division up north
February 20, 2017 11:40AM ET | OutdoorNews
MADISON, Wis. — A Wisconsin lawmaker says he believes Gov. Scott Walker’s plan to move the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources‘ forestry division up north will help with recruitment. Wisconsin Public Radio
reports the governor’s ...

WKOW TV: DPI Superintendent candidate defends
controversial job proposal on Capital City Sunday
February 20, 2017 11:33AM ET | WKOW TV
MADISON (WKOW) -- Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction Superintendent Candidate Lowell Holtz
discussed his candidacy, as well a dispute with fellow candidate John Humphries over a controversial job
proposal on this week's edition of Capital City ...

Progressive Mag: The Will to Resist
February 20, 2017 11:25AM ET | Progressive Mag
Sitting around the kitchen table with a bunch of female family members in pink knit hats after the Women’s March
on Washington, D.C., my cousin, a human-rights attorney, began talking about her work in other countries where
people are suffering under ...

Politico: Court fight follows Democrats home
February 20, 2017 11:19AM ET | Politico
Conservatives are aggressively ramping up their campaign to confirm Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court this
week, using a rare congressional recess to needle vulnerable Senate Democrats into supporting President
Donald Trump’s high court nominee. A ...

PR Watch: Paul Ryan Is Fundraising Off Healthcare While
Working to Kill It For Millions
February 20, 2017 11:09AM ET | PR Watch
House Speaker Paul Ryan has a reputation for policy wonkishness, which he doesn’t deserve. He also has a
reputation for raising boatloads of cash, which he does deserve. Care to guess which one’s driving his healthcare



priorities? For bonus points, ...

Politico: Trump to speak at CPAC as Yiannopoulos tape
controversy roils event
February 20, 2017 10:33AM ET | Politico
President Donald Trump will speak at the Conservative Political Action Conference on Friday, returning to the
annual confab that has become embroiled in controversy this year after a tape surfaced of its scheduled keynote
speaker, right wing ...

La Crosse Trbune: Three seek seat in Trempealeau County
circuit court
February 20, 2017 10:27AM ET | La Crosse Trbune
WHITEHALL — Trempealeau County will be one of a handful of Wisconsin counties whose voters will narrow of
field a circuit judge candidates in Tuesday’s spring primary election. Judge Charles Feltes, appointed by Gov.
Scott Walker to replace Judge ...

KEYC Television: Minnesota School Districts Respond To Iowa
Collective Bargaining Law
February 20, 2017 09:45AM ET | KEYC Television
With Iowa's collective bargaining law now in place, Minnesota school districts near the Iowa border are hoping for
big gains in the teaching workforce. While the law was under heavy debate in Iowa last week, Fairmont's School
superintendent released a ...

Daily Cardinal: State Debate: Bruce Murphy reports Scott
Walker 'exports' union busting; JS columnist says tuition cut
helps
February 20, 2017 09:32AM ET | Daily Cardinal
Urban Milwaukee's Bruce Murphy takes note of Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker's "export" of union busting. Murphy
notes that Walker's been coaching Iowa lawmakers on how to do an "Act 10" of their own and has counseled
Vice President Mike Pence on how to do ...

RiverTowns.net: Wisconsin roundup: Capitol streaker may
have been drunk; one-quarter of Milwaukee's 911 calls not
emergencies;
February 20, 2017 09:04AM ET | RiverTowns.net
MADISON — Charges of lewd and lascivious behavior have been filed against a 22-year-old man accused of
running completely naked in the Capitol Rotunda a little over two weeks ago. Capitol police have looked at video
evidence of the Feb. 4 incident. ...

Daily Kos: Morning Digest: Another political abyss beckons to
Mark Sanford, and he doesn't seem to care
February 20, 2017 09:01AM ET | Blog Web Content
South Carolina GOP Rep. and ex-Gov. Mark Sanford Add to Blog RSS Update Edit Administration Un-Rescue
Rescue REBLOGGED BY TAGS AL-Gov AL-Sen BarbaraComstock BobMichel BrianFitzpatrick CA-21 CA-25
CA-34 CA-49 CarlyFiorina DarrellIssa Deaths ...



Capital Times: Under Scott Walker proposal, fewer public
notices in newspapers
February 20, 2017 08:51AM ET | Capital Times
If you’re the kind of person who likes to get government information from the public notice section of your local
newspaper, your reading menu could soon become rather thin. That’s because Gov. Scott Walker’s budget
proposal contains a provision ...

Daily Cardinal: Holtz tells his side of the story in state
superintendent controversy
February 20, 2017 08:32AM ET | Daily Cardinal
The primary for state superintendent has been surprisingly contentious, with candidates calling each other liars
and Wisconsin Scott Walker calling the whole incident “bizarre.” One of the candidates in question sought to
clear his name before ...

La Crosse Trbune: Three challenge Tony Evers for the state's
top schools post
February 20, 2017 08:25AM ET | La Crosse Trbune
The state's highest-ranking educator is seeking to keep his post for another four years but on Tuesday will face
three longtime educators who say the state's schools would be better off without him. And voters will go to the
polls just days after the ...

Wisconsin Jrnl: Personal care rate hike will help but won't
solve worker shortage, advocates say
February 20, 2017 07:03AM ET | Wisconsin Jrnl
Sarah Rosenthal, a UW-Madison student and personal care worker, helps Karen Foxgrover eat, drink and take
medication, along with bathing, toileting and other daily activities. Foxgrover said a 4 percent increase in the
Medicaid reimbursement rate for ...

Wis Business.com: Mary Burke heads nonprofit aiming to
connect women through online community
February 20, 2017 01:03AM ET | Wis Business.com
Building Brave, a nonprofit company headed by former gubernatorial candidate Mary Burke, is creating an app-
based online community that aims to connect women from a variety of industries while supporting other
nonprofits and charities. “My vision is ...

Digital Journal: Only 10.7 percent of US workers belong to a
union
February 19, 2017 10:56PM ET | Digital Journal
Increasing numbers of states with "right-to-work" laws means that in such states workers are not required to join
a union in companies with unions and are not required to pay fees to a union. The so-called "closed shop" is
banned. Unions are faced with ...

Daily Cardinal: U.S. Rep. Mark Pocan holds Madison town hall



to discuss Trump administration
February 19, 2017 09:46PM ET | Daily Cardinal
U.S. Rep. Mark Pocan held a town hall style meeting with constituents Saturday to discuss criticisms and
concerns of President Donald Trump’s administration and what Democrats are proposing in response to Trump’s
policies. Democratic U.S. Rep. Mark ...

KBJR: American Birkebeiner Prepares for Kickoff
February 19, 2017 09:35PM ET | KBJR
Wisconsin Governor, Scott Walker has approved a proclamation to officially declare this week, "Birkie Week" in
the state, just as the city of Hayward is preparing for The 44th Annual American Birkebeiner Ski Race. North
America's largest cross country ...

Milwaukee Jrn: Chowdhury: Walker’s prevailing wage repeal
hurts vets
February 19, 2017 07:46PM ET | Milwaukee Jrn
In his budget speech, Gov. Scott Walker proposed a repeal of Wisconsin’s long-standing prevailing wage laws.
These laws require that construction workers on state construction projects be paid the wages and benefits
prevailing for similar work in or ...

Daily Signal: Decline of Unions Under Right-to-Work Laws
Levels Playing Field for Trump
February 19, 2017 03:22PM ET | Blog Web Content
Donald Trump prevailed where other Republican presidential candidates failed in Midwestern states in part
because of new right-to-work laws that have diminished the power and influence of the teachers’ unions,
according to labor policy analysts. ...
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From: Sereno, Jennifer A - DNR
To: Dick, James F - DNR; DNR DL AD DLT; DNR DL OC ALL; DNR DL DW COMMUNICATORS
Subject: Informational: Media Contact Summary for Feb. 17, 2017
Date: Friday, February 17, 2017 6:03:44 PM

Media Contact Summary for Feb. 17, 2017
General sturgeon spearing interviews. Ryan Koenigs handled. Reporters had questions on ice,
but Ryan stuck to the basics that some fishing clubs are no longer maintaining marked roadways
and auto bridges and weather has caused a reduction in spearing effort.

· Bob Brunell, WOSH Radio
· Scott Ehricke, Outdoor Connection radio show, WOSH-AM

Wood duck boxes and Nest Box Seminar. Jeff Bahls and Ryan Brady are handling. Paul came
out to Horicon and went out with Jeff to monitor the boxes; he’ll be writing a piece on that and the
upcoming Nest Box Seminar. Early next week (the 22) Jeff will also appear on the Larry Meiller
Show with Ryan Brady to discuss similar topics.
· Paul Smith, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
· Larry Meiller Show, Wisconsin Public Radio (Upcoming)
DNR magazine budget proposal. Tim Eisele, Wisconsin Outdoor News. Jim Dick handled.
Tim was asking for basic info on the magazine including number of subscriptions, is it fully
funded by subs, and is there ad revenue (no).
Ice safety. Mike Anderson, ABC 12/WISN, Milwaukee. Gervis Myles handled. Warden Myles
did an on – camera interview to discuss ice safety.
Sturgeon investigation. Dean Bortz, Outdoor News/freelance. Benjamin Treml handled. Ben
provided the bond amount for a recent sturgeon investigation.
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.

Jennifer Sereno
Strategic Communications Manager
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
101 S. Webster St.
Madison, WI 53703 
Phone: (608) 770-8084
Jennifer.Sereno@wisconsin.gov

 dnr.wi.gov

    



From: Gary, Timothy J - DNR
To: Aquino, Mark D - DNR; Baumann, Dan G - DNR; Buchholz, Aaron D - DNR; Cooke, Timothy C - DNR; Crain, Erin

E - DNR; Dick, James F - DNR; Eberle, Ed - DNR; Gozdzialski, John F - DNR; Greisinger, Diane D - DNR; Haag,
Douglas J - DNR; Jensen, Jesse M - DNR; Lamers, Holly J - DNR; Liebau, Joseph G Jr - DNR; Lobner, Eric C -
DNR; Olson, Sanjay B - DNR; Polasek Jr, Joseph P - DNR; Rasmussen, Russell A - DNR; Romback-Bartels, Jean
- DNR; Ruby, Erin A - DNR; Savagian, Andrew F - DNR; Schaller, Todd A - DNR; Sereno, Jennifer A - DNR;
Skenandore, Rachel - GOV; Smith, Heather K - GOV; Souba, Frederic Jr - DNR; Sponseller, Bart A - DNR;
Stepp, Cathy L - DNR; Stevens, Patrick K - DNR; Thiede, Kurt A - DNR; Voltz, Jeffrey R - DNR; Williams, Quinn
L - DNR; Zastrow, Darrell  E - DNR; Zellmer, James A - DNR

Subject: 2/17 legislative contacts
Date: Friday, February 17, 2017 5:16:39 PM

Heather,
Here are the legislative contacts for Friday February 17, 2017:
Senator Stroebel’s staff contacted Erin seeking information regarding the proposed elimination of
Natural Resources Magazine publication. Erin handled.
Representative Steffen’s staff (Robert) contacted Erin seeking information regarding the proposed
general permit for inland lake dredging. Tim handled.
Representative Edming’s staff (Tyler) contacted Erin seeking information regarding required non-
metallic mining quarry pit paperwork. Erin is handling.
Representative Mursau’s staff (Cory) contacted Tim seeking information regarding the minimum
qualifications to be an MFL certified plan writer. Tim is handling.
Meetings
Kurt, Pat, and Tim met with Senator Tiffany, Legislative Council, and staff for Representatives
Stafsholt and Felzkowski regarding aquaculture.
Sincerely,
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
Tim Gary
Legislative Liaison
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
Phone: (608) 266-2120
Timothy.Gary@wisconsin.gov

 dnr.wi.gov

    



From: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
To: Skenandore  Rachel - GOV
Subject: Exciting DNR Jobs!
Date: Friday, February 17, 2017 4:35:07 PM

Exciting DNR Jobs!

  

Jobs-6_large

The DNR employs a large, diverse workforce throughout our state. If you are creative, service-oriented and like to work on teams, you're in the right
place! We seek employees with a strong customer service philosophy and an attitude of helpfulness. We typically fill jobs in the areas of Natural
Resources, Environmental Sciences, Engineering, Law Enforcement, Business, Information Technology, and Administrative Support.

Current Permanent (FTE) Openings

Job Title/
Job Announcement Code

Location Application
Deadline

Air Management Engineers 
1600314

*Statewide (OPEN)

Wastewater Specialist (Landspreading and
Treatment) 
1700103

*Statewide 2/19/2017

Community Assistance Oracle System (CAOS)
Manager 
1700322

Dane 2/19/2017

Environmental Analysis & Sustainability / Integration
Services Sec ion Chie 
1700243

Dane 2/20/2017

Visitor Services Associate - Limited Term
Employment (LTE) 
1700328

*Statewide 2/27/2017

Facilities Repair Worker - Limited Term
Employment (LTE) 
1700336

*Statewide 2/27/2017

Engineer Advanced - Waste Management Plan
Review Expert 
1700219

Brown, Dane, Eau Claire, ... 2/27/2017

Wastewater Permit Drafter 
1700382

Brown, Dane, Eau Claire, ... 2/28/2017

Air Management Grant and Budget Coordinator 
1700402

Dane 2/28/2017

Program Director, Waste & Materials Management 
1700358

Dane 3/6/2017

Seasonal - Limited Term Employment (LTE) 
1700369

*Statewide 6/30/2017

Current Temporary (LTE) Openings

ID Title Location Deadline
10863 LTE - NAT RES RESEARCH TECHNICIAN Rhinelander 02/17/2017
10872 LTE - NAT RES RESEARCH TECHNICIAN Rhinelander 02/17/2017
10873 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Wild Rose 02/17/2017
10919 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Eau Claire 02/17/2017
10934 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Black River Falls 02/17/2017
10935 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Black River Falls 02/17/2017
10958 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Oshkosh 02/17/2017
10959 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Oshkosh 02/17/2017
10819 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Wausau 02/20/2017
10914 LTE - LABORER Poynette 02/20/2017
10916 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Winter 02/20/2017
10937 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Woodruff 02/20/2017
10853 LTE - FORESTRY SPECIALIST Madison 02/21/2017
10904 LTE - FORESTRY SPECIALIST Madison 02/21/2017



10920 LTE - FISHERIES BIOLOGIST Madison 02/21/2017
10922 LTE - FISHERIES BIOLOGIST Madison 02/21/2017
10936 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Antigo 02/21/2017
10881 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN-ADV Madison 02/22/2017
10883 LTE - LABORER Dodgeville 02/22/2017
10884 LTE - MICROBIOLOGIST Madison 02/22/2017
10885 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Dodgeville 02/22/2017
10886 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Belgium 02/22/2017
10887 LTE - LABORER Belgium 02/22/2017
10888 LTE - LABORER Belgium 02/22/2017
10889 LTE - LABORER Sheboygan 02/22/2017
10890 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Sheboygan 02/22/2017
10901 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Campbellsport 02/22/2017
10902 LTE - LABORER Campbellsport 02/22/2017
10903 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Campbellsport 02/22/2017
10921 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Lake Mills 02/22/2017
10899 LTE - LABORER Cassville 02/23/2017
10900 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Bagley 02/23/2017
10938 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE St Croix Falls 02/23/2017
10941 LTE - LABORER St Croix Falls 02/23/2017
10846 LTE - FINANCIAL SPECIALIST SENIOR Madison 02/24/2017
10965 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Eau Claire 02/26/2017
10967 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Woodruff 02/26/2017
10969 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Spooner 02/26/2017
10970 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Hayward 02/26/2017
10988 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Milwaukee 02/26/2017
10852 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/27/2017
10865 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/27/2017
10906 LTE - LABORER Necedah 02/27/2017
10907 LTE - LABORER Friendship 02/27/2017
10908 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Necedah 02/27/2017
10909 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Necedah 02/27/2017
10913 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Boulder Junction 02/27/2017
10915 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Crivitz 02/27/2017
10917 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Boulder Junction 02/27/2017
10923 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER-ADVANCED Boulder Junction 02/27/2017
10924 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Boulder Junction 02/27/2017
10939 LTE - PARKS AND RECREATION SPEC Waupaca 02/27/2017
10943 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/27/2017
10944 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Lake Geneva 02/27/2017
10947 LTE - LABORER Lake Geneva 02/27/2017
10950 LTE - LABORER Ontario 02/27/2017
10953 LTE - LABORER Baraboo 02/27/2017
10960 LTE - AIRCRAFT PILOT Madison 02/27/2017
10961 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Mishicot 02/27/2017
10962 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Mishicot 02/27/2017
10926 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Eagle 02/28/2017
10927 LTE - LABORER Eagle 02/28/2017
10928 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Eagle 02/28/2017
10981 LTE - LABORER Wausau 02/28/2017
10982 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Wausau 02/28/2017
10940 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Ontario 03/01/2017
10942 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Camp Douglas 03/01/2017
10989 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Eagle 03/01/2017
10895 LTE - LABORER Mellen 03/02/2017
10896 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Mellen 03/02/2017
10897 LTE - LABORER LaPointe 03/02/2017
10898 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE LaPointe 03/02/2017
10929 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER LaPointe 03/02/2017
10945 LTE - LABORER Kansasville 03/02/2017
10946 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Kansasville 03/02/2017
10948 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Kansasville 03/02/2017
10955 LTE - FORESTER Winter 03/02/2017



10956 LTE - RANGER Winter 03/02/2017
10971 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Woodruff 03/06/2017
10972 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Spooner 03/06/2017
10973 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Hayward 03/06/2017
10974 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Superior 03/06/2017
10975 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Fish Creek 03/06/2017
10976 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Fish Creek 03/06/2017
10977 LTE - LABORER Fish Creek 03/06/2017
10978 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Sturgeon Bay 03/06/2017
10979 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Fish Creek 03/06/2017
10980 LTE - LABORER Crivitz 03/07/2017
10985 LTE - FISHERIES BIOLOGIST Superior 03/08/2017
10986 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Kansasville 03/08/2017
10892 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Hudson 03/11/2017
10893 LTE - LABORER Hudson 03/11/2017
10894 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE River Falls 03/11/2017
10845 LTE - LABORER Baraboo 03/13/2017
10987 LTE - LABORER Sturgeon Bay 03/15/2017
10954 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Two Rivers 03/16/2017
10964 LTE - PARKS AND RECREATION SPEC Two Rivers 03/16/2017
10949 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Sherwood 03/17/2017
10951 LTE - LABORER Sherwood 03/17/2017
10963 LTE - LABORER Boscobel 03/20/2017

Please stop by dnr.wi.gov/employment to learn more about these positions and others.

Subscribe now for only $8.97.

Featured DNR Subscriptions

Outdoor Report: Current fishing activities, wildlife observations, and state park events updated every Thursday.

Manage Your DNR Subscriptions: 
Add new subscriptions, delete subscriptions, and manage your profile. If you have questions or problems with the subscription service, please contact support@govdelivery.com.

Other inquiries can be directed to the DNR.

This email was sent to rachel.skenandore@wisconsin.gov using GovDelivery, on behalf of: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  101 S. Webster Street  Madison,
WI 53707-7921  608-266-2621



From: Greisinger, Diane D - DNR
To: Moore, Dorothy J - GOV
Cc: Stepp, Cathy L - DNR; Eberle, Ed - DNR; Thiede, Kurt A - DNR; Aquino, Mark D - DNR; Dick, James F - DNR;

Lamers, Holly J - DNR
Subject: DNR Weekly Report for 2/17/17
Date: Friday, February 17, 2017 2:01:29 PM
Attachments: DNR Weekly Report 02-17-17.doc
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state by other papers in their respective ownership chains. A couple of Outdoors writers are also 
working on stories. 
 
Sturgeon Spearing Season-Continued interest in the ongoing season on Lake Winnebago from 
regional media especially as warmer temperatures arrive that may affect ice conditions on the 
lake. 
 
Bobcat, Columbia County-some regional media excitement over a bobcat captured on citizen 
video near Rio. Bobcats were found primarily in northern forests, but it is now common for the 
department to receive reports from southern portions of the state.  
 
 
Legislative contacts for February 10 - February 16, 2017  
Friday February 10, 2017 
Representative Swearingen’s staff (Andrew) contacted Erin seeking information regarding an 
upcoming meeting of NRB discussing AIS treatments on the Cisco Chain of Lakes. Erin 
handled. 
Senator Darling’s staff (RJ) contacted Erin seeking information regarding the late Senator 
Grobschmidt’s historical role in the creation of Lakeshore State Park. Erin and Tim handled. 
Representative Krug’s staff (Randy) contacted DNR staff seeking information regarding 
qualifying off-road motorcycles. DNR staff handled. 
Representative Hintz’ staff (Carly) contacted Erin seeking a ride-along with a DNR warden for 
sturgeon spearing activities on Lake Winnebago. Erin handled. 
Legislative Fiscal Bureau contacted DNR staff seeking information regarding (Tim handled): 

• Well compensation grant program information 
• Budget provision related to permitting the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River Basin Water 

Resources Council to designate a water supply public service area 
• Pheasant revenue from Bong State Park for FY 16 
• Firefighter radio operations funding, tower maintenance and FCC licensing of tower sites and 

base stations 
 
Monday February 13, 2017 
Representative Mursau’s staff (Cory) contacted Erin seeking a summary of DNR’s 
involvement in the Back 40 mine approval. Erin is handling. 
Representative Nygren’s staff (Zach) contacted Tim seeking information regarding the 
potential resubmission of the Excel Property stewardship acquisition proposal. Tim is 
handling. 
Representative Kulp’s staff (Jon) contacted Erin seeking information regarding northern 
forestry headquarters. Erin handled. 
Senator Lasee contacted Secretary Stepp seeking a meeting to discuss Eagle Tower. Tim is 
handling. 
Representative Mursau’s staff (Cory) sent a list of potential committee hearing topics to be 
discussed at an upcoming committee hearing. Tim is handling. 
Legislative Reference Bureau staff (Emma) contacted Tim seeking conservation and recreation 
data for submission into the upcoming Wisconsin Blue Book. Tim is handling. 
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Meetings 
Tim and DNR staff met with legislative staff from the Assembly Committee on 
Environment/Forestry and Senate Committee on Natural Resources/Energy to discuss the 
State Implementation Plan submittal process. 
 
Tuesday February 14, 2017 
Representative Kitchens’ staff (Chris) contacted Erin seeking information regarding Natural 
Resources Magazine. Erin handled. 
Senator Harsdorf’s staff (Holly) contacted Erin seeking information regarding the number of 
waste haulers who have lost their operator licenses over the past 10 years. Erin is handling. 
Senator Fitzgerald’s staff (Cindy) contacted Erin seeking information regarding disabled 
hunting, fishing, and trapping license and method preferences. Erin handled. 
Senator LeMahieu’s staff (Ashley) contacted Tim seeking information regarding commercial 
fishing license fee remittances to DNR. Tim handled. 
Representative Felzkowski’s staff (Reid) contacted Tim seeking DNR review of a bill 
increasing snowmobile trail maintenance and supplemental funding. Tim is handling. 
Senator Tiffany’s staff (Tyler) contacted Tim seeking DNR review of a bill regarding 
aquaculture and meeting on Friday. Tim is handling. 
Senator Testin’s staff (Jim) contacted Tim seeking information regarding the removal of 
climate change information from a DNR webpage. Erin handled. 
Senator Craig contacted Secretary Stepp submitting information and comment regarding a draft 
general permit for dredging inland lakes and impoundments. Tim handled. 
Legislative Council staff (Larry) contacted DNR staff seeking DNR legal contact information 
regarding the Great Lake Compact. DNR staff handled. 
Senator Harsdorf’s staff (Brooke) contacted Tim seeking information regarding DNR’s 
purchase agreement for land from Excel Energy. Tim handled. 
Representative Bernier contacted DNR’s Dan Baumann seeking Dan to attend a legislator 
town hall regarding DNR issues. Tim is handling. 
 
Meetings 
Tim and DNR staff are meeting with the Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Energy 
regarding grass carp in a public hearing tomorrow. (2/15) 
Secretary Stepp and Tim are meeting with Senator Lasee regarding Eagle Tower tomorrow 
(2/15) 
Tim and DNR staff are meeting with Senator Craig, Representative Sanfelippo, and 
Representative Kuglitsch regarding wetland mitigation (2/16) 
 
Wednesday, February 15, 2017 
Representative August’s staff (Brian) and Senator Stroebel’s staff (Nick) contacted Erin 
seeking information regarding the discharge of firearms. Erin is handling. 
Representative Quinn’s staff (Ericka) contacted Tim seeking information regarding Natural 
Resources Magazine. Tim handled. 
Representative Gannon’s staff (Tiffany) contacted Tim seeking information regarding funding 
county parks. Tim handled. 
Representative Allen’s staff (Dan) contacted Tim seeking information regarding a potential sale 
of DNR office property in Milwaukee. Erin is handling. 
Representative Kleefisch’s staff (Melodie) contacted Tim seeking DNR thoughts about 
concerns raised by DNR critic Steve Alt regarding the commercial perch fishery. Tim handled. 
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Senator Tiffany’s staff (Mitch) contacted Erin seeking information regarding the process to 
remove historical DNR public access easements on private property. Erin is handling. 
Representative Stafsholt’s staff (Alivia) contacted Tim seeking information regarding the 
establishment of the ordinary high water mark. Tim is handling. 
Representative Vandermeer’s staff (Jessie) contacted Erin seeking information regarding the 
recycling funding formula. Erin is handling. 
Senator Marklein’s staff (Vince) contacted Erin seeking information regarding CAFO 
regulations. Erin is handling. 
Senator Cowles’ staff (Toni) contacted Tim seeking information regarding the difference 
between groundwater optimization modeling versus watershed modeling. Tim is handling. 
 
Meetings 
Secretary Stepp and Tim met with Senator Cowles regarding high capacity wells, WPDES, 
and NR Magazine. 
 
Thursday February 16, 2017 
Senator Taylor contacted Tim seeking information regarding DNR regulatory authority over a 
barrel refurbishing company in Milwaukee County. Tim is handling. 
Representative Swearingen’s staff (Andrew) contacted Erin seeking information regarding 
waterskiing spotter and mirror regulations. Erin handled. 
Representative Swearingen’s staff (Andrew) contacted Erin seeking information regarding the 
proposed budget’s impact on the number of DNR employees. Tim and Erin are handling. 
Senator Harsdorf’s staff (Holly) contacted Erin seeking information regarding youth deer 
hunting regulations. Erin is handing. 
Representative Mursau’s staff (Alison) contacted Tim seeking information regarding DNR 
attendance and continuing education opportunities for well driller and pump installer 
conferences. Erin is handling. 
Senator Bewley’s staff (Joey) contacted DNR staff seeking information regarding the Tuscobia 
Trail. DNR staff handled. 
 
Meetings 
Tim and DNR staff met with Senator Craig, Representative Sanfelippo, and Representative 
Kuglitsch regarding wetland mitigation 
Kurt, Mark, Pat and Tim are scheduled to meet with Senator Tiffany and staff for 
Representative Felzkowski, Representative Stafsholt, and Legislative Council regarding 
aquaculture (2/16) 
 



From: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
To: Skenandore  Rachel - GOV
Subject: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Capital Springs State Park and Recreation Area Update
Date: Friday, February 17, 2017 12:50:24 PM

You are subscribed to Capital Springs State Park and Recreation Area updates from Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources.

Capital Springs Winter Fun Day scheduled for Saturday, Feb. 18, 2017 CANCELLED

A Capital Springs Winter Fun Day scheduled for this Saturday has been cancelled due to poor conditions.

For a complete listing of events at Wisconsin State Park System properties search the Department of Natural Resources
website for "get outdoors." Search "find a park" for locations.

Subscribe now and receive the December issue of Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine.

Frolic with foxes, outsmart urban critters, eat safe fish, and more!

Only $8.97 for one year, six colorful issues. Makes a great gift, too!

Call toll-free at 1-800-678-9472, go online at wnrmag.com or write to us at P.O. Box 7921, Madison, WI 53707.

New or Featured DNR Subscriptions

WARDEN WIRE: Get the latest news from your conservation law enforcement team.

Outdoor Report: Current fishing activities, wildlife observations, and state park events updated every Thursday.

Manage Your DNR Subscriptions: 
Add new subscriptions, delete subscriptions, and manage your profile.

If you have questions or problems with the subscription service, please visit subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com.

Other inquiries can be directed to the DNR.

This email was sent to rachel.skenandore@wisconsin.gov using GovDelivery, on behalf of: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  101 S. Webster Street  Madison,
WI 53707-7921  608-266-2621



From: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
To: Skenandore  Rachel - GOV
Subject: Governor Thompson and Rib Mountain state parks candlelight events Feb. 18
Date: Friday, February 17, 2017 12:45 09 PM

Candlelight ski and hike at Governor Thompson State Park and candlelight snowshoe at Rib
Mountain State Park

Saturday, February 18, 2017

Candlelight events are scheduled for this Saturday at Governor Thompson and Rib Mountain state parks. Both properties are
reporting they have plenty of snow and activities will go on as scheduled.

Governor Thomson Candlelight Ski and Hike

Join us at Gov. Thompson State Park for a fun-filled evening of candlelit skiing and hiking. Warming fires and hot chocolate
provided! Meet at the Woods Lake Picnic Area. The park and trails will be lit by candle luminaries and accented with ice
sculptures. Skiers can take an easy 1-mile loop candlelit trail groomed for both classic (diagonal striding) and skate skiing as
it weaves through the woods. Non-skiers are welcome to hike another 1-mile candlelit trail with scenic views over Woods
Lake. Hikers, snowshoers and pets are not allowed on the ski trail, but are welcome on the hiking trail. Warming fires and hot
chocolate will be available for everyone in the Woods Lake Shelter. Vehicle admission (park sticker) is required and can be
purchased at the park office. Trails start at the Woods Lake Picnic Area off of Paust Lane, 1.5 miles west of Parkway Road off
Ranch Road. 6-9 p.m.

Rib Mountain State Park Candlelight Snowshoe/Hike

The Friends of Rib Mountain State Park invite everyone to explore Rib Mountain State Park trails on snowshoes. Meet at the
newly constructed Friends Shelter located just past the park entrance. Plan to bring snowshoes; limited pairs will be available
to borrow. Also bring flashlights or headlamps. Enjoy hot chocolate and snacks afterwards. Parking is limited and carpooling
is recommended. This event is free and donations are welcome to help cover costs. An annual or daily state park vehicle
admission sticker is required. For weather conditions and event updates, visit the Friends of Rib Mountain State Park website
[exit DNR]. 5:30-7:30 p.m.

For a complete listing of candlelight events search the Department of Natural Resources website for keyword "candlelight."
and for all events search "get outdoors." Search "find a park" for locations.

Subscribe now and receive the December issue of Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine.

Frolic with foxes, outsmart urban critters, eat safe fish, and more!

Only $8.97 for one year, six colorful issues. Makes a great gift, too!

Call toll-free at 1-800-678-9472, go online at wnrmag.com or write to us at P.O. Box 7921, Madison, WI 53707.

New or Featured DNR Subscriptions

WARDEN WIRE: Get the latest news from your conservation law enforcement team.

Outdoor Report: Current fishing activities, wildlife observations, and state park events updated every Thursday.

Manage Your DNR Subscriptions: 
Add new subscriptions, delete subscriptions, and manage your profile.

If you have questions or problems with the subscription service, please visit subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com.

Other inquiries can be directed to the DNR.

This email was sent to rachel.skenandore@wisconsin.gov using GovDelivery, on behalf of: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  101 S. Webster Street  Madison,
WI 53707-7921  608-266-2621



From: Andrew Buher
To: Zipperer, Rich - GOV
Subject: Special Invitation for Governor Walker to Attend Dialog 2017
Date: Thursday, February 16, 2017 4:06:40 PM

Dear Rich -

I am writing to invite Governor Walker to Dialog 2017. Please see invitation below and let me know if you have
any questions.

Most respectfully,

Andrew

------------

Dear Governor Walker -

Please join us at Dialog 2017.

Dialog is a non-partisan, not-for-attribution gathering that exists to observe and practice intelligent, good-faith,
and respectful discourse on important policy issues affecting the global community.

What makes the Dialog experience unique:

People: Hyper-diverse (age, ethnicity, gender, ideology, sector, geography)

Format: Entirely participatory, but highly structured: No speakers. No panels. You will participate in
four 90-minute breakout sessions and four seated meals. All conversations are moderated by a fellow
participant.

Content: Designed around each participant’s unique interests, filtered through an action-oriented
lens.

Ethos: Highly inclusive and egalitarian. Informal, with no pressure to reach pre-conceived outcomes.

While Dialog 2017 is full, we would love to make room for you to join. Thanks for considering.

Best, 

Andrew

------------

DETAILS:

WHEN: March 30 - April  1, 2017
WHERE: The Ritz-Carlton, Dove Mountain (Marana, Arizona) 

PARTIAL LIST OF CONFIRMED PARTICIPANTS:
Shellye Archambeau - CEO, MetricStream. Board Director, Verizon. Board Director, Nordstrom. [San 
Francisco]
Susan Athey - Economics of Technology Professor, Stanford University. Fmr Chief Economist, 
Microsoft. 2007 Winner of John Bates Clark Medal. Boards: Ripple, Expedia. [San Francisco]
Byron Auguste - Co-Founder & Managing Director, Opportunity@Work. Fmr. Deputy Assistant to the 
President and Deputy Director, National Economic Council, The White House. Fmr. Director and Head 
of Social Sector Office, McKinsey & Co. Chm, Hope Street Group. [Washington, D.C.]
Roy Bahat - Head of Bloomberg Beta. Chairman, OUYA. Lecturer, University of California, Berkeley. 
Fmr. News Corp [San Francisco]
Ted Bailey - Founder & CEO, Dataminr. [New York]
Ed Baker - VP of Growth, Uber. Fmr Head of International Growth, Facebook. [Palo Alto]
Jim Baker - Director, Office of Net Assessment, Office of the Secretary of Defense. Fmr. Strategist to 
the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff. [Washington, D.C.]
Scott Bales - Chief Justice, Arizona Supreme Court. [Phoenix]



Reema Bandar Al-Saud - Vice President, Saudi Arabian General Sports Authority. Founder, Zahra 
Breast Cancer Awareness Association. Founder & CEO, Alf Khair. [Riyadh]
Nicolas Berggruen - Founder & President, Berggruen Holdings. [New York, NY /Los Angeles, CA]
Frank Bisignano - Chairman & CEO, First Data. Fmr VP, Shearson Lehman Brothers. [Atlanta]
Campbell Brown - Head of Global News Partnerships, Facebook. Fmr. Founder, The Seventy Four, 
Partnership for Educational Justice. [New York]
Esteban Bullrich - Minister of Education, Argentina. Fmr. Secretary of Education, City of Buenos 
Aires. [Buenos Aires]
Sara Clemens - Fmr. Chief Operating Officer, Pandora. Fmr. EIR, Greylock Partners. Fmr. VP, 
Corporate Development, LinkedIn. [San Francisco]
Stephen Cohen - Co-founder, Palantir. [San Francisco]
Isobel Coleman - Fmr. United States Ambassador to the United Nations for Management and Reform. 
[New York]
Tyler Cowen - Director, Mercatus Center & Professor of Economics, George Mason University. Author, 
Average is Over: Powering America Beyond the Age of Great Stagnation. [Washington D.C.]
Adam D'Angelo - Founder & CEO, Quora. Fmr. CTO, Facebook. [San Francisco]
Daniel Diermeier - Provost, University of Chicago. Fmr. Dean, Harris School of Public Policy, 
University of Chicago. [Chicago]
Robbert Dijkgraaf - Director & Leon Levy Professor, Institute for Advanced Study. Fmr. President, 
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. [Princeton, NJ / Netherlands]
Dan Doctoroff - CEO, Sidewalk Labs. Former CEO, Bloomberg. Fmr. Deputy Mayor, New York City. 
[New York]
Jennifer Dulski - President, Change.org. Fmr. Co-founder & CEO, The Dealmap (acquired by 
Google). Fmr. Group VP and GM, Local & Commerce, Yahoo. [San Francisco]
Oren Etzioni - CEO, Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence. [Seattle]
Katherine Farley - Chairman, Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts. Co-Chair, International Rescue 
Committee. Senior Managing Director, Brazil, China and Global Corporate Marketing, Tishman Speyer. 
Chairman, Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts. Trustee, Rockefeller University. Board Member, 
International Rescue Committee. [New York]
Mike Fenzel - Deputy Commanding General, 82nd Airborne Division. Fmr Military Fellow, Council on 
Foreign Relations. Colonel, Chief of Staff, 82nd Airborne Division; fmr Commander, 3rd Brigade 
Combat Team, 82nd Airborne Division; Chairman, Council for Emerging National Security Affairs 
(CENSA); and fmr Director for Transnational Threats & Director for Combating Terrorism, National 
Security Council. [New York]
Niall Ferguson - Senior Fellow, Hoover Institution, Stanford University. Fmr. Prof History, Harvard. 
Author of "The World’s Banker: The History of the House of Rothschild," "The Cash Nexus", "Empire", 
"Colossus", "The War of the World", "The Ascent of Money", and "Kissinger." [Boston]
Nate Fick - CEO, Endgame. Operating Partner, Bessemer Ventures. Fmr COO and CEO, Center for a 
New American Security. Author, "One Bullet Away: The Making of a Marine Officer." (2005) 
[Washington, D.C.]
Brian Forde - Director of Digital Currency, MIT Media Lab. Fmr. Senior Advisor for Mobile and Data 
Innovation, The White House. [Boston]
Philipp Freise - Partner, Kohlberg, Kravis & Roberts. Co-Founder, Venturepark AG, Berlin; Chairman 
Fotolia Inc, NY; Vice Chairman of Arago GmbH, Frankfurt; ProSiebenSat.1 Media AG, Munich and 
Scout24 Switzerland. [London]
Matthew Gentzkow - Professor of Economics, Stanford University. John Bates Clark Medalist 2014. 
[San Francisco]
Jane Gladstone - Senior Managing Director, Evercore. Fmr. Managing Director, Morgan Stanley. [New 
York]
Carlos Guestrin - Amazon Professor of Machine Learning at the University of Washington and Director 
of Machine Learning, Apple. [Seattle]
Richard Haass - President, Council on Foreign Relations. Fmr. Director of Policy Planning, U.S. State 
Department. Fmr U.S. Special Envoy to Northern Ireland. [New York]
Cyrus Habib - Lt. Governor. Washington State. [Olympia]
Victor Halberstadt - Professor of Economics, Leiden University. Fmr. a.o. as Crown-Member, 
Netherlands Social-Economic Council. Fmr. Chairman, International Advisory Board, DaimlerChrysler. 
[Netherlands]
Philip Hammarskjold - CEO, Hellman & Friedman [San Francisco]
Kerry Healey - President, Babson College. Fmr. Lt Gov of Massachusetts. [Boston]
Ayaan Hirsi Ali - Research Fellow, Hoover Institution, Stanford University. Senior Fellow, Future of 



Diplomacy Project at the Belfer Center, Harvard University. Founder, The AHA Foundation; best-selling 
author of "Infidel," (2007) and "Heretic: Why Islam Needs a Reformation Now" (2015). [San Francisco]
Auren Hoffman - CEO, SafeGraph. Fmr. CEO and founder of LiveRamp (acquired by Acxiom). 
Curator, Dialog Retreat. [San Francisco]
Stephen Hsu - VP for Research and Graduate Studies and Professor of Theoretical Physics, Michigan 
State University. Scientific Adviser, BGI. [Lansing]
Chris Hughes - Fmr. Publisher, The New Republic. Co-founder, Facebook. [New York]
Sarah Hurwitz - Fellow, Harvard Institute of Politics. Former Senior Presidential Speechwriter, The 
White House. [Washington, D.C.]
Peggy Johnson - EVP, Business Development, Microsoft. [Seattle]
Neal Katyal - Partner, Hogan Lovells. Fmr. Acting Solicitor General for the United States. Saunders 
Professor of Law, Georgetown University. [Washington, D.C.]
Chris Kelly - Founder, Kelly Investments. Fmr. Chief Privacy Officer, Facebook. [San Francisco]
Shiv Khemka - Vice Chairman, SUN Group. [New Delhi]
Steven Koch - Deputy Mayor, City of Chicago. [Chicago]
Cary Kochman - Head of North American Mergers & Acquisition, Citigroup. Co-Head of the Chicago 
Office. [Chicago]
Karen Kornbluh - EVP, External Affairs, Nielsen. Senior Fellow, CFR. Fmr. US Ambassador to the 
OECD. [Washington D.C.]
Anne Kornblut - Director of Strategic Communications, Facebook. Former Deputy National Editor, 
Washington Post. [Palo Alto]
Will Lansing - CEO, FICO (NYSE:FICO). Fmr CEO, InfoSpace. Fmr CEO, NBC Internet. Fmr COO, 
Prodigy Communications. [San Francisco]
Isaac Lee - Chief Content Officer, Univision. Fmr. Chief News & Digital Officer, Univision. CEO, Fusion. 
[Miami]
Jon Levin - Dean, Stanford Graduate School of Business. Professor of Economics, Stanford 
University. 2011 Winner of the John Bates Clark Medal. [San Francisco]
Micky Malka - Founder, Ribbit Capital. [San Francisco]
Sheila Marcelo - Founder, Chairwoman & CEO, Care.com. [Boston]
Madeline McIntosh - President, Penguin Publishing Group. Fmr. President & COO, Penguin Random 
House. [New York]
Neal Mohan - Chief Product Officer, YouTube. Fmr Senior Vice President, Google. [San Francisco]
Nader Mousavizadeh - Partner & Co-Founder, Macro Advisory Partners LLP. Fmr CEO, Oxford 
Analytica. [London]
Craig Mundie - President, Mundie & Associates. Fmr. Senior Advisor to the CEO, Microsoft. Fmr. 
Chief Research and Strategy Officer, Microsoft. [Seattle]
Robert Nelsen - Co-Founder and Managing Director, ARCH Venture Partners. [Seattle]
Nix Nolledo - Co-Founder & CEO, Xurpas. [Manila]
Mike Novogratz - CEO, Novofam, LLC. Fmr. CIO, Fortress Investment Group. [New York]
Jim O’Neill - Managing Director, Mithril Capital. Fmr. Managing Director, Clarium Capital. Fmr. 
Principal Associate Deputy Secretary, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. [San Francisco]
Chamath Palihapitiya - Founder & CEO, The Social+Capital Partnership. Owner, Golden State 
Warriors. Fmr. VP, User Growth, Mobile & International, Facebook. [San Francisco]
Jim Pallotta - Chairman and Managing Director, Raptor Group. President & Chairman, A/S Roma. 
[Boston]
Erik Paulsen - Congressman (R-MN). [Washington, D.C.]
Dan Prieto - Fmr. Director for Cybersecurity Policy, National Security Council, The White House. Fmr. 
CTO, Office of the Secretary of Defense. [Washington D.C.]
Lois Quam - CEO & President, Pathfinder International. Fmr. COO, The Nature Conservancy. Fmr. 
Exec Director, Global Health Initiative, U.S. Dept. of State. Fmr CEO of Public and Senior Markets, 
UnitedHealth Group. [Washington, D.C.]
Michelle Rempel - Member of Parliament, Canadian Parliament. Fmr. Minister of State responsible for 
Western Economic Diversification Canada. Fmr. Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of the 
Environment. [Ottawa]
Sean Reyes - Attorney General, Utah. [Salt Lake City]
Tod Sacerdoti - VP, Display & Video Ad Products, Yahoo!, Fmr. CEO & Co-founder, Brightroll 
(acquired by Yahoo! in 2014). [San Francisco]
Teruhide Sato - Founder of BEENOS and BEENEXT. [Tokyo / Singapore]
Anthony Scaramucci - Fmr. Co-Managing Partner and Founder, SkyBridge Capital. [New York]
Jessica Schell - EVP and GM, Film, Warner Bros. Home Entertainment. Fmr. EVP New Media & 



Digital Entertainment, Universal Pictures. Fmr. SVP Digital Strategy and Business Development, NBC 
Universal. Fmr. VP, Allen & Co. [Los Angeles]
Eric Schmidt - Executive Chairman, Alphabet. [San Francisco]
Hilary Schneider - President, LifeLock. Senior Advisor, Texas Pacific Group. Fmr. EVP, Yahoo! [San 
Francisco]
Dan Schulman - CEO, PayPal. Fmr. Head of Enterprise Growth, American Express. [New York]
Josh Silverman - Senior Operating Advisor, Hellman & Friedman. Fmr. President, US Consumer 
Products & Services, American Express. Fmr. CEO, Skype. Fmr CEO, Shopping.com. [New York]
Charles Songhurst - Founder, Katana Capital. Fmr. GM and Head of Strategy and M&A, Microsoft. 
[Seattle]
Jerry Speyer - Chairman, Tishman Speyer. [New York]
Peter Thiel - Partner, Founders Fund. Co-founder, Mithril Capital Management. CEO of Thiel Capital. 
Fmr founder and CEO of PayPal. Boards: Facebook and Palantir. [San Francisco]
Tom Tugendhat - Member of Parliament, United Kingdom. Fmr. Military Assistant to the Chief of the 
Defence Staff, Ministry of Defence UK. [London]
Eric Weinstein - President, Thiel Capital. Fmr. Visiting Research Fellow, Mathematical Institute, Oxford 
University. [San Francisco]
Karl-Theodor zu Guttenberg - Chairman, Spitzberg Partners. Distinguished Statesman, CSIS. Fmr 
Minister of Defense, Germany. Fmr Minister of Economics and Technology, Germany. [New York]

-- 
Andrew Buher
Executive Director I Dialog
andrew@dialogretreat.com
m:609-532-0546



From: Cramer, Megan J - DOA
To: Smith, Heather K - GOV; Lyons, Tom - GOV; Skenandore, Rachel - GOV
Subject: FW: budget?
Date: Thursday, February 16, 2017 2:31:47 PM

Please see below. This is mostly the HR shared services portion of the budget as well as some
contractor conversions. I am happy to respond if you'd like.

Thanks.

-----Original Message-----
From: Rep.Swearingen [mailto:Rep.Swearingen@legis.wisconsin.gov]
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2017 2:14 PM
To: Cramer, Megan J - DOA
Subject: FW: budget?

Hi Megan,

Do you know anything about the budget adding 500 positions to the DOA? Seems a little unrealistic but
I thought I'd check with you to make sure.

Thanks,

Andrew

Andrew Becker
Legislative Aide
Office of Representative Rob Swearingen
34th Assembly District
608-266-7141

-----Original Message-----
From: JOHN JACKL @me.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2017 2:07 PM
To: Rep.Swearingen <Rep.Swearingen@legis.wisconsin.gov>; Sen.Tiffany
<Sen.Tiffany@legis.wisconsin.gov>
Subject: budget?

Hi, I have a few comments/questions about the new proposed budget:

Why is the Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine being eliminated?  We have been getting it for a
number of years and really enjoying reading about our great natural resources. 

Why is DNR losing 43 positions and Circus World is gaining 10 new positions? 

If the governor claims that the stray voltage problems are mostly solved, why not keep the program in
effect until they are totally taken care of?

The most ridiculous idea is adding 47% (500 positions) to the DOA workforce when all but one of these
are for "Supervisory and Management” positions.  Really?  Does the DOA work so poorly that that many
more supervisors are needed?  Maybe look to eliminate those who are working inadequately.

Why eliminate the Educational Approval Board?

 Thank you, 
Mary Jackl

@me.com



From: Governor Scott Walker
To: Colvin, Alan R - GOV
Subject: FW: Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine
Date: Thursday, February 16, 2017 11:27:03 AM

From: Scott Williams @thegivingtreeslc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2017 10:53 AM
To: Governor Scott Walker
Subject: Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine
Governor Walker,

I have been a supporter of yours since the day you took office and continue to be to this day.
I am disappointed today to learn that the Wisconsinn Natural Resources Magazine will no
longer be published.
It costs tax payers nothing and, when allowed to, the publishers do a fantastic job of
highlighting the states natural resource issues. It is starting to become hard to continue
supporting someone who continuously tries hiding issues that are a real threat to our natural
resources because you see dollar signs in place of them.
Today, I have to rethink my support for you and what your agenda may now consist of.
Scott Williams



From: Burri, Lance
To: Lyons, Tom - GOV
Subject: FW: Magazine
Date: Thursday, February 16, 2017 10:12:09 AM

Tom, fyi. Got this from Tim Gary on the magazine thing.
Lance Burri
Office of Rep. Bob Kulp
608-267-0280

From: Gary, Timothy J - DNR 
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2017 9:19 AM
To: Burri, Lance 
Cc: Ruby, Erin A - DNR 
Subject: Magazine
Lance,
Governor Walker’s biennial budget proposal calls for the sunset of the publication of the Wisconsin
Natural Resources Magazine, effective with the February 2018 issue. The decision to cease
publication of the magazine was based on the Department’s core-work analysis conducted during
the department-wide alignment process, which is now being implemented. The magazine was
created in a different communication era; the emergence of the Internet, email, and social media
have dramatically changed DNR’s ability to convey important department information directly.
While the magazine is self-sustaining through subscriptions, it does not meet the definition of core
work necessary to fulfill the DNR’s mission of protecting and enhancing Wisconsin’s natural
resources. If the budget recommendation remains intact during the budget process, it would also
mean DNR employees who often took time to research and write the stories needed to fill the
pages, could utilize the time invested in those stories more directly on their own core-work duties.
Subscriptions are automatically included with the purchase of a Conservation Patron license. If the
proposal is maintained, the Conservation Patron license fee would be reduced by an amount equal
to the cost of the subscription.
I hope this is helpful. Please let me know if you need any additional information.
Sincerely,
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
Tim Gary
Legislative Liaison
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
Phone: (608) 266-2120
Timothy.Gary@wisconsin.gov

 dnr.wi.gov

    



From: Results@TVEyes-Alerts.com
To: Craft, Nathan - GOV
Subject: New MMS Alert - Scott Walker
Date: Thursday, February 16, 2017 8:00:59 AM

Media Alert From TVEyes Media Monitoring Suite

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WEAU (NBC) - La Crosse, WI
02/15/2017 08:27:20
Today (News)
... all for a smoother tasting cup. green mountain coffee. governor walker
is praising legislation congress is open the door for the state to expected
to vote on that would drug test recipients of ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTMJ-AM (Radio) - Milwaukee, WI
02/15/2017 08:33:06
... note 3 big things coming up right now let's go to the 24 hour newsroom It's a 30 Sept
governor Walker says he wants to bring back trouble state loan program because local
economic develop officials telling are telling him they need assistance governor asked Tuesday
about Wisconsin economic ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on Milwaukee Public Radio - Milwaukee, WI
02/15/2017 08:41:36
... not long after violence broke out in milwaukee sherman park neighborhood in august
governor walker dispatched mobile job banks the central city he was responding to calls for
state help to address the lack of job opportunities in the area now hakura later faced to has
begun ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WKBT (CBS) - La Crosse, WI
02/15/2017 08:55:45
CBS This Morning (News)
... crosse lion's club. governor walker was in de soto yesterday...
recognizing ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTMJ-AM (Radio) - Milwaukee, WI
02/15/2017 09:05:18
... code violations on the property's choline Poland WTF chain knew there was no immediate
response from Churchill governor Walker is defending his proposal switch to self-insurance
model for public workers even though Republicans who control the Legislature have been cool
to the idea ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTAQ-AM (Radio) - Green Bay, WI 
02/15/2017 09:05:20
... we're socking in august last year wisconsin may soon eliminate this state department of
natural resources magazine governor walker's proposed budget with the publication in february
next year the move expected to save the state 300000 bucks and date for the 2017 sturgeon
spirit ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on News Radio 1330 - Green Bay, WI 
02/15/2017 09:06:09
... public employees in this 8 wisconsin may soon eliminate the state's department of natural
resources magazine governor walker proposed budget would and the publication in february
2018 this is expected to save the state 300000 dollars a german shepherd from androgen ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WKBT (CBS) - La Crosse, WI
02/15/2017 09:06:11
News 8 This Morning (News)
... the workforce. -endquote- governor walker was in de yesterday... soto
recognizing ...



(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on KYW-AM (Radio) - Philadelphia, PA
02/15/2017 10:12:30
... today Tricia hour in some spots he would be news time 10 10 governor Walker says a week
after he outlined his budget proposal he believes both Republicans and Democrats lead
discussions are starting from a far better place than they did in previous years Here's ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTMJ-AM (Radio) - Milwaukee, WI
02/15/2017 10:46:32
... preplanned us and it will take another context annex pizza place those supports governor
Walker and ex pizza places being targeted because of that I still prowl for me to go say this I
think you should respond to the protest local bison those pizzas ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on News Radio 1330 - Green Bay, WI 
02/15/2017 11:06:58
... senate majority leader scott fitzgerald saying last week the one-time savings are not
enough to justify the switch governor walker says it still money that can be used to help this
in another area the estimate we wouldn't isn't it and wants a conservative estimate ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WBAY (ABC) - Green Bay, WI 
02/15/2017 12:07:48
Action 2 News at Noon (News)
... main street. a proposal by governor walker could give wisconsin
teachers a lifetime license. his proposal ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTMJ-AM (Radio) - Milwaukee, WI
02/15/2017 12:32:57
... and the Palestinians but that the two parties themselves must directly negotiate such an
agreement governor Walker is praising legislation that Congress is expected to vote on that
would allow the state to drug test those who receive unemployment benefits Walker and
several other governors sent a letter in ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTMJ-AM (Radio) - Milwaukee, WI
02/15/2017 14:35:59
... this report suggesting who will replace him one name that has come up many times
already governor Walker now he's he's been having this down Steve he's been saying no no
no no no no but hey through ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTMJ-AM (Radio) - Milwaukee, WI
02/15/2017 14:39:44
... and has told you before I went into the break Steve this is one where governor Walker's
name is his come about more than a couple times should be asked about it and they'll be
asked again and say No Look no one I'm committed to Wisconsin but one ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTMJ-AM (Radio) - Milwaukee, WI
02/15/2017 14:51:50
... not that surprising it's it's cool might take that position that the moves governor Walker's
been in the news as a possible replacement for weeks that's nothing new and he is constantly
said no no no now what do you think was ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTMJ-AM (Radio) - Milwaukee, WI
02/15/2017 14:53:36
... medical side with Donald Trump but I think I think he's well enough known as being the
governor Walker he doesn't really need to have a résumé I don't but it certainly wouldn't hurt
but she did some significant things as a cabinet ...

(click
thumbnail

Governor Walker on Milwaukee Public Radio - Milwaukee, WI
02/15/2017 15:30:26
... out in milwaukee's sherman park neighborhood back in august governor walker dispatched



to play) mobile job banks to the city he was responding to the call for state help to address the lack of
job opportunities in the area now 6 months later ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WFXS (FOX) - Wausau, WI
02/15/2017 16:00:21
Fox News at 4 (News)
... that begin last month as she addressed lawmakers during governor
walker's estate of the state address. let's go to the deep bench. >>holly:
joining our commitment to bring in the best expert ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTMJ-AM (Radio) - Milwaukee, WI
02/15/2017 16:03:09
... 15th your top story homicide charges filed against a 14 year-old from West Dallas I'm
calling in Poland governor Walker answered at the White House comes calling I'm great Mets 6
6 former Wisconsin Badgers head into a stunning comeback and that Moscow saw this problem
in ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WBAY (ABC) - Green Bay, WI 
02/15/2017 16:04:04
Action 2 News at Four (News)
... u-s. he says his family is in danger. today-- governor walker said
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governor walker is saying about the rumors about joining the
administration. >> a campus is going green and what they are doing to
make ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTAQ-AM (Radio) - Green Bay, WI 
02/16/2017 06:31:04
... empowering parents i am proud to be the only candidate in this race who did not sign
governor walker's recall petition i'm doctor all holes and ask you for your vote and february



21st paid for my friends doctor holds c.j. anderson treasure ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on WKBT (CBS) - La Crosse, WI
02/16/2017 06:33:13
NewsChannel 8 This Morning (News)
... wisconsin governor scott walker has been mentioned as a replacement
possible for puzder as ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WLUK (FOX) - Green Bay, WI 
02/16/2017 06:33:14
Good Day Wisconsin (News)
... there have been rumors that governor scott walker may be tapped to
head the labor department next. ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WISN-MKE (ABC) - Milwaukee, WI
02/16/2017 06:33:40
WISN 12 News This Morning (News)
... he withdrew his name after discussions with his family. >> governor
walker is denying the reports that he's joining the trump administration.
rumors circulated in washington that governor walker could be ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on WQOW (ABC) - La Crosse, WI
02/16/2017 06:34:11
Daybreak (News)
... intelligence prior to the 20-16 election. governor scott walker says his
friend reince priebus is just fine in the white house. that's despite reports
he could be on his way out as president trump's ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on WMTV (NBC) - Madison, WI
02/16/2017 06:34:15
The Morning Show (News)
... it's a new chapter in a battle that features governor scott walker's plan
to delay major projects and take on debt to plug a hole in the state's road
fund... and a mystery plan from top ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WAOW (ABC) - Wausau, WI
02/16/2017 06:34:54
Wake Up Wisconsin (Lifestyle)
... you need to be responsible and help." governor walker says he will
support it, if the bill stays focused on the oil and doesn't open the door for
legalizing other forms of marijuana in the ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WMTV (NBC) - Madison, WI
02/16/2017 06:36:02
The Morning Show (News)
... hardee's and carl's jr. meantime.. a spokesman for governor walker
says he has no interest in serving as labor secretary. walker has
repeatedly denied any interest in the ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WTMJ-MILW (NBC) - Milwaukee, WI
02/16/2017 06:37:11
Today's TMJ4 News Live at Daybreak (News)
... on the search for a new labor secretary this morning. what governor
walker is saying about his name being mentioned for the position. then --
spring is in the air.... wher go today to get ideas on ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WSAW (CBS) - Wausau, WI
02/16/2017 06:38:05
Sunrise 7 (News)



... a push by caregivers laws being signed by governor walker, putting
extra funding into resources across training and ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on WITI-MILW (FOX) - Milwaukee, WI
02/16/2017 06:39:23
FOX 6 Wake-Up News at 6 (News)
... the final vote on this resolution was 12 to 7. governor scott walker is
defending his friend reince priebus after they talked twice this weekend,
saying the white house chief of ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on WTMJ-MILW (NBC) - Milwaukee, WI
02/16/2017 06:40:44
Today's TMJ4 News Live at Daybreak (News)
... one of the names rumored to take puzder's spot was governor scott
walker. however, walker campaign spokesman joe fadness says " there
has been no offer and governor walker has no ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WKOW (ABC) - Madison, WI
02/16/2017 06:45:42
Wake Up Wisconsin (Lifestyle)
... to.")) the bill has the general support of governor walker. it's in
response to last year's recount requested and paid for by jill stein, the
green party candidate who finished with just ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on WBAY (ABC) - Green Bay, WI 
02/16/2017 06:46:58
Action 2 News This Morning (News)
... his withdrawal-- governor scott walker-- whose name had been tossed
around in earlier discussions about trump's cabinet ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on WITI-MILW (FOX) - Milwaukee, WI
02/16/2017 06:47:49
FOX 6 Wake-Up News at 6 (News)
... food chains. it has been rumored that governor scott walker could be a
possible replacement. but the governor tweeted yesterday saying quote:
"the future is too bright ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on WKBT (CBS) - La Crosse, WI
02/16/2017 06:48:22
NewsChannel 8 This Morning (News)
... they deserve. governor scott walker has proclaimed this week school
bus driver ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WISC (CBS) - Madison, WI
02/16/2017 06:52:49
News 3 This Morning (News)
... teasdale will be held tomorrow. governor walker says the state should
stay out of a federal lawsuit filed by a ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WAOW (ABC) - Wausau, WI
02/16/2017 06:57:22
Wake Up Wisconsin (Lifestyle)
... langlade county sheriff and also the current mayor of antigo. governor
walker will appoint the new sheriff for at least the next two years, but no
timetable has been set. we're getting a rare look at ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on CNBC - U.S. Cable
02/16/2017 07:03:28
Squawk Box (News)



... one name floated in november is not considering. that's wisconsin
governor scott walker, whose spokesman reiterates, quote, governor
walker loves being governor and has no interest in serving in ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WLUK (FOX) - Green Bay, WI 
02/16/2017 07:06:28
Good Day Wisconsin (News)
... nominated for labor secretary. governor scott walker's office is
reiterating that he has no interest in joining president ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTAQ-AM (Radio) - Green Bay, WI 
02/16/2017 07:14:37
... i'm proud to be the only candidate in this race who did not sign governor walker's recall
petition i'm doctor all holes in them ask you for your heart and february 21st paid for by
franzen doctor holds t.j. anderson treasure community first credit union and news scott ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WKBT (CBS) - La Crosse, WI
02/16/2017 07:26:28
CBS This Morning (News)
... nominee'... wisconsin governor scott walker says he's not interested.
the governor's ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTMJ-AM (Radio) - Milwaukee, WI
02/16/2017 07:44:04
... speculate on posters possible replacements but the Washington Post as the Wisconsin
governor around short list that also includes Pennsylvania Representative Lou Barletta aside
from Walker's treat his spokesperson drove Fed says quote there has been no offering
governor Walker has no interest in ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on WTAQ-AM (Radio) - Green Bay, WI 
02/16/2017 07:44:49
... by empowering parents and i'm proud to be the only candidate in this race we did not citing
governor walker's recall petition i'm doctor all holes and i'm asking you for your wallet and
february 21st paid for my friends dr holt's t.j. anderson treasure ...

(click
thumbnail
to play)

Governor Walker on Milwaukee Public Radio - Milwaukee, WI
02/16/2017 07:46:45
... for whichever candidate becomes superintendent to help them address issues related to
mental health governor walker has asked the legislature to set aside more than 5 million
dollars to help schools provide related screenings and services as well as higher more social
workers ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WISC (CBS) - Madison, WI
02/16/2017 07:56:28
CBS This Morning (News)
... lawmakers against a part of the governor's budget. specifically, they're
opposed to governor ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Governor Walker on WAOW (ABC) - Wausau, WI
02/16/2017 07:57:00
Good Morning America (News)
... to save her and i couldn't, so you need to be governor walker says he
will responsible and help." support it, if the bill stays focused on the oil
and doesn't open the door for legalizing ...

(click thumbnail to play)
Scott Walker on CNBC Europe - U.K. National
02/16/2017 12:03:16
... president at trump tower before his inauguration one slowly in
november though is not considering that was dancing governor scott



walker whose spokesman reiterates programme lasting governor and has
absolutely no interest in serving in cabinet focus now on health thrones to
the confirmation ...

Click here to deactivate e-mail alerting for this scheduled alert.
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From: Gary, Timothy J - DNR
To: Aquino, Mark D - DNR; Baumann, Dan G - DNR; Buchholz, Aaron D - DNR; Cooke, Timothy C - DNR; Crain, Erin

E - DNR; Dick, James F - DNR; Eberle, Ed - DNR; Gozdzialski, John F - DNR; Greisinger, Diane D - DNR; Haag,
Douglas J - DNR; Jensen, Jesse M - DNR; Lamers, Holly J - DNR; Liebau, Joseph G Jr - DNR; Lobner, Eric C -
DNR; Olson, Sanjay B - DNR; Polasek Jr, Joseph P - DNR; Rasmussen, Russell A - DNR; Romback-Bartels, Jean
- DNR; Ruby, Erin A - DNR; Savagian, Andrew F - DNR; Schaller, Todd A - DNR; Sereno, Jennifer A - DNR;
Skenandore, Rachel - GOV; Smith, Heather K - GOV; Souba, Frederic Jr - DNR; Sponseller, Bart A - DNR;
Stepp, Cathy L - DNR; Stevens, Patrick K - DNR; Thiede, Kurt A - DNR; Voltz, Jeffrey R - DNR; Williams, Quinn
L - DNR; Zastrow, Darrell  E - DNR; Zellmer, James A - DNR

Subject: 2/15 legislative contacts
Date: Wednesday, February 15, 2017 5:02:23 PM

Heather,
Here are the legislative contacts for Wednesday February 15, 2017:
Representative August’s staff (Brian) and Senator Stroebel’s staff (Nick) contacted Erin seeking
information regarding the discharge of firearms. Erin is handling.
Representative Quinn’s staff (Ericka) contacted Tim seeking information regarding Natural
Resources Magazine. Tim handled.
Representative Gannon’s staff (Tiffany) contacted Tim seeking information regarding funding
county parks. Tim handled.
Representative Allen’s staff (Dan) contacted Tim seeking information regarding a potential sale of
DNR office property in Milwaukee. Erin is handling.
Representative Kleefisch’s staff (Melodie) contacted Tim seeking DNR thoughts about concerns
raised by DNR critic Steve Alt regarding the commercial perch fishery. Tim handled.
Senator Tiffany’s staff (Mitch) contacted Erin seeking information regarding the process to remove
historical DNR public access easements on private property. Erin is handling.
Representative Stafsholt’s staff (Alivia) contacted Tim seeking information regarding the
establishment of the ordinary high water mark. Tim is handling.
Representative Vandermeer’s staff (Jessie) contacted Erin seeking information regarding the
recycling funding formula. Erin is handling.
Senator Marklein’s staff (Vince) contacted Erin seeking information regarding CAFO regulations.
Erin is handling.
Senator Cowles’ staff (Toni) contacted Tim seeking information regarding the difference between
groundwater optimization modeling versus watershed modeling. Tim is handling.
Meetings
Secretary Stepp and Tim met with Senator Cowles regarding high capacity wells, WPDES, and NR
Magazine.
Sincerely,
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
Tim Gary
Legislative Liaison
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
Phone: (608) 266-2120
Timothy.Gary@wisconsin.gov

 dnr.wi.gov

    





change, the Governor is undertaking another effort to deny the public scientifically accurate
information about environmental issues. The budget eliminates publication of the Wisconsin
Natural Resources magazine. Even though the magazine is entirely self-supporting – paid for
by 75,000 subscribers.
The Governor wishes to eliminate the Labor and Industry Review Commission. The three
members provide a forum to resolve disputes involving unemployment insurance, workers
compensation and equal rights. Without the Commission in place it is likely employers and
employees both will find it necessary to spend money to take disputes to circuit courts.

Click here to read the column Representative Sargent and I wrote regarding one part of Governor
Walker’s budget proposal.
Watch for further information and budget updates in future newsletters.

Good Government Under Attack in
Budget
As we review the proposed budget over the next
few weeks, I will continue to highlight items that
may be of particular interest to you. This week’s
article focuses on two destructive measures in the
budget that further the decay of good government
in Wisconsin.
Governor Walker is proposing to dismantle the
independence of the Judicial Commission. The Commission was created in 1978 to investigate
misconduct or disabilities of any judge or court commissioner in Wisconsin. The Commission,
independent of the courts, would investigate and then bring cases to a 3 judge panel whose
recommendation would ultimately be reviewed by the Wisconsin State Supreme Court to determine
if the judge should be reprimanded, censured, suspended, or removed. The Governor’s proposed
budget removes the commission’s independence by folding it into the Wisconsin Supreme Court’s
authority.
Governor Walker is also proposing a 30 percent cut to the Elections Commission. This will result in
the elimination of six staff positions. While the newly formed Commission is attempting to settle in
and assist election officials with voter ID and the new electronic registration they will be have
catastrophic impact. Now is not the time to be eliminating resources for the agency in charge of
ensuring fair and free elections.
These attacks on Wisconsin’s tradition of good government are appalling but not surprising. Over
the last six years, Governor Walker and legislative republicans have continuously attacked
Wisconsin’s good government. The proposed changes to the Judicial Commission and the cut to the
Elections Commission further their assault.

Republican Attacks on Women’s
Health Care Access
Republicans are once again proposing to take away
women’s access to reproductive healthcare.
Representative Andre Jacque (R- DePere) and
Senator David Craig (R- Big Bend) have
introduced legislation that would prohibit the group
insurance board from contracting for or providing
abortion services, eliminating this existing
women’s health care coverage for public
employees. The proposal is yet another example of
government – and in this case, one’s employer –

interfering with health care decisions that should be made by a woman and her doctor.

Top Ten Consumer Complaints of 2016
DATCP’s Bureaus of Consumer Protection and Weights and Measures received nearly 11,000
consumer complaints in 2016. Remember not to give out your personal information over the phone
or wire money to a stranger, refuse high-pressure sales pitches, request all information in writing,
and read the fine print before you sign.

1. Telemarketing (3,685 cases)
2. Landlord/Tenant (1,121 cases)
3. Telecommunications (698 cases)
4. Identity Theft (431 cases)
5. Home Improvement (383 cases)
6. Gas Pump Accuracy (266 cases)
7. Motor Vehicle Repair (200 cases)
8. Motor Vehicle Sales (173 cases)
9. Computer & Equipment (152 cases)

10. Warranties (138 cases)

Facing a consumer protection issue? Visit datcp.wi.gov for fact sheets and resources that may be
useful in understanding your consumer rights. If your issue is with a business, communicate with
the business about your concerns and the resolution you are seeking. Keep documentation of your
efforts.
Can’t reach a resolution? Call our Consumer Protection Hotline (800-422-7128) for additional
guidance or file a complaint with DATCP. You can file your complaint at datcp.wi.gov or call the
hotline to have a complaint form sent to you.

These classes are funded through the
Literacy Network with computer
support from Madison Public Library
Foundation. Find more literacy classes
at http://www.litnetwork.org

Paper Box Making
Friday, February 17
6:30 pm - 8:30 pm
Alicia Ashman Library
733 N High Point Rd
Come and learn how to make adorable
small gift boxes out of paper! We'll
provide all the materials you'll need,
but feel free to bring any interesting
paper you're willing to cut up (old
calendars usually work really well; or
anything that's thicker than regular
paper, but still easy to fold). Mainly for
adults, but anyone 13 or over is
welcome. Fair warning: paper box
making has been found to be highly
addictive. Once you learn, you might
not be able to stop!

Ecological Restoration Work Party
Saturday, February 18
9 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Grady Tract
Volunteer for restoration activities and
learn about prairies and savannas.
Tools and training provided. Groups
welcome with advance notice. Meet at
Grady Tract parking lot, southeast
corner of Seminole Hwy. and W.
Beltline Frontage Rd. More
information: (608) 265-5214 or
marian.farrior@wisc.edu.

Winter Sampler
Sunday, February 19
1 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
UW Arboretum Visitor Center
1207 Seminole Hwy.
The naturalist will lead you to the
most interesting areas near the Visitor
Center. Free, no registration required.

Tabletop Game Night
Tuesday, February 21
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Meadowridge Library
5726 Raymond Rd.
We've got a ton of tabletop games, just
waiting to be played! Drop in and join
us!

Visiting the Capitol
Whether you are planning a visit to the
state Capitol as part of a large group,
small gathering, or just by yourself,
our office can assist you in scheduling
a free guided tour of the Capitol
building during normal business
hours.
Free tours are offered daily, year
round. Tours depart from the ground
floor Information Desk Monday
through Saturday at 9:00, 10:00, 11:00
am and 1:00, 2:00, 3:00 pm; and
Sundays at 1:00, 2:00, 3:00 pm. A
4:00 pm tour is offered Memorial Day
through Labor Day. The sixth floor
museum and observation deck are also
open during the summer months.



Primary Election Day is February 21
The Spring Primary Election will be held next
Tuesday, February 21. Voters will go to the polls
on this day to vote in local elections like City
Council and School Board, as well as the statewide
office of Superintendent of Schools. Offices with
more than 2 candidates running will have a
Primary that day, and the top 2 vote getters
advance to the general election in April. What
local offices appear on your ballot on February 21
depend on exactly where you live, and you may

click here to see what is on your ballot.
You do not have to wait until then to cast your ballots. In-person absentee voting for the election is
available through Sunday, February 19, at the Madison City Clerk’s Office and additional locations
throughout the city. To learn more about in-person absentee voting, including locations and times,
please click here.
Absentee ballots are also available by mail. Everything you need to know to receive a ballot by mail
is available via the Madison City Clerk by clicking here.
Remember: You must present an acceptable photo ID card to vote in Wisconsin. Click here to find
out if you have the correct identification and to get information on how to obtain a free Wisconsin
State ID Card for voting purposes.
Click here to read the “Candidates’ Answers” on the League of Women Voters of Dane County
website.
Note: If you vote outside of the City of Madison, you will need to contact your local city or village
clerk’s office for absentee voting locations and times.

2017-2018 Official State Highway Maps
My office has received the new 2017-2018 official state highway maps. If you would
like one, please feel free to stop by my office, call, or email your request. If you can’t
get to our office to pick yours up, we are happy to mail maps to you.

Fun Wisconsin Fact
In honor of Black History Month, all of February’s
fun facts will be about African American
contributions to Wisconsin’s history.
Vel Phillips has been a pioneer for African
Americans and women in politics. She is best
known for being the first woman elected as
Wisconsin Secretary of State in 1978 and the first
African-American woman in the nation elected to
a statewide office. Vel was also the first African-

American woman to graduate from the University of Wisconsin-Madison Law School in 1951. In
1971, she became the first African American judge in Wisconsin. She was also the first African
American elected to the National Committee of either of the two major political parties. Vel is a
passionate and active Democrat and has worked tirelessly for civil rights throughout her career.
In 2015, Wisconsin Public Television aired the documentary “Vel Phillips: Dream Big Dreams”
which tells the story of civil rights leader Vel Phillips. Click here to watch the documentary.

Click here to unsubscribe



From: @att.net
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 7:40:02 PM

What is wrong with this state that you would end this publication
I say it is’ a very bad move .
I will join up with any others ready to defend this publication.
Brian Coon

Delavan wi. 53115
Sent from Mail for Windows 10



From: Gary, Timothy J - DNR
To: Aquino, Mark D - DNR; Baumann, Dan G - DNR; Buchholz, Aaron D - DNR; Cooke, Timothy C - DNR; Crain, Erin

E - DNR; Dick, James F - DNR; Eberle, Ed - DNR; Gozdzialski, John F - DNR; Greisinger, Diane D - DNR; Haag,
Douglas J - DNR; Jensen, Jesse M - DNR; Lamers, Holly J - DNR; Liebau, Joseph G Jr - DNR; Lobner, Eric C -
DNR; Olson, Sanjay B - DNR; Polasek Jr, Joseph P - DNR; Rasmussen, Russell A - DNR; Romback-Bartels, Jean
- DNR; Ruby, Erin A - DNR; Savagian, Andrew F - DNR; Schaller, Todd A - DNR; Sereno, Jennifer A - DNR;
Skenandore, Rachel - GOV; Smith, Heather K - GOV; Souba, Frederic Jr - DNR; Sponseller, Bart A - DNR;
Stepp, Cathy L - DNR; Stevens, Patrick K - DNR; Thiede, Kurt A - DNR; Voltz, Jeffrey R - DNR; Williams, Quinn
L - DNR; Zastrow, Darrell  E - DNR; Zellmer, James A - DNR

Subject: 2/14 legislative contacts
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 5:18:58 PM

Heather,
Here are the legislative contacts for Tuesday February 14, 2017:
Representative Kitchens’ staff (Chris) contacted Erin seeking information regarding Natural
Resources Magazine. Erin handled.
Senator Harsdorf’s staff (Holly) contacted Erin seeking information regarding the number of waste
haulers who have lost their operator licenses over the past 10 years. Erin is handling.
Senator Fitzgerald’s staff (Cindy) contacted Erin seeking information regarding disabled hunting,
fishing, and trapping license and method preferences. Erin handled.
Senator LeMahieu’s staff (Ashley) contacted Tim seeking information regarding commercial fishing
license fee remittances to DNR. Tim handled.
Representative Felzkowski’s staff (Reid) contacted Tim seeking DNR review of a bill increasing
snowmobile trail maintenance and supplemental funding. Tim is handling.
Senator Tiffany’s staff (Tyler) contacted Tim seeking DNR review of a bill regarding aquaculture and
meeting on Friday. Tim is handling.
Senator Testin’s staff (Jim) contacted Tim seeking information regarding the removal of climate
change information from a DNR webpage. Erin handled.
Senator Craig contacted Secretary Stepp submitting information and comment regarding a draft
general permit for dredging inland lakes and impoundments. Tim handled.
Legislative Council staff (Larry) contacted DNR staff seeking DNR legal contact information regarding
the Great Lake Compact. DNR staff handled.
Senator Harsdorf’s staff (Brooke) contacted Tim seeking information regarding DNR’s purchase
agreement for land from Excel Energy. Tim handled.
Representative Bernier contacted DNR’s Dan Baumann seeking Dan to attend a legislator town hall
regarding DNR issues. Tim is handling.
Meetings
Tim and DNR staff are meeting with the Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Energy
regarding grass carp in a public hearing tomorrow. (2/15)
Secretary Stepp and Tim are meeting with Senator Lasee regarding Eagle Tower tomorrow (2/15)
Tim and DNR staff are meeting with Senator Craig, Representative Sanfelippo, and Representative
Kuglitsch regarding wetland mitigation (2/16)
Sincerely,
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
Tim Gary
Legislative Liaison
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources



Phone: (608) 266-2120
Timothy.Gary@wisconsin.gov

 dnr.wi.gov

    



From: Patrick E Durkin
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: Re: Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 1:41:35 PM

Hi Tom.
I’m sorry, but that’s a broad generalization that indicates a lack of homework, even 
deception. It reminds me of Sarah Palin saying, “I read all of them, any of them that 
have been in front of me …" when asked to specify which newspapers she reads.
Are you saying no one presented a comparison of magazine’s editorial missions for 
the governor’s office to review, or even a list of state-specific magazines that might 
have some overlap with WNR?

Also, were patron-license holders asking to opt out of the $8.95 subscription price to 
reduce the cost of their license?

Regarding the DNR’s mission, it’s good to know that it hasn’t changed. Maybe I’m 
asking the wrong question.
Is it no longer important for the DNR to inform the public of its efforts/programs to 
carry out that mission?

Tom, I hate to be a pest, but these are legitimate, obvious, common-sense 
questions that deserve an explanation.

Sincerely,
Pat D.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Patrick E. Durkin, Writer/Editor
President, Wisconsin Outdoor Communicators Association
patrickdurkin56@gmail.com
721 Wesley St., Waupaca, WI 54981
(715) 256-1684, office/fax

On Feb 14, 2017, at 1:21 PM, Evenson, Tom - GOV <Tom.Evenson@wisconsin.gov> 
wrote:

Pat -- There are many fish and wildlife and environment-focused publications readily available for 
consumers in the private market.
From: Patrick E Durkin [mailto:patrickdurkin56@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 1:03 PM
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: Re: Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine
Importance: High
Thanks Tom. I appreciate the response and explanations.
Can you please provide the names of the private-market magazines that are providing 
material that the DNR pub is duplicating? If you don’t have this information, please advise 
who I should ask in the governor’s office.
— Pat D.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Patrick E. Durkin, Writer/Editor
President, Wisconsin Outdoor Communicators Association
patrickdurkin56@gmail.com



721 Wesley St., Waupaca, WI 54981
(715) 256-1684, office/fax
On Feb 14, 2017, at 12:17 PM, Evenson, Tom - GOV <Tom.Evenson@wisconsin.gov> 
wrote:
Hi Pat –
The DNR is realigning to become more efficient and effective. This magazine is not a part of the 
DNR’s core mission. The DNR’s core mission, which hasn’t changed, is to protect and enhance our 
natural resources, to provide a healthy and sustainable environment, and to ensure the right of all 
people to use and enjoy these resources. It is not the government’s role to produce magazines that 
duplicate what is available on the private market.
Ceasing to publish this magazine will reduce FTE’s by 2 and save $136,200 in FY18 and $544,800 in 
FY19. The savings unrelated to the FTE’s would be passed onto conservation patron license holders 
through a reduction in the fee by $8.95 per license. The savings to license purchasers equates to 
roughly $75,000 in FY18 and $300,000 in FY19. The lower amount in FY18 is due to the delayed 
elimination date of spring 2018.
TE
From: Patrick E Durkin [mailto:patrickdurkin56@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 10:54 AM
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Cc: GOV Press
Subject: Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine
Importance: High
Hi Tom.
I’m an outdoor writer based in Waupaca, with columns in the Wisconsin State 
Journal, USA Today’s Wisconsin Network, and several other state 
newspapers.
I’m working on a piece regarding Gov. Walker’s budget proposal to eliminate 
the DNR’s Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine by Feb. 2018. I read that a 
rationale for its elimination is that other Wisconsin-based magazines cover 
the same topics as WNR.
I’m hoping you’d have time to discuss this by phone. If not, please email me 
the names of the private sector's magazines you’re referring to.
Also, I’m hoping you can elaborate a bit and define the DNR’s core mission 
and how it’s changed the past six years.
I’m available all day today. If you’d like me to call at a specific time, please 
send me the best number to reach you. Otherwise, feel free to call my number 
below at your convenience.
Best,
Pat D.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Patrick E. Durkin, Writer/Editor
President, Wisconsin Outdoor Communicators Association
patrickdurkin56@gmail.com
721 Wesley St., Waupaca, WI 54981
(715) 256-1684, office/fax





From: Dick, James F - DNR
To: Patrick E Durkin
Subject: RE: Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 1:10:12 PM

Pat,
The rationale for eliminating the magazine is that it’s not part of our core work in carrying out
the DNR’s mission, which, by the way, hasn’t changed and will not change. What we are doing
is changing the way we carry out that mission by focusing on the core work we need to do in
order to accomplish the mission of protecting and enhancing our natural resources more
efficiently and effectively.
After a thorough core work analysis and alignment study, which I believe you know about, we
found that we are stewards of the state’s resources-not magazine publishers.
The document you requested regarding our core mission, which as I mentioned hasn’t
changed, can be found on our website:
http://dnr.wi.gov/about/mission.html
From: Patrick E Durkin [mailto:patrickdurkin56@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 11:04 AM
To: Dick, James F - DNR
Subject: Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine
Importance: High
Hi Jim.
I’m working on a piece regarding Gov. Walker’s budget proposal to eliminate
the DNR’s Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine by Feb. 2018. I read that a
rationale for its elimination is that other Wisconsin-based magazines cover
the same topics as WNR.
I’m hoping you’d have time to discuss this by phone. If not, please email me
the names of the private sector's magazines the governor’s office is referring
to.
Also, I’m hoping you can elaborate a bit and define the DNR’s core mission
and how it’s changed the past six years. Is this mission and its responsibilities
spelled out in a document you can send me?
I’m available all day today. If you’d like me to call at a specific time, please
send me the best number to reach you. Otherwise, feel free to call my number
below at your convenience.
Best,
Pat D.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Patrick E. Durkin, Writer/Editor
President, Wisconsin Outdoor Communicators Association
patrickdurkin56@gmail.com
721 Wesley St., Waupaca, WI 54981
(715) 256-1684, office/fax



From: Patrick E Durkin
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: Re: Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 1:03:19 PM
Importance: High

Thanks Tom. I appreciate the response and explanations.
Can you please provide the names of the private-market magazines that are 
providing material that the DNR pub is duplicating? If you don’t have this 
information, please advise who I should ask in the governor’s office.
— Pat D.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Patrick E. Durkin, Writer/Editor
President, Wisconsin Outdoor Communicators Association
patrickdurkin56@gmail.com
721 Wesley St., Waupaca, WI 54981
(715) 256-1684, office/fax

On Feb 14, 2017, at 12:17 PM, Evenson, Tom - GOV 
<Tom.Evenson@wisconsin.gov> wrote:

Hi Pat –
The DNR is realigning to become more efficient and effective. This magazine is not a part of the 
DNR’s core mission. The DNR’s core mission, which hasn’t changed, is to protect and enhance our 
natural resources, to provide a healthy and sustainable environment, and to ensure the right of all 
people to use and enjoy these resources. It is not the government’s role to produce magazines that 
duplicate what is available on the private market.
Ceasing to publish this magazine will reduce FTE’s by 2 and save $136,200 in FY18 and $544,800 in 
FY19. The savings unrelated to the FTE’s would be passed onto conservation patron license holders 
through a reduction in the fee by $8.95 per license. The savings to license purchasers equates to 
roughly $75,000 in FY18 and $300,000 in FY19. The lower amount in FY18 is due to the delayed 
elimination date of spring 2018.
TE
From: Patrick E Durkin [mailto:patrickdurkin56@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 10:54 AM
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Cc: GOV Press
Subject: Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine
Importance: High
Hi Tom.
I’m an outdoor writer based in Waupaca, with columns in the Wisconsin State 
Journal, USA Today’s Wisconsin Network, and several other state 
newspapers.
I’m working on a piece regarding Gov. Walker’s budget proposal to eliminate 
the DNR’s Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine by Feb. 2018. I read that a 
rationale for its elimination is that other Wisconsin-based magazines cover 
the same topics as WNR.
I’m hoping you’d have time to discuss this by phone. If not, please email me 
the names of the private sector's magazines you’re referring to.
Also, I’m hoping you can elaborate a bit and define the DNR’s core mission 
and how it’s changed the past six years.
I’m available all day today. If you’d like me to call at a specific time, please 
send me the best number to reach you. Otherwise, feel free to call my number 



below at your convenience.
Best,
Pat D.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Patrick E. Durkin, Writer/Editor
President, Wisconsin Outdoor Communicators Association
patrickdurkin56@gmail.com
721 Wesley St., Waupaca, WI 54981
(715) 256-1684, office/fax



From: Moberg, Glen
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: RE: Reasons for Cancelling Wisconsin Natural Resources
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 12:16:17 PM

Thank you, and as always thanks for your timely response.
Glen

From: Evenson, Tom - GOV [mailto:Tom.Evenson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 11:46 AM
To: Moberg, Glen 
Subject: RE: Reasons for Cancelling Wisconsin Natural Resources
Hi Glen -
That’s a ridiculous claim. The DNR is realigning to become more efficient and effective. This magazine is not a part
of the DNR’s core mission. It is not the government’s role to produce magazines that duplicate what is available in
the private market.
Ceasing to publish this magazine will reduce FTE’s by 2 and save $136,200 in FY18 and $544,800 in FY19. The
savings unrelated to the FTE’s would be passed onto conservation patron license holders through a reduction in
the fee by $8.95 per license. The savings to license purchasers equates to roughly $75,000 in FY18 and $300,000
in FY19. The lower amount in FY18 is due to the delayed elimination date of spring 2018.
Thanks.
TE

From: Moberg, Glen [mailto:glen.moberg@uwc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 11:22 AM
To:  Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: Reasons for Cancelling Wisconsin Natural Resources
Hi Tom,
I need a statement from you for the reasons for canceling Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine,
and the criticism by some who claim it is an effort to suppress sensitive coverage of certain issues,
including the effects of climate change in the state.
Thanks,
Glen Moberg
Distinguished Broadcast Specialist
Wisconsin Public Radio
625 Stewart Avenue
Wausau, WI 54401
moberg@wpr.org
715-261-6307



From: Moberg, Glen
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: Reasons for Cancelling Wisconsin Natural Resources
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 11:21:57 AM

Hi Tom,
I need a statement from you for the reasons for canceling Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine,
and the criticism by some who claim it is an effort to suppress sensitive coverage of certain issues,
including the effects of climate change in the state.
Thanks,
Glen Moberg
Distinguished Broadcast Specialist
Wisconsin Public Radio
625 Stewart Avenue
Wausau, WI 54401
moberg@wpr.org
715-261-6307



From: Patrick E Durkin
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Cc: GOV Press
Subject: Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 10:54:17 AM
Importance: High

Hi Tom.
I’m an outdoor writer based in Waupaca, with columns in the Wisconsin State 
Journal, USA Today’s Wisconsin Network, and several other state 
newspapers.
I’m working on a piece regarding Gov. Walker’s budget proposal to eliminate 
the DNR’s Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine by Feb. 2018. I read that a 
rationale for its elimination is that other Wisconsin-based magazines cover 
the same topics as WNR.
I’m hoping you’d have time to discuss this by phone. If not, please email me 
the names of the private sector's magazines you’re referring to.

Also, I’m hoping you can elaborate a bit and define the DNR’s core mission 
and how it’s changed the past six years.
I’m available all day today. If you’d like me to call at a specific time, please 
send me the best number to reach you. Otherwise, feel free to call my number 
below at your convenience.
Best,
Pat D. 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Patrick E. Durkin, Writer/Editor
President, Wisconsin Outdoor Communicators Association
patrickdurkin56@gmail.com
721 Wesley St., Waupaca, WI 54981
(715) 256-1684, office/fax





From: Dick, James F - DNR
To: Skenandore, Rachel - GOV
Subject: FW: News Summary for February 14, 2017
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 9:56:20 AM
Attachments: image001.png

You should be on the Media Contact list now.
From: DNR OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS [mailto:DNREmployeeNEWSLETTER@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 9:41 AM
Subject: News Summary for February 14, 2017

Trouble viewing this email? Click here
 

News Stories

1. WISCONSIN DNR TO CEASE PUBLICATION OF VENERABLE MAGAZINE
Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine is slated to cease publication in February 2018 - a move
the Walker administration says will allow the DNR to be more efficient and concentrate on its
mission of managing natural resources and protecting the environment.
[MEDIA LINK] - [MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL]

2. SPEARER HARVESTS SEASON'S LARGEST STURGEON
Gerald Petersen of Denmark harvested a 154.9-pound, 83.4-inch female sturgeon on Monday, the
largest fish of the season to date in length and weight.
[MEDIA LINK] - [POST CRESCENT, APPLETON]

Commentary/Opinion

No Commentary/Opinion Stories.

Feature Stories

No Feature Stories.

In Brief

3. HUNTER SAFETY COURSE OFFERED 
Beaver Dam Hunter Safety Education will offer a Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
Hunter Education Course that will certify students who pass a written test, a practical test and
demonstrate safe gun handling.
[MEDIA LINK] - [WISCNEWS/DAILY CITIZEN]

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
Office of Communication
Contact: Charles Nettesheim, (608) 267-0541
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GOOD MORNING
Media Briefing – Tuesday, February 14, 2017

Office of Governor Scott Walker
TODAY’S FRONT PAGES
AP WIRE - WISCONSIN

Governor Walker
Fiery public hearing over collective bargaining changes
RadioIowa
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker spoke privately via Skype to Republican legislators in Iowa today,
encouraging them to embrace the same kind of collective bargaining changes he enacted in Wisconsin
six years ago.
Emotions run high as over 1,000 gather for collective bargaining hearing
KCCI-TV Des Moines
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker tweeted his support for Iowa Republicans, writing, "Happy to speak
to my friends in the Iowa Legislature via Skype. They have a chance to pass big, bold reforms!"
Wisconsin business groups applaud Gov. Walker's biennial budget proposal
WisBusiness
“That is good for families in Wisconsin, and good for small businesses as well,” Smith said.
Pleasant budget surprise: Local school administrators didn't expect $200 per-pupil increase
Tomah Journal
Tomah Area School District business manager Greg Gaarder had been using per-pupil increases of $0,
$50 and $100 for his budget projections.
Lawmakers hear from constituents
Tomah Journal
Testin and VanderMeer both support Gov. Scott Walker's proposal to boost public school spending by
$200 per student. Testin said he was "pleasantly surprised" by the governor's proposal. "During the
course of the campaign talking to school administrators and talking to parents, they wanted to see more
K-12 funding, and rightfully so," he said.
Wausau Schools hope to take control of annual start date
WSAW-TV Wausau
Parents, your child's school year start date could change now that a resolution is on its way to
Governor Scott Walker.
Gov. Walker Proposes Eliminating Labor, Judicial, Education Oversight Commissions
Wisconsin Public Radio News
Gov. Scott Walker wants to shutter commissions that oversee labor disputes, for-profit colleges and
judicial ethics in Wisconsin.
DNR magazine cut seen as latest climate science scrub
Wisconsin State Journal
Gov. Scott Walker’s proposal to do away with the subscriber-supported Wisconsin Natural Resources
magazine fits a pattern that included suppressing articles on climate science and endangered species
that started after Republicans took over state government, the magazine’s former editor said Monday.
Wisconsin DNR to cease publication of venerable magazine
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel



Gov. Scott Walker’s budget would kill a self-supporting magazine published by the Department of
Natural Resources that two former editors say has avoided controversial issues, including climate
change, since the start of Walker’s first term in 2011.
Scott Walker's budget again suggests changes at Circus World in Baraboo
Wisconsin State Journal
As he did in 2013, Walker included funding in his 2017-2019 biennial budget proposal to pay for
operations at the Baraboo museum, essentially handing over control from the privately funded Circus
World Museum Foundation to the Wisconsin Historical Society.
Fire chiefs want Walker to intercede on electrical code
Wisconsin Radio Network
Wisconsin’s fire chiefs and home builders remain at odds over an update to the electrical code, that
would require circuit interrupters in new home construction. Wauwatosa Fire Chief Bob Ugaste heads
the Wisconsin State Firefighters Association. He and other fire chiefs, electricians and home inspectors
held a Capitol press conference on Monday.
Governor takes aim at public notices
Lakeland Times
The administration of Gov. Scott Walker has been relentless in its attempt to weaken the state's public
records and open meetings laws, and in his new budget Walker unleashed yet another assault on
transparency, proposing to abandon requirements that governmental bodies publish certain public
notices in newspapers.
Local response to governor's proposal on teaching licenses
FOX11 Green Bay
The Governor says the change would save money. Others worry it could eventually dull teaching skills.
UW System funding debate has Republicans divided
WBAY-TV Green Bay
“I would prefer to see us — and I think I’m hearing that from a lot of my colleagues as well — more of a
targeted approach where we target dollars to programs that can help students graduate within their four
year period and also target dollars towards financial aid,” said Nygren, a Republican from Marinette.
Steve Doyle Doubts Proposed Transportation Budget
WXOW-TV La Crosse
"I'm a little concerned about the budget proposal. One, I don't think it does enough for fixing our roads.
It doesn't seem to engage the majority party either in terms of supporting it. So we have a Republican
Governor with a transportation proposal and there's no buy-in from other Republican leadership in the
legislature."
Local groups weigh in on Walker's spending plan
WISC-TV & Madison Magazine
State lawmakers will be scrutinizing Gov. Scott Walker’s 2017-19 spending plan over the next few
months. The more than $70 billion budget will include funds for everything from the state’s military to
Medicaid programs. Four local groups weighed in on what they’d put in the budget if they could.
Wisconsin
New bureaucracy not the answer to student debt crisis
Lon Roberts – Dept. of Financial Institutions
USA Today Network – Wisconsin
Gov. Scott Walker has made it a priority to take actions to control the cost of higher education. He
froze tuition for four consecutive years at all UW System schools, resulting in an average savings of
$6,311 per student over that time. He has increased grants to technical colleges, increased
accessibility to internship programs for college students, and backed creation of a scholarship program
for high school students who lead their classes in technical education courses.
Sendik’s to hire 500 in 2017
Milwaukee BizTimes
With three new stores and two Fresh2GO locations opening in 2017, Sendik’s plans to hire 500 people
this year.
Minnesota, Wisconsin team up to fight painkiller abuse, overdoses
St. Paul Pioneer Press
Educating the public about opioid drugs may be the best way to fight their dangers. That is what
Minnesota Attorney General Lori Swanson hopes. On Monday, she announced that she has adapted a
year-old Wisconsin opioid public awareness campaign to counteract the growing addiction problem to



opioid pain killers.
--
Tom Evenson | Deputy Communications Director
Office of Governor Scott Walker
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Governor Walker
Fiery public hearing over collective bargaining changes
RadioIowa
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker spoke privately via Skype to Republican legislators in Iowa today,
encouraging them to embrace the same kind of collective bargaining changes he enacted in Wisconsin
six years ago.
Emotions run high as over 1,000 gather for collective bargaining hearing
KCCI-TV Des Moines
Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker tweeted his support for Iowa Republicans, writing, "Happy to speak
to my friends in the Iowa Legislature via Skype. They have a chance to pass big, bold reforms!"
Wisconsin business groups applaud Gov. Walker's biennial budget proposal
WisBusiness
“That is good for families in Wisconsin, and good for small businesses as well,” Smith said.
Pleasant budget surprise: Local school administrators didn't expect $200 per-pupil increase
Tomah Journal
Tomah Area School District business manager Greg Gaarder had been using per-pupil increases of $0,
$50 and $100 for his budget projections.
Lawmakers hear from constituents
Tomah Journal
Testin and VanderMeer both support Gov. Scott Walker's proposal to boost public school spending by
$200 per student. Testin said he was "pleasantly surprised" by the governor's proposal. "During the
course of the campaign talking to school administrators and talking to parents, they wanted to see more
K-12 funding, and rightfully so," he said.
Wausau Schools hope to take control of annual start date
WSAW-TV Wausau



Parents, your child's school year start date could change now that a resolution is on its way to
Governor Scott Walker.
Gov. Walker Proposes Eliminating Labor, Judicial, Education Oversight Commissions
Wisconsin Public Radio News
Gov. Scott Walker wants to shutter commissions that oversee labor disputes, for-profit colleges and
judicial ethics in Wisconsin.
DNR magazine cut seen as latest climate science scrub
Wisconsin State Journal
Gov. Scott Walker’s proposal to do away with the subscriber-supported Wisconsin Natural Resources
magazine fits a pattern that included suppressing articles on climate science and endangered species
that started after Republicans took over state government, the magazine’s former editor said Monday.
Wisconsin DNR to cease publication of venerable magazine
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Gov. Scott Walker’s budget would kill a self-supporting magazine published by the Department of
Natural Resources that two former editors say has avoided controversial issues, including climate
change, since the start of Walker’s first term in 2011.
Scott Walker's budget again suggests changes at Circus World in Baraboo
Wisconsin State Journal
As he did in 2013, Walker included funding in his 2017-2019 biennial budget proposal to pay for
operations at the Baraboo museum, essentially handing over control from the privately funded Circus
World Museum Foundation to the Wisconsin Historical Society.
Fire chiefs want Walker to intercede on electrical code
Wisconsin Radio Network
Wisconsin’s fire chiefs and home builders remain at odds over an update to the electrical code, that
would require circuit interrupters in new home construction. Wauwatosa Fire Chief Bob Ugaste heads
the Wisconsin State Firefighters Association. He and other fire chiefs, electricians and home inspectors
held a Capitol press conference on Monday.
Governor takes aim at public notices
Lakeland Times
The administration of Gov. Scott Walker has been relentless in its attempt to weaken the state's public
records and open meetings laws, and in his new budget Walker unleashed yet another assault on
transparency, proposing to abandon requirements that governmental bodies publish certain public
notices in newspapers.
Local response to governor's proposal on teaching licenses
FOX11 Green Bay
The Governor says the change would save money. Others worry it could eventually dull teaching skills.
UW System funding debate has Republicans divided
WBAY-TV Green Bay
“I would prefer to see us — and I think I’m hearing that from a lot of my colleagues as well — more of a
targeted approach where we target dollars to programs that can help students graduate within their four
year period and also target dollars towards financial aid,” said Nygren, a Republican from Marinette.
Steve Doyle Doubts Proposed Transportation Budget
WXOW-TV La Crosse
"I'm a little concerned about the budget proposal. One, I don't think it does enough for fixing our roads.
It doesn't seem to engage the majority party either in terms of supporting it. So we have a Republican
Governor with a transportation proposal and there's no buy-in from other Republican leadership in the
legislature."
Local groups weigh in on Walker's spending plan
WISC-TV & Madison Magazine
State lawmakers will be scrutinizing Gov. Scott Walker’s 2017-19 spending plan over the next few
months. The more than $70 billion budget will include funds for everything from the state’s military to
Medicaid programs. Four local groups weighed in on what they’d put in the budget if they could.
Wisconsin
New bureaucracy not the answer to student debt crisis
Lon Roberts – Dept. of Financial Institutions
USA Today Network – Wisconsin
Gov. Scott Walker has made it a priority to take actions to control the cost of higher education. He



froze tuition for four consecutive years at all UW System schools, resulting in an average savings of
$6,311 per student over that time. He has increased grants to technical colleges, increased
accessibility to internship programs for college students, and backed creation of a scholarship program
for high school students who lead their classes in technical education courses.
Sendik’s to hire 500 in 2017
Milwaukee BizTimes
With three new stores and two Fresh2GO locations opening in 2017, Sendik’s plans to hire 500 people
this year.
Minnesota, Wisconsin team up to fight painkiller abuse, overdoses
St. Paul Pioneer Press
Educating the public about opioid drugs may be the best way to fight their dangers. That is what
Minnesota Attorney General Lori Swanson hopes. On Monday, she announced that she has adapted a
year-old Wisconsin opioid public awareness campaign to counteract the growing addiction problem to
opioid pain killers.
--
Tom Evenson | Deputy Communications Director
Office of Governor Scott Walker
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WISC-TV & Madison Magazine
State lawmakers will be scrutinizing Gov. Scott Walker’s 2017-19 spending plan over the next few
months. The more than $70 billion budget will include funds for everything from the state’s military to
Medicaid programs. Four local groups weighed in on what they’d put in the budget if they could.
Wisconsin
New bureaucracy not the answer to student debt crisis
Lon Roberts – Dept. of Financial Institutions
USA Today Network – Wisconsin
Gov. Scott Walker has made it a priority to take actions to control the cost of higher education. He



froze tuition for four consecutive years at all UW System schools, resulting in an average savings of
$6,311 per student over that time. He has increased grants to technical colleges, increased
accessibility to internship programs for college students, and backed creation of a scholarship program
for high school students who lead their classes in technical education courses.
Sendik’s to hire 500 in 2017
Milwaukee BizTimes
With three new stores and two Fresh2GO locations opening in 2017, Sendik’s plans to hire 500 people
this year.
Minnesota, Wisconsin team up to fight painkiller abuse, overdoses
St. Paul Pioneer Press
Educating the public about opioid drugs may be the best way to fight their dangers. That is what
Minnesota Attorney General Lori Swanson hopes. On Monday, she announced that she has adapted a
year-old Wisconsin opioid public awareness campaign to counteract the growing addiction problem to
opioid pain killers.
--
Tom Evenson | Deputy Communications Director
Office of Governor Scott Walker



candy-bell-grape-tomato

Candy Bell F1 Hybrid
(Up to 1/2 oz.) Candy Bell is as sweet as candy with a high brix for sweet grape tomato taste.
Candy Bell exhibits firm fruit that is virtually seedless with bright red color. Determinate plant habit
that grows 4-5'. Very early with the ability to harvest 7 days earlier than indeterminate varieties.
Candy Bell features a strong plant habit that is suitable for low stake culture and can withstand
harsh weather conditions. Can be grown on the ground for single pick mechanical harvesting. An
excellent shipper. Tolerant to FW, V.

Determinate

Bush or spreading plants that can be left unsupported or put on short poles, trellises and in cages.
They produce one main crop.

More great tomato varieties...

From: NE Seed
To: Henry, Madeline - GOV
Subject: A Little Love for Our Little Tomatoes
Date: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 8:47:14 AM

Good-Seed-Glad-Harvest



red-grape-tomato

Get involved and help us support breast cancer
research.

Porcelain-Doll-Pink-Pumpkin

The Pink Pumpkin Patch Foundation is a 501(C)(3) nonprofit organization based in Rocky Ford,
CO. that helps U.S. growers donate a percentage of sales of each Porcelain Doll F1 pink pumpkin
grown to organizations supporting breast cancer research.

Want to grow? Getting started is easy.

Just sign the pledge and return to your seed retailer with your seed order. Click here for more
information.

Safe-Seed-Pledge





From: Jeff Schmidt
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: DNR magazine
Date: Monday, February 13, 2017 8:26:24 PM

Mr. Evenson,
Please note that the administration's decision to drop the magazine is deplorable.
Jeff Schmidt
Mequon

Sent from my iPad



From: Sereno, Jennifer A - DNR
To: Dick, James F - DNR; DNR DL AD DLT; DNR DL OC ALL; DNR DL DW COMMUNICATORS
Subject: Informational: Media Contact Summary for Feb. 13, 2017
Date: Monday, February 13, 2017 5:47:43 PM

Media Contact Summary for Feb. 13, 2017
Sturgeon Spearing. Ryan Koenigs handled.
· Lauren Kahlil and Eric Peterson, FOX 11/Good Day Wisconsin, Green Bay
· Zach Knapton and Steve Dent, CBS 5, Green Bay
· Jorge Rodas, ABC 2, Green Bay
· Bill Wagness and Raquel Lamal, NBC 26, Green Bay
· Melissa, WTAQ Radio, Green Bay
· Gretchen Steele, freelance outdoor writer
· Kevin Naze, freelance
· Melanie Zukowski, Fond du Lac Reporter
· Trisha Stevens, Fond du Lac Visitors Bureau
· Madeline Behr and Ethan Sarfan, Post Crescent, Appleton
Natural Resources Magazine. Jim Dick handled. Two outlets asked for DNR comment after we
were accused of trying to cease publication of the magazine to avoid publishing “controversial
stories.” That accusation has no merit. The decision was prompted by core analysis work during
the alignment process in which publishing a magazine did not seem to be a priority in carrying out
the agency’s mission of protecting and enhancing our natural resources. We are stewards of the
resources, not magazine publishers.
• Lee Bergquist-Journal Sentinel
• Steve Verburg-State Journal
Ice safety. William Hankee handled.
· Nolan Blair, ABC 2, Green Bay
· FOX 11, Green Bay
Snowmobile accident, Vilas County. Brian Jopeck, Lakeland Times. Timothy Ebert handled.
Information provided was the victim’s name, age, location, and that the victim struck a tree and
was transported for medical treatment.
Vehicle through ice, Sawyer Harbor. Samantha Hernandez, Door County Advocate.
Christopher Kratcha handled. Warden Kratcha explained the partially submerged vehicle had
been removed the morning of 02-13-2017, and the operator had 30 days to remove the vehicle per
Statute, therefore there were no citations issued. Warden Kratcha explained nearly every year a
vehicle breaks through in Sawyer Harbor due to the rock reefs, current, melting ice, and shore run-
off. Warden Kratcha stated ice fishermen need to be cautious as the warm weather arrives, and
reconsider driving vehicles on the ice due to ice deterioration near shore and off shore.
Vehicle through ice, Green Bay. CBS 5, Green Bay. Darren Kuhn handled. The interview
consisted of standard ice safety message, precautions that can be taken when driving vehicles on
the ice and general personal protection equipment available for travelling on the ice.
Patron’s License holder study. Steve Verburg, Wisconsin State Journal. Jordan Petchenik
handled. Jordan provided a copy of the study to Steve.
WPDES permit holders and wastewater plants. Scott Gordon, Wisconsin Public Radio.
Jennifer Sereno handled. Wisconsin currently has 642 total municipal treatment plants.
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.

Jennifer Sereno
Strategic Communications Manager
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources



101 S. Webster St.
Madison, WI 53703 
Phone: (608) 770-8084
Jennifer.Sereno@wisconsin.gov

 dnr.wi.gov

    



From: Dick, James F - DNR
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: FYI
Date: Monday, February 13, 2017 3:58:05 PM

FYI-the list may be useful.
From: Dick, James F - DNR 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 3:57 PM
To: 'Steve Verburg'
Subject: RE: deadline request
Steve,
The rationale to cease publication of the Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine had nothing
to do with so-called controversial stories. The decision was based on our core-work analysis
conducted during the department-wide alignment process which is now being implemented.
While the magazine is self-sustaining through subscriptions, and is apparently popular among
the subscribers, it doesn’t meet the definition of core work necessary to the DNR’s mission of
protecting and enhancing our natural resources. If the budget recommendation remains intact
during the budget process, it would also mean DNR employees who often took time to
research and write the stories needed to fill the pages, could focus on their own core-work
duties. Information included in the magazine can be found in other sources. We are stewards
of the resources, not magazine publishers.
The Conservation Patron license fee would be reduced by the cost of the subscription.
Some apparently claim there is an anti-science, anti-environmental education agenda to this
decision. We would point to several stories in the last few issues alone that have to deal with
some sort of science, environment or environmental education topics.
February 2016 issue
Page 12- Opening the Door to Lifelong Opportunities-Envirothon program teaches
conservation through competition.
Page 14- A Peek beneath the Surface-Wisconsin geology reveals interesting history
Page 17- Helping Themselves, Helping Their Tribes, Helping the Environment-It’s not just
about the money for participants in the summer tribal youth program
Page 21- The North American Conservation Model-a unique tradition in need of an update.
December 2016
Page 14- A Greater Clarity-unprecedented-citizen actions lead to a cleaner, clearer lake.
Insert- Natural Heritage Conservation Program 2016 Annual Report-various short articles on
endangered species.
October 2016
Page 11-The State of North America’s Birds (in Wisconsin)-2016 report is a picture of
accomplishments and work ahead.
Page 19- Hunting and Conservation Go Hand in Hand
June 2016- Magazine title: Leaving a Healthy Lakes Legacy
Page 4 Let’s Make Health Lakes Together-Lakeshore property owners improve habitat and
water quality with simple and inexpensive projects.
Page 7-Clean Boats, Clean Waters- Citizens making a difference
Page 10- A Boatload of Volunteers-Wisconsin’s Citizen Lake Monitoring Network Celebrates
30 years.



Page 14 A War on Water Lettuce-How community and multi-agency action eradicated this
aquatic invasive
Insert-Planning our Conservation Future- 30 page insert on various aspects of conservation
and environmental protection.
From: Steve Verburg [mailto:SVerburg@madison.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 3:27 PM
To: Dick, James F - DNR
Subject: FW: deadline request

Jim,

In addition to my previous questions:

Was the magazine identified in the alignment process as being outside DNR’s core
mission? Was education so identified?

Can you tell me if you have different numbers from these I found on the DNR website or
obtained from former employees:

About 40,000 people buy conservation patrol licenses for $165, and $6 from each license
goes to the magazine.

About 48,000 individual subscribers pay $8.97 annually for six issues.

Thanks,

Steve

From: Steve Verburg 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 12:22 PM
To: Dick, James F - DNR
Subject: deadline request
Jim,
I’m working on deadline on an article about the Natural Resources magazine. Natasha Kassulke says
after Sec. Stepp was appointed articles on critical issues related to climate change and endangered
species were spiked and everything was more heavily vetted by DLT.
She says this is part of a growing anti-science agenda and a growing vacuum of environmental
information and education on research and informing the public on these matters, including what
they can do to be involved in environmental issues.
Was Secretary Stepp unhappy with, or did she hear complaints about, the 2013 Nelson Institute
insert in the magazine?
Were there complaints from the reporter at the Lakeland newspaper? Is there less interest in
educating the public? I note that the educators and naturalists were cut from the state parks budget
and needed to be funded by friends groups.
Can you respond to Natasha Kassulke’s statements?
Thanks,
Steve Verburg
252-6118
sounds like one more step in an anti-science agenda that includes creating a
growing vacuum of environmental information and education on research and informing
the public on science and data, and what they can do to get involved in environmental



issues.
Steve Verburg
Reporter, Wisconsin State Journal
608.252.6118
@St_Verburg



From: Bergquist, Lee
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: Re: it"s lee bergquist of the milwaukee journal sentinel
Date: Monday, February 13, 2017 3:49:29 PM

thanks Tom, Lee

Lee Bergquist
Reporter
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

 

Office: 414.224.2169
Mobile: 414.588.0244 

lee.bergquist@jrn.com
Twitter: @leebergquist

www.jsonline.com

From: Evenson, Tom - GOV 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 3:47:00 PM
To: Bergquist, Lee
Subject: RE: it's lee bergquist of the milwaukee journal sentinel
Ceasing to publish this magazine will reduce FTE’s by 2 and save $136,200 in FY18 and $544,800 in FY19. The
savings unrelated to the FTE’s would be passed onto conservation patron license holders through a reduction in the
fee by $8.95 per license. The savings to license purchasers equates to roughly $75,000 in FY18 and $300,000 in
FY19. The lower amount in FY18 is due to the delayed elimination date of spring 2018.
From: Bergquist, Lee [mailto:lee.bergquist@jrn.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 2:30 PM
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: Re: it's lee bergquist of the milwaukee journal sentinel
Thank you, Tom, but to be clear, the state is not saving $300,000 or two full-time positions,
right? Thanks again for the quick response, Lee
Lee Bergquist
Reporter
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

 
Office: 414.224.2169
Mobile: 414.588.0244
lee.bergquist@jrn.com
Twitter: @leebergquist
www.jsonline.com

From: Evenson, Tom - GOV 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 2:27:12 PM
To: Bergquist, Lee
Subject: RE: it's lee bergquist of the milwaukee journal sentinel
Lee –



The DNR is realigning to become more efficient and effective. This magazine is not a part of the DNR’s core
mission. It is not the government’s role to produce magazines that duplicate what is available in the private market.
TE
From: Bergquist, Lee [mailto:lee.bergquist@jrn.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 2:10 PM
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: it's lee bergquist of the milwaukee journal sentinel
Hi Tom,
I am writing a story about an item in the budget to kill the Wisconsin Natural Resources
magazine. Former editors and other say the magazine was self-supporting. The budget item
says it will 'save' $300,000 in fiscal 2018-19 and two FTE SEG positions. Those two
positions are not currently filled.
If the magazine supports itself with subscription revenue, what is the rationale eliminating it?
I have also contacted the DNR. I am trying to finish the story by the end of the day.
Thanks,
Lee
Lee Bergquist
Reporter
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

 
Office: 414.224.2169
Mobile: 414.588.0244
lee.bergquist@jrn.com
Twitter: @leebergquist
www.jsonline.com



From: Hurlburt, Waylon R - DOA
To: Skenandore, Rachel - GOV; Evenson, Tom - GOV; Jablonski, Jack - GOV
Subject: RE: deadline request re dnr magazine
Date: Monday, February 13, 2017 3:33:26 PM

Ceasing to publish this magazine will reduce FTE’s by 2 and save $136,200 in FY18 and $544,800 in
FY19. The savings unrelated to the FTE’s would be passed onto conservation patron license holders
through a reduction in the fee by $8.95 per license. The savings to license purchasers equates to
roughly $75,000 in FY18 and $300,000 in FY19. The lower amount in FY18 is due to the delayed
elimination date of spring 2018.

From: Skenandore, Rachel - GOV 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 1:59 PM
To: Hurlburt, Waylon R - DOA; Evenson, Tom - GOV; Jablonski, Jack - GOV
Subject: RE: deadline request re dnr magazine
Looks good to me

From: Hurlburt, Waylon R - DOA 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 1:54 PM
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV; Jablonski, Jack - GOV
Cc: Skenandore, Rachel - GOV
Subject: RE: deadline request re dnr magazine
I would say this instead. “considerable” may be a stretch.
That’s a ridiculous claim. DNR is realigning to become more efficient and effective. This magazine is
not a part of the DNR’s core mission. It is not government’s role to produce magazines that
duplicate what is available in the private market.

From: Evenson, Tom - GOV 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 1:35 PM
To: Jablonski, Jack - GOV; Hurlburt, Waylon R - DOA
Cc: Skenandore, Rachel - GOV
Subject: FW: deadline request re dnr magazine
Draft Response
A former editor says cutting a self-supporting magazine only makes sense if it’s part of an anti-science,
anti-environment agenda.
That’s a ridiculous claim. Although the magazine is self-sustaining it takes a considerable amount of
staff time and resources to produce, and the DNR’s realignment is all about making the department
more efficient and effective.
From: Steve Verburg [mailto:SVerburg@madison.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 1:12 PM
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Cc: GOV Press
Subject: deadline request re dnr magazine
Hi Tom,
I’m writing on deadline about the proposed cut of the DNR magazine. I’m told the magazine was
identified as one of the most popular features of the conservation patron license and that it has
88,000 subscribers. A former editor says cutting a self-supporting magazine only makes sense if it’s
part of an anti-science, anti-environment agenda. She also talks about articles on climate science
and endangered species being spiked since Gov. Walker was elected. (I’ve asked DNR about that.)
Can you respond?
Thanks,
Steve Verburg
Reporter, Wisconsin State Journal
608.252.6118



@St_Verburg



From: Steve Verburg
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: RE: deadline request re dnr magazine
Date: Monday, February 13, 2017 2:35:08 PM

Thanks, Tom.
Can you point to the publications whose efforts are duplicated by the DNR magazine?
The DNR has considered public education about what it does -- and the science behind what it does
-- to be part of its mission and its ability to be effective by enlisting citizens to do what they can for
the environment. That’s no longer part of the core mission?
Is there a way it burdens the DNR to operate a self-supporting enterprise that is outside its core
mission?
Steve

From: Evenson, Tom - GOV [mailto:Tom.Evenson@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 2:27 PM
To:  Steve Verburg
Subject: RE: deadline request re dnr magazine
Steve --
“A former editor says cutting a self-supporting magazine only makes sense if it’s part of an anti-science, anti-
environment agenda.”
That’s a ridiculous claim. The DNR is realigning to become more efficient and effective. This magazine is not a part
of the DNR’s core mission. It is not the government’s role to produce magazines that duplicate what is available in
the private market.
TE

From: Steve Verburg [mailto:SVerburg@madison.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 1:12 PM
To:  Evenson, Tom - GOV
Cc: GOV Press
Subject: deadline request re dnr magazine
Hi Tom,
I’m writing on deadline about the proposed cut of the DNR magazine. I’m told the magazine was
identified as one of the most popular features of the conservation patron license and that it has
88,000 subscribers. A former editor says cutting a self-supporting magazine only makes sense if it’s
part of an anti-science, anti-environment agenda. She also talks about articles on climate science
and endangered species being spiked since Gov. Walker was elected. (I’ve asked DNR about that.)
Can you respond?
Thanks,
Steve Verburg
Reporter, Wisconsin State Journal
608.252.6118
@St_Verburg



From: Bergquist, Lee
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: Re: it"s lee bergquist of the milwaukee journal sentinel
Date: Monday, February 13, 2017 2:30:14 PM

Thank you, Tom, but to be clear, the state is not saving $300,000 or two full-time positions,
right? Thanks again for the quick response, Lee

Lee Bergquist
Reporter
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

 

Office: 414.224.2169
Mobile: 414.588.0244 

lee.bergquist@jrn.com
Twitter: @leebergquist

www.jsonline.com

From: Evenson, Tom - GOV 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 2:27:12 PM
To: Bergquist, Lee
Subject: RE: it's lee bergquist of the milwaukee journal sentinel
Lee –
The DNR is realigning to become more efficient and effective. This magazine is not a part of the DNR’s core
mission. It is not the government’s role to produce magazines that duplicate what is available in the private market.
TE
From: Bergquist, Lee [mailto:lee.bergquist@jrn.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 2:10 PM
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: it's lee bergquist of the milwaukee journal sentinel
Hi Tom,
I am writing a story about an item in the budget to kill the Wisconsin Natural Resources
magazine. Former editors and other say the magazine was self-supporting. The budget item
says it will 'save' $300,000 in fiscal 2018-19 and two FTE SEG positions. Those two
positions are not currently filled.
If the magazine supports itself with subscription revenue, what is the rationale eliminating it?
I have also contacted the DNR. I am trying to finish the story by the end of the day.
Thanks,
Lee
Lee Bergquist
Reporter
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

 
Office: 414.224.2169
Mobile: 414.588.0244



lee.bergquist@jrn.com
Twitter: @leebergquist
www.jsonline.com



From: Bergquist, Lee
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: it"s lee bergquist of the milwaukee journal sentinel
Date: Monday, February 13, 2017 2:10:05 PM

Hi Tom,

I am writing a story about an item in the budget to kill the Wisconsin Natural Resources
magazine. Former editors and other say the magazine was self-supporting. The budget item
says it will 'save' $300,000 in fiscal 2018-19 and two FTE SEG positions. Those two positions
are not currently filled.

If the magazine supports itself with subscription revenue, what is the rationale eliminating
it?

I have also contacted the DNR. I am trying to finish the story by the end of the day.

Thanks,

Lee

Lee Bergquist
Reporter
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

 

Office: 414.224.2169
Mobile: 414.588.0244 

lee.bergquist@jrn.com
Twitter: @leebergquist

www.jsonline.com



From: Steve Verburg
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Cc: GOV Press
Subject: deadline request re dnr magazine
Date: Monday, February 13, 2017 1:13:23 PM

Hi Tom,
I’m writing on deadline about the proposed cut of the DNR magazine. I’m told the magazine was
identified as one of the most popular features of the conservation patron license and that it has
88,000 subscribers. A former editor says cutting a self-supporting magazine only makes sense if it’s
part of an anti-science, anti-environment agenda. She also talks about articles on climate science
and endangered species being spiked since Gov. Walker was elected. (I’ve asked DNR about that.)
Can you respond?
Thanks,
Steve Verburg
Reporter, Wisconsin State Journal
608.252.6118
@St_Verburg



From: Skenandore, Rachel - GOV
To: Dick, James F - DNR
Cc: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: RE: FYI
Date: Monday, February 13, 2017 9:48:31 AM
Attachments: Mag Template DRAFT.docx

One grammatical edit, otherwise fine by me.

From: Dick, James F - DNR 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 9:44 AM
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV; Skenandore, Rachel - GOV
Subject: FYI
We are starting to get a few emails from citizens (and at least one reporter-Journal Sentinel)
asking about the Natural Resources Magazine and the reasoning behind the budget
recommendation to stop publishing.
We drafted a template response (attached) aimed at the public inquiries but can be used as
talking points with media. Thoughts?

Jim Dick
Communications Director
Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources (DNR)
James.dick@wisconsin.gov
608-267-2773
608-575-6821-cell



From: Skenandore, Rachel - GOV
To: Dick, James F - DNR
Cc: Evenson, Tom - GOV
Subject: RE: FYI
Date: Monday, February 13, 2017 9:48:00 AM
Attachments: Mag Template DRAFT.docx

One grammatical edit, otherwise fine by me.

From: Dick, James F - DNR 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 9:44 AM
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV; Skenandore, Rachel - GOV
Subject: FYI
We are starting to get a few emails from citizens (and at least one reporter-Journal Sentinel)
asking about the Natural Resources Magazine and the reasoning behind the budget
recommendation to stop publishing.
We drafted a template response (attached) aimed at the public inquiries but can be used as
talking points with media. Thoughts?

Jim Dick
Communications Director
Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources (DNR)
James.dick@wisconsin.gov
608-267-2773
608-575-6821-cell



Dear 

Thank you for your email and your interest in the Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine. 

The magazine has had a great run since it was first published as the Wisconsin Conservationist 
nearly a hundred years ago. The magazine had and still has a loyal following who have enjoyed 
reading stories that encourage them to participate in outdoor activities, appreciate a healthy 
outdoor environment and contribute to its welfare.  

The Wisconsin DNR recently conducted a yearlong internal study of the work we do and prioritized 
those functions that support our core mission of protecting and enhancing our state’s natural 
resources for all. We are in the process of implementing a plan department wide that will align both 
our financial and human resources with the core work necessary to carry out our mission more 
effectively and efficiently. 

After completing that core work analysis, it became clear that we at the Wisconsin DNR are 
stewards of our resources not magazine publishers. It takes a good deal of behind-the-scenes work 
to publish and distribute the six Natural Resources magazine every year. We feel that time and 
effort can be more effectively utilized by focusing on communication tools that are more immediate 
in this digital age and have the potential of spreading the word of DNR’s mission and work to a 
larger audience. 

The budget process is not over. The legislature still has it’s say before a final budget bill reaches the 
Governor’s desk, usually sometime in June. If the recommendation stays intact, the final edition 
would be February 2018. 

As we said, it’s been a great run and we sincerely thank our subscribers and readership for their 
support over the years. We realize the magazine will be missed by many but just as other great 
magazines of their time, such as Life and Look, gracefully published their final edition, so will the 
Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine. 

Thank you. 

 

 

 

 



From: Dick, James F - DNR
To: Evenson, Tom - GOV; Skenandore, Rachel - GOV
Subject: FYI
Date: Monday, February 13, 2017 9:44:02 AM
Attachments: Mag Template DRAFT.docx

We are starting to get a few emails from citizens (and at least one reporter-Journal Sentinel)
asking about the Natural Resources Magazine and the reasoning behind the budget
recommendation to stop publishing.
We drafted a template response (attached) aimed at the public inquiries but can be used as
talking points with media. Thoughts?

Jim Dick
Communications Director
Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources (DNR)
James.dick@wisconsin.gov
608-267-2773
608-575-6821-cell



Dear 

Thank you for your email and your interest in the Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine. 

The magazine has had a great run since it was first published as the Wisconsin Conservationist 
nearly a hundred years ago. The magazine had and still has a loyal following who have enjoyed 
reading stories that encourage them to participate in outdoor activities, appreciate a healthy 
outdoor environment and contribute to its welfare.  

The Wisconsin DNR recently conducted a yearlong internal study of the work we do and prioritized 
those functions that support our core mission of protecting and enhancing our state’s natural 
resources for all. We are in the process of implementing a plan department wide that will align both 
our financial and human resources with the core work necessary to carry out our mission more 
effectively and efficiently. 

After completing that core work analysis, it became clear that we at the Wisconsin DNR are 
stewards of our resources not magazine publishers. It takes a good deal of behind-the-scenes work 
to publish and distribute the six Natural Resources magazine every year. We feel that time and 
effort can be more effectively utilized by focusing on communication tools that are more immediate 
in this digital age and have the potential of spreading the word of DNR’s mission and work to a 
larger audience. 

The budget process is not over. The legislature still has it’s say before a final budget bill reaches the 
Governor’s desk, usually sometime in June. If the recommendation stays intact, the final edition 
would be February 2018. 

As we said, it’s been a great run and we sincerely thank our subscribers and readership for their 
support over the years. We realize the magazine will be missed by many but just as other great 
magazines of their time, such as Life and Look, gracefully published their final edition, so will the 
Wisconsin Natural Resources magazine. 

Thank you. 

 

 

 

 



From: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
To: Skenandore  Rachel - GOV
Subject: Exciting DNR Jobs!
Date: Friday, February 10, 2017 2:44:03 PM

Exciting DNR Jobs!

  

Jobs-6_large

The DNR employs a large, diverse workforce throughout our state. If you are creative, service-oriented and like to work on teams, you're in the right
place! We seek employees with a strong customer service philosophy and an attitude of helpfulness. We typically fill jobs in the areas of Natural
Resources, Environmental Sciences, Engineering, Law Enforcement, Business, Information Technology, and Administrative Support.

Current Permanent (FTE) Openings

Job Title/
Job Announcement Code

Location Application
Deadline

Air Management Engineers 
1600314

*Statewide (OPEN)

Wetland Identification Specialist 
1700062

*Statewide 2/12/2017

Water Program Field Operations Director 
1700241

Brown, Dane, Eau Claire, ... 2/13/2017

Wastewater Specialist (Landspreading and
Treatment) 
1700103

*Statewide 2/19/2017

Environmental Analysis & Sustainability / Integration
Services Sec ion Chie 
1700243

Dane 2/20/2017

Visitor Services Associate - Limited Term
Employment (LTE) 
1700328

*Statewide 2/27/2017

Facilities Repair Worker - Limited Term
Employment (LTE) 
1700336

*Statewide 2/27/2017

Program Director, Waste & Materials Management 
1700358

Dane 3/6/2017

Seasonal - Limited Term Employment (LTE) 
1700369

*Statewide 6/30/2017

Current Temporary (LTE) Openings

ID Title Location Deadline
10871 LTE - NAT RES RESEARCH TECHNICIAN Boulder Junction 02/10/2017
10905 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Oshkosh 02/10/2017
10855 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Bayfield 02/13/2017
10856 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Ashland 02/13/2017
10857 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Superior 02/13/2017
10858 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Superior 02/13/2017
10925 LTE - HUMAN RESOURCES ASSISTANT Madison 02/13/2017
10876 LTE - WATER RESOURCES MGT SPEC Madison 02/14/2017
10878 LTE - WATER RESOURCES MGT SPEC Madison 02/14/2017
10831 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Bayfield 02/15/2017
10874 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Madison 02/15/2017
10875 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Madison 02/15/2017
10863 LTE - NAT RES RESEARCH TECHNICIAN Rhinelander 02/17/2017
10872 LTE - NAT RES RESEARCH TECHNICIAN Rhinelander 02/17/2017
10873 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Wild Rose 02/17/2017
10919 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Eau Claire 02/17/2017
10934 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Black River Falls 02/17/2017
10935 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Black River Falls 02/17/2017
10958 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Oshkosh 02/17/2017



10959 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Oshkosh 02/17/2017
10939 LTE - PARKS AND RECREATION SPEC Waupaca 02/19/2017
10819 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Wausau 02/20/2017
10914 LTE - LABORER Poynette 02/20/2017
10916 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Winter 02/20/2017
10937 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Woodruff 02/20/2017
10853 LTE - FORESTRY SPECIALIST Madison 02/21/2017
10904 LTE - FORESTRY SPECIALIST Madison 02/21/2017
10920 LTE - FISHERIES BIOLOGIST Madison 02/21/2017
10922 LTE - FISHERIES BIOLOGIST Madison 02/21/2017
10936 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Antigo 02/21/2017
10881 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN-ADV Madison 02/22/2017
10883 LTE - LABORER Dodgeville 02/22/2017
10884 LTE - MICROBIOLOGIST Madison 02/22/2017
10885 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Dodgeville 02/22/2017
10886 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Belgium 02/22/2017
10887 LTE - LABORER Belgium 02/22/2017
10888 LTE - LABORER Belgium 02/22/2017
10889 LTE - LABORER Sheboygan 02/22/2017
10890 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Sheboygan 02/22/2017
10901 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Campbellsport 02/22/2017
10902 LTE - LABORER Campbellsport 02/22/2017
10903 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Campbellsport 02/22/2017
10921 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Lake Mills 02/22/2017
10899 LTE - LABORER Cassville 02/23/2017
10900 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Bagley 02/23/2017
10938 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE St Croix Falls 02/23/2017
10941 LTE - LABORER St Croix Falls 02/23/2017
10846 LTE - FINANCIAL SPECIALIST SENIOR Madison 02/24/2017
10852 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/27/2017
10865 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/27/2017
10906 LTE - LABORER Necedah 02/27/2017
10907 LTE - LABORER Friendship 02/27/2017
10908 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Necedah 02/27/2017
10909 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Necedah 02/27/2017
10913 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Boulder Junction 02/27/2017
10915 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Crivitz 02/27/2017
10917 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Boulder Junction 02/27/2017
10923 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER-ADVANCED Boulder Junction 02/27/2017
10924 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Boulder Junction 02/27/2017
10943 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/27/2017
10944 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Lake Geneva 02/27/2017
10947 LTE - LABORER Lake Geneva 02/27/2017
10950 LTE - LABORER Ontario 02/27/2017
10953 LTE - LABORER Baraboo 02/27/2017
10927 LTE - LABORER Eagle 02/28/2017
10928 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Eagle 02/28/2017
10940 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Ontario 03/01/2017
10942 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Camp Douglas 03/01/2017
10895 LTE - LABORER Mellen 03/02/2017
10896 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Mellen 03/02/2017
10897 LTE - LABORER LaPointe 03/02/2017
10898 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE LaPointe 03/02/2017
10929 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER LaPointe 03/02/2017
10945 LTE - LABORER Kansasville 03/02/2017
10946 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Kansasville 03/02/2017
10948 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Kansasville 03/02/2017
10955 LTE - FORESTER Winter 03/02/2017
10956 LTE - RANGER Winter 03/02/2017
10892 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Hudson 03/11/2017
10893 LTE - LABORER Hudson 03/11/2017
10894 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE River Falls 03/11/2017
10845 LTE - LABORER Baraboo 03/13/2017



10954 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Two Rivers 03/16/2017
10949 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Sherwood 03/17/2017
10951 LTE - LABORER Sherwood 03/17/2017

Please stop by dnr.wi.gov/employment to learn more about these positions and others.

Subscribe now for only $8.97.

Featured DNR Subscriptions

Outdoor Report: Current fishing activities, wildlife observations, and state park events updated every Thursday.

Manage Your DNR Subscriptions: 
Add new subscriptions, delete subscriptions, and manage your profile. If you have questions or problems with the subscription service, please contact support@govdelivery.com.

Other inquiries can be directed to the DNR.

This email was sent to rachel.skenandore@wisconsin.gov using GovDelivery, on behalf of: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  101 S. Webster Street  Madison,
WI 53707-7921  608-266-2621



From: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
To: Skenandore  Rachel - GOV
Subject: WI DNR - Places to Take Kids Fishing Update
Date: Monday, February 06, 2017 6:52:59 AM

You are subscribed to Places to Take Kids Fishing for Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. This information has
recently been updated, and is now available.

Kids' Ice Fishing Clinics are scheduled for this coming Saturday, February 11, 2017 in southeast Wisconsin.
Fishing clubs will host the clinics at seven parks in Milwaukee and Waukesha counties.

Clinics are open to children ages 15 and under. Children ages 10 and under must be accompanied by an adult.

Follow the link for details:

http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/Fishing/AnglerEducation/#tabx4

Subscribe now and receive the December issue of Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine.

Frolic with foxes, outsmart urban critters, eat safe fish, and more!

Only $8.97 for one year, six colorful issues. Makes a great gift, too!

Call toll-free at 1-800-678-9472 , go online at wnrmag.com or write to us at P.O. Box 7921, Madison, WI 53707.

New or Featured DNR Subscriptions

WARDEN WIRE: Get the latest news from your conservation law enforcement team.

Outdoor Report: Current fishing activities, wildlife observations, and state park events updated every Thursday.

Manage Your DNR Subscriptions: 
Add new subscriptions, delete subscriptions, and manage your profile.

If you have questions or problems with the subscription service, please visit subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com.

Other inquiries can be directed to the DNR.

This email was sent to rachel.skenandore@wisconsin.gov using GovDelivery, on behalf of: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  101 S. Webster Street  Madison,
WI 53707-7921  608-266-2621



From: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
To: Skenandore  Rachel - GOV
Subject: Exciting DNR Jobs!
Date: Friday, February 03, 2017 4:26:21 PM

Exciting DNR Jobs!

  

Jobs-6_large

The DNR employs a large, diverse workforce throughout our state. If you are creative, service-oriented and like to work on teams, you're in the right
place! We seek employees with a strong customer service philosophy and an attitude of helpfulness. We typically fill jobs in the areas of Natural
Resources, Environmental Sciences, Engineering, Law Enforcement, Business, Information Technology, and Administrative Support.

Current Permanent (FTE) Openings

Job Title/
Job Announcement Code

Location Application
Deadline

Air Management Engineers 
1600314

*Statewide (OPEN)

Waterways & Wetlands Policy Coordinator (2
positions) 
1700149

Dane 2/5/2017

Lab Coordinator (Chemist) 
1700163

Dane 2/5/2017

Engineer - Environmental Waste Management,
Regulatory & Cleanup Projects 
1700129

Dane 2/8/2017

Wetland Identification Specialist 
1700062

*Statewide 2/12/2017

Water Program Field Operations Director 
1700241

Brown, Dane, Eau Claire, ... 2/13/2017

Environmental Analysis & Sustainability / Integration
Services Sec ion Chie 
1700243

Dane 2/20/2017

Current Temporary (LTE) Openings

ID Title Location Deadline
10851 LTE - NAT RES RESEARCH TECHNICIAN Madison 02/03/2017
10861 LTE - WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST-ADV Madison 02/03/2017
10862 LTE - WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST-SENIOR Madison 02/03/2017
10874 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Madison 02/08/2017
10875 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Madison 02/08/2017
10882 LTE - FACILITIES REPAIR WORKER Dodgeville 02/08/2017
10843 LTE - LABORER Baraboo 02/09/2017
10844 LTE - LABORER Baraboo 02/09/2017
10847 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Wisconsin Rapids 02/09/2017
10852 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/09/2017
10854 LTE - CONSERVATION BIOLOGIST Rhinelander 02/09/2017
10865 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/09/2017
10871 LTE - NAT RES RESEARCH TECHNICIAN Boulder Junction 02/10/2017
10873 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Wild Rose 02/10/2017
10905 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Oshkosh 02/10/2017
10855 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Bayfield 02/13/2017
10856 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Ashland 02/13/2017
10857 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Superior 02/13/2017
10858 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Superior 02/13/2017
10876 LTE - WATER RESOURCES MGT SPEC Madison 02/14/2017
10878 LTE - WATER RESOURCES MGT SPEC Madison 02/14/2017
10831 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Bayfield 02/15/2017



10863 LTE - NAT RES RESEARCH TECHNICIAN Rhinelander 02/17/2017
10872 LTE - NAT RES RESEARCH TECHNICIAN Rhinelander 02/17/2017
10881 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN-ADV Madison 02/22/2017
10883 LTE - LABORER Dodgeville 02/22/2017
10884 LTE - MICROBIOLOGIST Madison 02/22/2017
10885 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Dodgeville 02/22/2017
10886 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Belgium 02/22/2017
10887 LTE - LABORER Belgium 02/22/2017
10888 LTE - LABORER Belgium 02/22/2017
10889 LTE - LABORER Sheboygan 02/22/2017
10890 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Sheboygan 02/22/2017
10899 LTE - LABORER Cassville 02/23/2017
10900 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Bagley 02/23/2017
10901 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Campbellsport 02/24/2017
10902 LTE - LABORER Campbellsport 02/24/2017
10903 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Campbellsport 02/24/2017
10845 LTE - LABORER Baraboo 02/26/2017
10895 LTE - LABORER Mellen 03/02/2017
10896 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Mellen 03/02/2017
10897 LTE - LABORER LaPointe 03/02/2017
10898 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE LaPointe 03/02/2017
10892 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Hudson 03/11/2017
10893 LTE - LABORER Hudson 03/11/2017
10894 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE River Falls 03/11/2017

Please stop by dnr.wi.gov/employment to learn more about these positions and others.

Subscribe now for only $8.97.

Featured DNR Subscriptions

Outdoor Report: Current fishing activities, wildlife observations, and state park events updated every Thursday.

Manage Your DNR Subscriptions: 
Add new subscriptions, delete subscriptions, and manage your profile. If you have questions or problems with the subscription service, please contact support@govdelivery.com.

Other inquiries can be directed to the DNR.

This email was sent to rachel.skenandore@wisconsin.gov using GovDelivery, on behalf of: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  101 S. Webster Street  Madison,
WI 53707-7921  608-266-2621



From: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
To: Skenandore  Rachel - GOV
Subject: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Perrot State Park Update
Date: Thursday, February 02, 2017 2:29:24 PM

You are subscribed to Perrot State Park updates from Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.

Perrot State Park Winterfest Feb. 4 2017

Time: 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

An afternoon of winter fun at the Nature Center. Activities will vary depending on the weather and snow conditions: horse-
drawn rides; dogsled demonstration; kicksled demonstration; cross-country skiing; snowshoeing; winter crafts; sledding.
Sponsored by the Friends of Perrot. Vehicle admission sticker Required.

Winterfest 2017

Subscribe now and receive the December issue of Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine.

Frolic with foxes, outsmart urban critters, eat safe fish, and more!

Only $8.97 for one year, six colorful issues. Makes a great gift, too!

Call toll-free at 1-800-678-9472, go online at wnrmag.com or write to us at P.O. Box 7921, Madison, WI 53707.

New or Featured DNR Subscriptions

WARDEN WIRE: Get the latest news from your conservation law enforcement team.

Outdoor Report: Current fishing activities, wildlife observations, and state park events updated every Thursday.

Manage Your DNR Subscriptions: 
Add new subscriptions, delete subscriptions, and manage your profile.

If you have questions or problems with the subscription service, please visit subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com.

Other inquiries can be directed to the DNR.

This email was sent to rachel.skenandore@wisconsin.gov using GovDelivery, on behalf of: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  101 S. Webster Street  Madison,
WI 53707-7921  608-266-2621









From: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
To: Skenandore  Rachel - GOV
Subject: Exciting DNR Jobs!
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 2:42:35 PM

Exciting DNR Jobs!

  

Jobs-6_large

The DNR employs a large, diverse workforce throughout our state. If you are creative, service-oriented and like to work on teams, you're in the right
place! We seek employees with a strong customer service philosophy and an attitude of helpfulness. We typically fill jobs in the areas of Natural
Resources, Environmental Sciences, Engineering, Law Enforcement, Business, Information Technology, and Administrative Support.

Current Permanent (FTE) Openings

Job Title/
Job Announcement Code

Location Application
Deadline

Air Management Engineers 
1600314

*Statewide (OPEN)

Section Chief - Bird and Habitat Conservation -
Career Executive 
1603557

Dane 1/30/2017

Waterways & Wetlands Policy Coordinator (2
positions) 
1700149

Dane 2/5/2017

Lab Coordinator (Chemist) 
1700163

Dane 2/5/2017

Engineer - Environmental Waste Management,
Regulatory & Cleanup Projects 
1700129

Dane 2/8/2017

Wetland Identification Specialist 
1700062

*Statewide 2/12/2017

Current Temporary (LTE) Openings

ID Title Location Deadline
10834 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Mishicot 01/28/2017
10835 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Plymouth 01/28/2017
10836 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Sturgeon Bay 01/28/2017
10837 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Green Bay 01/28/2017
10860 LTE - OFFICE ASSOCIATE Madison 01/29/2017
10831 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Bayfield 02/01/2017
10841 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Peshtigo 02/01/2017
10846 LTE - FINANCIAL SPECIALIST SENIOR Madison 02/02/2017
10848 LTE - ASSISTANT NATURALIST GUIDE LTE Baraboo 02/02/2017
10850 LTE - NAT RES CUST SERVICE REP Madison 02/02/2017
10851 LTE - NAT RES RESEARCH TECHNICIAN Madison 02/03/2017
10861 LTE - WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST-ADV Madison 02/03/2017
10862 LTE - WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST-SENIOR Madison 02/03/2017
10843 LTE - LABORER Baraboo 02/09/2017
10844 LTE - LABORER Baraboo 02/09/2017
10845 LTE - LABORER Baraboo 02/09/2017
10847 LTE - WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN Wisconsin Rapids 02/09/2017
10852 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/09/2017
10854 LTE - CONSERVATION BIOLOGIST Rhinelander 02/09/2017
10865 LTE - VISITOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE Baraboo 02/09/2017
10871 LTE - NAT RES RESEARCH TECHNICIAN Boulder Junction 02/10/2017
10855 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Bayfield 02/13/2017
10856 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Ashland 02/13/2017
10857 LTE - FISHERIES TECHNICIAN Superior 02/13/2017




